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Editor: living Kenneth Zola Managing Editor: Janet Boudreau 

Issu~ Theme: Generic 

Dear Reader, 

Wmter 1992 DSQ the Jim ofVolume i2 is a generic one. Wllh Spring (deadline March 1,. 
1992) we again go thematic - 1ne Body with A!t},.u,- W. Frank (Department ofSociology, ·University 
ofCalgary, Alberta TiN 1N4, Canada) as Co-Editor.. Summer 1992 (deadline lune 1, 19'12) will 
deal. with Assistive Technology with Deborah Kaplan (World Institute on Disability, 510 Sixt.eenth 
Street, Oakland, CA 94612). In the Fall 19'12 (deadline September 1, 1992) Adrienne Asch (316 W. 
104th Street, Apt. 3A, New_ Yo~ NY 10025) willjoin us again as Co-Editor for an issue on Genetics.. 

As always we ·are looking for new ideas for themes and columns as well as .crilicisms ofwhat 
no longer "worics• or is necessary for our readership. Book reviewer.J are especially needed. And if 
possible send in any material on Wont Perfect 5.1. 

The Editors 

for access may be better fought on the 
communication front . 

. ,:, ,::),: ,:·:?··:
•,•,:,;.::··,· 

Semiotics and language overhaul 

Semiotics 4.lld the Coverage ,of People With Educators can pe!p the next generation 
) Disabilities · of writers and the working press learn to use 

language that promotes the notion that people 
by Michael R. Smith with disabilities are entitled to access. The day 

Mass Communications the ADA bil.l passed, The Atlanta Journal and 
Lycoming College Constitution announced, "Handi.capped Rights 
· Williamsport, PA Bill Awaits Final Approv~" (1990, p.11.). This 

usage may seem innocuous enough, but it is off 
People with disabilities want access. the mark. The preferred usage is people with 

New laws such as the Americans With disabilities. Patricia McGill Smith (1988) of the 
Disabilities Act, approved in July 1990, bar U.S. Department of Education notes, "The word, 
discrimination of people with physical or mental 'handicap,' ... is derived from days of yore when 
disabilities in public accommodations, private beggars stood, cap in hand, asking for alms" (p. 
employment and government services. By 19). For this reason, people with disabilities 
passing laws, the federal government hopes to prefer the word disabled because it suggests that 
empower people with disabilities,· but the battle the person is not "able" in at least one area, but · 



would like the same dignity as anyone else (1988, 
p. 19). 

On a deeper level, the language 
challenge for people with disabilities concerns 
semiotics, the study of signs. Signs are human 

· constructs, says Fiske (1982), "and can only be 
understood in terms of the uses people put them 
to" (p. 43). Fiske (1982) says that semiotics 
"focuses its attention primarily on the text11 (p. 
43). Berger (1982) notes that semiology is 
concerned with how meaning is generated in 
texts (p. 17). Using linguistics as a mode,, 
semiology studies signs and relations, exploding 
ordinary meanings by separating content and 
form. · 

Ferdnand de Saussure, founding father 
of semiology, notes that, ~'Semiology would show 
what constitutes signs, what laws govern them" 
(Berger, 1982, p.18). For instance, Saussure. 

· notes that concepts can best be understood in 
terms of opposites or antonyms: rich.poor, 
happy-sad, good-bad (Berger, 1982, p. 18). 
Saussure goes on to say that no logical 
connection exists between a word and a concept, 
the signifier, and the signified, but a relationship 
between a symbol and a signifier is not arbitrary 
(Berger, 1982, p.19). Since the relationship 
between signifier and signified is arbitrary, 
Saussure reasons that "the meanings these 
sigilifiers hold must be learned somehow, which 
implies that there are certain structured 
associations, or codes, we pick up that help us 

· :interpret sjgns" (Berger, 1982, p.20). Again, 
these associations are arbitrary and aren't 

· necessarily systematized, making the reading of 
the signs all the more difficult. · 

With texts, the signs can have one 
meaning for the creator and another meaning for 
the reader; (receiver-audience). Despite the 
grammar of language with its inherent roles and 

. conventions, meanings can be made on other 
levels. For instance, a diner who asks for a 
hamburger for lunch, may be making a statement 
about his economic class, his status and his goals 
in life in addition to placing an order (Berger, 
1982, p.17). 

To understand the use -of words in a · 
text, Saussure suggest a. synchronic or analyti~ 
study, that is, an examination of the relationships 
that exists among the elements, the pattern of . 
paired oppositions (Berger, 1982, p.23). He also 
suggests a. diachronic analysis that focuses on .the 

chain-. of events. The synchronic analysis reveals 
the manifest meaning while the diachronic 
analysi~ reveals the latent meaning (Berger, 1982, 
p.23). · Although 'these concepts are useful in 
examining narratives as in ficti~n. plots, Peirce's 
categories of signs is best suited to analyze the 
signs in ne~paper reports of disabilities as they 
convey meaning (Fiske, 1982, pp. 50-53). Three 
categories ·of signs, the icon, index and symbol, 
show the relationship between th:e sign and its . 

· object, or that to which it refers. The -icon bears 
a resemblance to its object ( a map) while an 
index possesses a connection with its object 
( tapping fingers to indicate impatience) and a 
symbol is a sign whose·connection·with.itsobject 
is a matter of convention ( a red cross for medical 
relief) (Fiske, .1982, p.51). 

' To apply this idea to a newspaper 
coverage of the disabled, consider a photograph, 
a visual :text, and the cutline text of an attorney.. 
sitting in a wheelchair using a voice-synthesizing 
machine. The cutline read: "Lawyer pavid 
Colangel, a quadriplegic, uses a voice-recognition 
system to dictate memos in Washington." The 
article and photograph on the business cover of 
The Philadelphia Inquirer Sept. 9, 1990 featured · 
innovations in· artificial intelligence machines. 
The article didn't mention the attorney, a· 
quadriplegic, although the photograph showed 
him using a voice-recognition machine. The 
language of the cutline notwithstanding, the 
photograph presents many semiotic applications 
itself. 

The wheelchair is iconic and helps the 
reader know that the rp.an has a disability. It 
suggests reduced mobiiity and· dependence on 
devices to get along in the modem world and a 
readiness to embrace the .latest computer 

· technology to help accomplish tasks. The icon 
bears a resemblance to. the attorney with a 
disability, the object. The attorney is the 
representative of people who benefit from using 
machines to accomplish tasks. He not only uses 
an artificial intelligence machine but he is sitting 
in a contraption~ a device that enables him to 
move himself from place to place, addin~ to his 
representativeness. 

The man in the wheelchair is the object 
of the person who is more than just a man 
occupying a wheelchair. The pose of the man, 
slightly bent forward and using the machine, 
suggests the emotional attitude of the man, the 
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index. The man is dependent on the machine to • relation~hip expressed in the photograph. 
work and exhibits a look of someone in slight 
distress. Again, the cutline mentions the 
person's disability but it doesn't te~ the reader if 
the person's condition forces him to use the 
machine or if it aids him in the legal profession. 
It is the same kind of information as saying the 

·,, man is a Republican using the voice-synthesizer 
machine. It adds nothing and provokes more 
questions than it answers. . 

Both the computer and the wheelchair 
are symbols for the conventional approaches to 
overcoming disabilities. While technology is 
making life easier for people with disabilities, it is 
helping·the ablebodied· as much; therefore, 
depicting people with disabilities as the 
representative recipients pf a technological 
breakthrough fuels the notion .of weakness. The 
arbitrariness of the symbols is obvious; 
computers are seen as power.ful, nearly magical 
wonders, but wh~lchairs are seen as additional 
weight that burdens people. Sitting can be read 
as a posture of authority and power as in the 
case of a chairman of the board seated at· the 
head of a conference table or the phrase "taking 
a chair" to refer to an educator receiving the 
chairmanship of an academic department. In this 
photograph and cutline, the combination of 
elements creates a complex broth of signs that 
provokes many· interpretations. 

Janice Lee Schaffer, deputy business 
editor at The Philadelphia Inquirer, said. the 
story originally mentioned the attorney but it had 
to be cut in layout (personal communication, 
October 8, 1990). She said the omission was 
unfortunate because it explained the benefit of 
the equipment used by the attorney. However, 
the reader doesn't know any of this background 
information and must rely on the text to make 
meaning of the picture and the cutline. The 
convention of newswriting employs a stock 
representative to illustrate the case and this 
information often is part of the feature lead. In 
this case, the photograph, the icon, is the visual 
lead that suggests the theme of the story, pait of 
which is that people with disabilities are likely to 
use high-technical equipment. While this 
meaning is valid, it portrays people with 
disabilities as dependent on hardware to be 
productive. Saussure's idea of pairs can be used 
to .show the able-disabled, independent-
dependent, subject ~f pity-subject ·of awe 

Furthermore, the picture shows a 
professional, a l~wyer, using the machine rather 
than a shoe salesman or an ordinary person, 
suggesting people with disabilities must be super-
conquerors to be productive. Granted, the 
interpretant also could be that a disability doesn't 
preclude a person from entering a profession, 
yet, taken as a whole, the picture is of the man, 
regardless of his job identity, surrounded, nearly 
enveloped,. in cables and· gadgets,· reducing him to 
a curious bionic mad scientist. The picture 
perpetuates the notion of people with disabilities 
as a freak of nature to be paired with the latest 
advance· in technology as the only. hope of a 
decent existence. · 

The theory of semiot_ics, the study of 
signs, is· useful in understanding th~ associations 
people use to make meaning. On a practical 
level, journalists must be vigilant in the use of 
sensitive prose. 

The Research. and Training Center on 
Independent Living at the University of Kansas 
gathered terms and definitions from more than 
100 national disability organizations and made 
the following suggestions. "Do not focus on the · 
disability unless it is crucial to a story" (1984, 
p.1). "Emphasize abilities~· not limitations. · 
Rather than confined to a wheelchair, 
wheelchair-bound, or is crippled, consider 'uses a 
wheelchair/braces, walks with crutches.' Similarly, 
do not use emotional descriptions. such as 
unfortunate or pitiful" (1984, p~l). Finally use ·,._. 
"people" over "persons" when referring to a large 
segment of the population. For instance, say 
people with mental retardation. Use "persons" 
for a specific number under 25. 

"Twelve persons .with dtsabilities hold 
management positions· in the company" is an 
example (1984, p.1 ). 

Jeff Price of The Philadelphia Inquirer's 
standing style committee said The Philadelphia 
Inquirer added a page of terms on disabilities to 
their 111-page stylebook in 1991. "We want to 
stay way from dictating a ~gid use," he said, "but 
we want people to be. more sensitive" (personal 
communication, Dec. 6, 1990). That's the issue 
in selecting the right word for the right 
application. As Kay Maddox, a black, female 
journalist who uses a wheelchair and works at 
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, says, the 
disability issue is more crucial to her than racism 
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0and sexism. "It's not good enough just to have a · on the needs of mentally handicapped children in 
. list of taboo words," she said. "People need to Africa will be· in· Bamako, Mali. The seminar is · 
.be ·sensitive" (personal communication, July 11, being organized by the International League· of 
1990). . Societies for Persons with Mental Handicap, with 

local ·support from the Medical Psychological 
List of References Educational Center of Lafiabougou iµ. Mali. 

Details: Mme. K; Sanogho, Directeur, -Amaldeme, 
Berger, A.A. (1982). Media Analysis Technique. B.P. 181, Bamako, Re du Mali. 
Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, pp. 17~23.. 

March 10-15, The 2992 Groves 
Fiske, J. (1982). Introduction to Conference on Marriage and the Family,. 
Communications Studies. New York: M:ethuen & · Washington, DC.. Theme: "Federal Policies 
Co. Ltd., pp. 43-S3. Regarding Families." ·eontact: Margaret 

Feldman, Chairperson, 1131 Delaware Avenue 
Guidelines for Reporting and Writing About SW, Washington,' DC 20024..· 
People Witi, Disabilities. (1989) The Research & 
Training Center on Independent Living~ . March 12-14, "Innovations in Managing 

. Lawr~nce: University of Kansas, p.1. the Continuum of Care", Pre-Conference Special 
· · Prograni to ASA Annual Meeting. March 13, · 

Handicapped Rights Bill Awaits Final Approval. "Aging and the Emerging Spirit", Pre-Conference 
(1990, July). The Atlanta Journal and · Special Program to ASA Annual Meeting. 
Constitution, p.Al 1. Sponsored by the ASA Forum on Religion and 

Aging. March 13, "Eldercare: Who's Buying? 
McGill Smith, P. (1988, November)~ Sensitivity Who's Selling?, Pre-Conference Special Program 
key to interviewing. Washington, D.C., The to ASA Annual Meeting. Sponsored by the ASA 
News Media and Disability, p.18. . Business Forum on Aging. March 14-17, 38th. 

Annual Meeting, American Society on Aging - all 
(A portion of this article originally appeared in of·the preceding at Town & CountryHotel, San 
·the J@Jluary 1991 issue of Journalism Educator.) Diego, California. . Contact: American Society on 

Aging,· 833 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 
94103;, or call (415) 882-2910. 

March 13-15, Southeastern.Women's 
Studies Association 16th Annual. Conference, 
Tampa, FL Theme: "Celebrating Feminisms and 
the Diversity of Women." Contact: Janice 

Februan 26-March I, Society for Cross- Snook, Women's Studies Program, Uqiversity of 
Cultural Research, 21st Annual Meeting,' Santa South Florida,· 4202 E. Fowler Avenue~ HMS 
Fe, NM.. ~ntact: Ralph Bolton, Dept. of · 413, Tampa, FL 33620. 
Anthropology Pomona C.,. aaremont, CA 91711: . 
714/621~8000 x2228;· 714/62S-2133; FAX 714/621- March 18, Applied Research Ethi~ 
8403; BI1NET RBOLTON@POMONA. National Association (ARENA) will host~its 

annual animal issues meeting from 1 p.m. to 6:30 
Februan .27-March 1~ Association for · p.m. at the Park Plaza Hotel in Boston, MA. 

Gerontology in Higher Education, Baltimore, ARENA's program will feature a variety of 
MD. Theme: :~Getting To Know You: Building presentations addressing issues pe~inent to 
Partnerships Among the Disciplines and· · animal research administrators and IACUC 
Professions." Contact: Suzanne Kunkel, Scripps members, and will highlight the release of 
Gerontology Center, Miami University, Oxford, , ARENA's new Animal Care ·Committee 
qH 4S0S6; (S13) S29:-2914. Guidebook~ 

For a complet~ program and further 
March 1992, An .international. seminar · . information, please contact: ARENA/PRIM&R, 
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132 Boylston ST., 4th Floor, Boston, MA 02116 
(617/423-4112). 

March 18-21, Technology and Persons 
With Disabilities. Los Angeles Airport Marriott 
Hotel Contact: Dr. Harry J.Murphy, Office of 
Disabled Student Services, California State 
University, Northridge, 18111 Nordhoff Street -
DVSS, Northridge, CA 91330; Phone: (818) 
885-2578; FAX: (818) 885-4929; Answering 
Machine; (818) 885-4929. 

March 19-20, at the Park Plaza Hotel in 
Boston, M~sachusetts, Public Responsibility in 
Medicine and Research (PRIM&R) and the 
Tufts University School of Veterinary. Medicine 
will host a· conference e.ntitled, "The Animal Care 
Committee and Enforced Self-Regulation: 
Making it Work at Your Institution." The . 
meeting will focus on the. many developments in . 
the fields of animal care and research, including 
the recent USDA emphasis on performance 
standards, the operation of Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committees (IACUCs), and the 
education of investigators, staff and the public 
about the ethical use of animals in research. 
PRIM&R has set aside a limited number of 
scholarships for fulltime students and others 
demonstrating need, as well as a limited. number 
of spaces for members of the press. For a 
complete program and further information,· 
please contact: PRIM&R, 132 Boylston St., 4th 
'Floor, Bosto.n, MA 02116. (617-423-4112). 

April 22-25, Independence '92, 
Vancouver, Canada. Contact: Congress 
Manager, British Colombia Corporation, Suit_e 
200, 1190 Rue Melville Street, Vancouver BC 
Canada, V6E 3Wl. (604) 689-5084. Fax: (604) 
689-4806. 

April 22~27. DPI: Third World Congress 
of Disabled Peoples' International on theme 'Self 
Determination by Persons With Disabilities', 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada. Contact: Disabled 
Peoples' International Headquarters, 101- 7 
Evergreen, Winnipeg. Manitoba Canada R3L 
21'3, Tel: (204) 287-8010, Fax: (204) 287-8175. 

April 23-25, American Bar Association, 
8th Annual Invitational Conference, Chicago, IL. 
Theme: "Beyond Our Borders; Global Themes in 

Legal Studies." Contact: Jo~ Paul Ryan, ABA 
Nonprofessional Legal Studies, 541 N Fairbanks, 
a, Chicago, IL 60611-3314; (312) 988-5736; 
FAX (312) 988-5032. 

May 1992, Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation: Xlth Congress of the 
International Federation of Physical Medicine 
and Rehabilitation, Dresden, Germany. Contact: 
Pro Jurgen Kleditzach, Congress President, 
Medical Academy 'Cark Gustav Carus' Clinic of 
Orthopaedics, Fetscherstrasse74, Dresden 8019, 
Germany. 

·May 4-7, Conference-on Computing For-
The Social Sciences·, Ann Arbor, MI. Theme: 
"Gateways· to the Future." Contact: CSS92 
Program Committee, Populations Studies ar., 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48104m 

-2590; (313) 764-5304; FAX (313) 998-7415. 

May 9-13, Sietar International, 18th. 
Annual Conference, Montego Bay, 'Jamaica. 
Theme: ·"Strategies for Cross-Cultural 
Communications in the New Information Age." 
Contact SIETAR International, 73315th Street' 
NW, Ste 900, Washington, DC 2000S. 

May 13-16, Vernacular Architecture 
Forum, Annual Meeting, Portsmouth, NH. 
Contact: Richard Candee, 6 Scituate· Road, York, 

. ME 03909; (207) 363-6635. 

May 31 - June 3. Mo~ility and 
Transport: 6th International Conference on 
Mobility and Transport for Elderly and Disabled 
Persons on 'Mobility for a Better Quality of 
Life', Lyons, France. Contact: 6th COMOTRED 
Secretariat, INRETS, Nicole Teillac, 109 Avenue 
Salvador Allende-Cast .24, 69675. BROM. Cedex:, 
France. 

July 7-9, 1992 Vienna Conference on 
Computers and Disability. The Austrian 
Computer Society in conjunction with the 
Technical Institute of Vienna has announced 
plans for its "3rd International Conference on 
Computers for Handicapped Persons,• to be held 
in Vienna, Austria. Contact: California State 
University, Northridge, Office of Disabled 
Student Services, Office of Veteran Student 
Services, 18111 Nordhoff Street - DVSS, 
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Northridge, California 91330; (818) 885-2869, j 
2578.- Contact Person: Dr. Harry Murphy - (818) 
885-2578 or (818) 885-4929. 

August S-9, 9th Triennial Congress of 
the International. Association for the Scientific 
Study of Mental Deficiency, Gold Coast, . 
Australia. Contact: Dr. Adrian Ashman, GPO 
Box 2069, Brisbane, Queensland 4001, Australia. 

' , ' 

_August 17-20, Ninth Annual Summer . 
Series on Aging. University of Kentucky Sander-
Brown Center on Aging, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
Lexington, Kentucky. Continuing E4ucation · 
Credit::Provided for RN's, Allied Health 
professionals, Social Workers, Nursing Home 
Administrators, Dietitian~, Dietetic Technicians, 
Dietary Managers~ and. Activity Professionals. 
Contact: Carol Pearcy, Allied Health Continuing 
Education, Medical Center Annex 3, Room 8, 
University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40536-
0218; (606) 233-6459. 

September 14-18, XIITH International 
Conference on the Social Sciences and Medicine 
will be held at Peebles Hotel Hydro, Peebles, 
U.K. · Themes: Assessment of the outcomes of 
health intervention. Changes in disease patterns 
and related social trends. Concept of risk and 
risk-taking in health care and health.behavior, 
_Concept of the body. Cultural and stnictural 
influences in the creation of, and participation in, 

· · community health programs. Dying with dignity. 
Effects of family position. and status on health. 
Equity versus efficiency in the provision of health 
services; patterns of change. Ethical and legal 
issues in substance abuse and control. Ethical 
and legal implications of the new genetics. Health 
and social problems of refugees. Health care -
consequences of the European Economic 
Community in 1992 and beyond. Impediments in 

. the relationship between knowledge and action in 
health policy. Realities of health for all by the 
year 2000. Role of doctors and health-care 
managers, Socio-economic and ethical 
implications of high cost technology on the 
provision of health care. Spatial aspects of 
disease. The role of medical and social scientists 
in response to threats to the world ecosystem. 
The use and validity of appropriate qualitative 
methods· in health research in developing 

- countries, and Women's access to health care in 

developing countnes. Registrations will be 
accepted in the order of fees received. 'This, 
however, will be subject to a quota remaining 
open for participants from Third World 
countries. For further details and application 
forms. write to: ·or. P J.M~ McEwan, Glengarden, 
Ballater, Aberdeenshire AB3S SUB, Scotland. 

Spring 1992, Three_ Massachusetts 
institutions of higher education are working 
together to ·establish the basis for a regional, 
continuing forum for disability policy analysis. 
Calling themselves Th~ Tri-University -
Consortium on Disability Policy,· Brandeis 
University, Suffolk University, and the- 1• 

McCormack Institute at The University of 
Massachusetts at Boston will begin this initiative 
with a Spring 1992 policy series covering a range 
of timely issues. 

Piease note the following dates and ·· 
watch for more information: March 26, 1992, at 

, Suffolk University, ''The Americans with 
Disabilities Act:· Disabled People in the 
Workplace and the ~upervisor's Role," May 1, 
1992, at Brandeis University, "Disability 
Prevention," and June S, 1992, at The Univ:ersity · 
of Massachusetts at Boston, "Policy Implications 
of Facilities Consolidation." 

In addition.to the Spring 1992 
conferences, the Tri-University Consortium is 
shaping an agenda that will bring together policy 
makers, academics, advocates, and activists for a 
reinvigorated examination of past, present,~ and ,. 
future policy· issues affecting people with 
disabilities. 

FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
DEAF IDSTORY REPORT 

·Highlights 
After two years of hard work, nail-biting, 

and careful planning, the First International 
Conference on Deaf History was a great success. 
The numbers and enthusiasm of the participants 
and the quality of the presentations exceeded our 
most optimistic expectati<;>ns. The Gallaudet 
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University history department wants to express 
its thanks all. those who-attended the Conference 
and to the many Gallaudet faculty, staff, and 
administrators who CQntributed to 'its smooth 

• delivery . 
· One hundred fifty ..five ~pie formally 

registered for the Conference. Thirty-six were 
from countries other than the United States;· two 
were from Puerto Rico. At least 85 Conference 
participants (personally known to the Co~erence 
organizers) are deaf. The Conference's 3S 
presentations, welcoming and -banquet addresses, 
and four plenary sessions reflected the diversity 
and richness of.deaf history. The plenary 
speakers were British, French, Canadian, and 
American. Three were deaf, one hearing, and 
each talked about the ~istory of deaf people in 
his home country. The keynot~ and banquet 
speakers, both froll\ Gallaudet University, are 
members of the: American Deaf community. The 
former, Jack Gannon, spoke about the meaning 
of deaf history to deaf people, and the latter, 
Harvey Corson, discussed the importance of deaf 
history as a foundation for deaf studies research 
and curricula in schools .and colleges. 

Welcomes were extended by the 
Swedish-born president of the World Federation 
of the Deaf, Yerker Andersson, and by Robert 
Williams, Dean of Gallaudet University's College 
of Arts and Sciences. ·The Conference also 

· received an unusual treat when I. King Jordan, 
Gallaudet University's first deaf president, used 
the occasion to announce Gallaudet's reception 
of a $12 million grant from the Kellogg 
Foundation to build a new conference center .. 

Presentations during the concurrent · · 
sessions were. made by 1S. deaf persons and 20 
who are hearing. Eighteen presenters live in the 
United States; 17 live in other countries. 
Presentation formats varied. Some presenters 
used videotapes; others read papers; a few 
combined both with other visual media. The 
topics ranged from deaf myths to deaf nuns. 

Language complexity was an intriguing 
aspect of the entire conference ..The languages 
eiµ.ployed during presentations and plenary 
sessions included American Sign Language, 
spoken English, Signed English, Gestuno, British 
Sign Language, French Sign Language, and 
spoken German. Fortunately, tireless deaf and 
hearing interpreters and modem captioning a,nd 
television technology kept communication 
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smooth: most particip~ts followed all 
presentations without difficulty. When problems 

. did arise, they were met with the tolerance and 
goodwill necessary to make an -international 
conference accessible to the widest possible 
constituency. 
Co_urse 

.John Schuchman and John Van aeve of 
Gallaudet University's history department taught 
a course entitled "Deaf History: How to Do It" 
during two days immediately preceding the 
Conference. Fifty-three Conference participants 
enrolled in this graduate-level course. They 
discussed issues related to the sources, 
interpretation, and writing of deaf history, viewed 
an especially impressive historical exhibit about 
Jewish deaf Germans and Poles ("In der Nacht"), 
and watched presentations.about genealogy, 
preparing historical exhibits, locating historical 
materials, and publishing books in the field of 
deaf history. · 

M~y students. expressed the wish that 
this course could be offered again in the future, 
· perhaps in an expanded format. Schuchman and 
Van Oeve will assess this possibility at a.later · 
date and report back to Conference participants 
if it is feasible. 
Organization 

. On the last day of the Conference, 
participants elected an International Burea~ as 
the genesis of a formal international organization 
devoted to the study and propagation of deaf · 
people's history. Its.members and their home. 
nations are: . 
Igor Abramov, USSR; Christian Barral, France; 
Serge Briere, Canada; Jack Gannon, USA; John 
Hay, Scotland; H2µ.an Lane, USA; Guenther List, 
Germany; Mary Malzkuhn, USA; Hans Roehl, 
Germany; Ausma Smits, USA; These individuals 
were charged with developing __a plan for an 
international -organization of people interested in 
deaf history. They also will work on future 

, meetings and the creation of a journal and/or 
newsletter devoted to deaf history.· 
Future Conferences 

_Another significant outcome of the First 
International Conference on Deaf History was a · · 

· commitment to hold a Second International 
Conference. The University of Hamburg, 
represented at the First· Conference by ,Renate 
Fischer, has offered to host the Second 
Conference at a date to be determined. This 
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augurs well for the future development of deaf 
history and should continue the momentum 
generated by the Deaf Way .and the First 
International Conference. 

Before the next international meeting, 
people interested.in European_ deaf history are 
invited to attend ·the "Conference Sur -L'Histoire 
Des Sourds" (Conference on· Deaf People's 
History) to be held July 14-18, 1992, in Rodez, 
France. For more information, contact: . 
Christian Barral, President du colloque,.Lot 
Chateau d'eau, UOUJAS, 12850 Sebazac-
Concoures, FRANCE. 
Journal 

The Conference also discussed the 
·creation of a journal and/or a newsletter of deaf 
history. While no decisioµ.s were made, history 
department chairman John Van Ceve reported 
that Harvey Corson, Gallaudet University 
Provost, would welcome further discussion of this 
possibility. Corson indicated to Van Qeve and 
Harlan Lane, who had initiated discussions with 
him, that he was optimistic about the chances. of 
committing at least some University resources to 
the Gallaudet University ·history department if it 
would take responsibility for creating and editing 
such a journal. 

The newly elected Bureau will pursue the 
question of a journal and/or newsletter. 
Gallaudet's history department will continue 
investigatii:ig publication· possibilities and will 
look toward the Bureau for guidance. 

··Conference Proceedings 
The entire Conference was videotaped by . 

Sign Media, a private company specializing in the-
prepatation of deafness-related visual materials. 
Pr~senters who signed released forms each will 
receive a videotape of their own presentation. 
Persons who wish to buy vid~tapes of the other 
presentations may do so by writing to or calling: 
Sign Media, Inc., 4020 Blackbum Lane, 
Burtonsville, MD 20866, USA. Phone:. (301) 421-
0268, TOD and Voice. · 
Future of Dea( History 

The First International Conference on 
De~ History and the growing interest .in 
pub,lished scholarship about the past of deaf 
people indicate that deaf history has arrived. As 
King Jordan said at the Conference banquet, 
those who participated were "midwives" to the 
birth of a new discipline. The field has both 

. intensely interested consumers and an expanding 

core of practitioners. 
Iniportant issues and potential problems 

surfaced during the Conference. '.fhe 
relationship of deaf history to· historical fields 
such. as minority history ·and the past of· disabled 

. groups needs further examination. Some tension 
between diverse constituencies--such as 
university-based scholars and amateur historians, 
individuals from different countries or geographic 
regions, between persons who are deaf and those 
who are not, and ~en among deaf persons with 
different communication needs and preferences--
will be with us always. And they will require 
constant attention and lively discussion. 

Yet the future is very bright,. indeed. 
With an international organization, the likelihood 
of a journal, a commitment to further 
conferences, and the spirit of cooperation and 
goodwill evident throughout the Conference, we 
have every reason to. be optimistic abou,t deaf. 
history. · 
1 Conference report prepared by John V. 
Van Ceve, Department of History, Gallaudet 
University, 800 Florida Avenue, NE, Washington, . 
DC 20002 USA. Phone: (202) 651-5474, TDD 
and Voice. 

Deadline for abstracts: January 15, 1992. 
June 17-20, Society For. Disability Studies, 5th 
Annual Convention, Rockville, MD. Themes: 
Policy History Se~ality, Law, Culture, Methods, 
Politics, media, Literature, Pedagogy, Gender, 
Self-Image, Cross-Cultural, Family, Advocacy and 
Activism. Contact Gary Kiger, Dept. of 
Sociology, Utah State University, Logan, UT 
84322-0730; BITNET KIGER@USU. 

Deadline: February 1, 1992. Papers or 
paper. ideas are being sought for volumes 10 and 
11 Qf Research in The Sociology of Health Care 
published by JAI Press. Possible themes of 
interest are society and disease issues such as 
social science or social epidemiological models, 
historical aspects, response to illness and 
changing definitions, health and social 
movements, disabilities, and gender, race, class; 
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and health. Additional themes of lnterest are 
macro-level system issues in health care such as 
international comparisons, health care 
practitioners and health. professions, and / 
hospitals and other health care organizations. · 

. Contact one of the co~ditors by February 1, 
1992. The volume will contain 10 to 15 papers, 
generally ·between 20 and 40 pages in length. 
Send manuscripts or abstracts and outlines to: 
Jennie Jacobs Kronenfeld, School of Health 
Administration and Policy, Arizona State · 
University, Tempe, AZ 85287-4506 (Fax 602/965-
5539) or Rose Weit.z, Sociology Department, 
Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 8S287-
2Wl. · . . 

Deadline for a~stracts: February 14, 
1992. Abstracts are now being accepted for the 
Seventh Annual Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis 
Centers' Education Day and MS Consensus 
Conference, June 12-15, 1992, in New York city. 
The specific hotel will be announced at a later 
date. Our host for the 1992 conference is the 
Multiple Sclerosis Care Center at the Alber:t 
Eiµstein College of Medicine. ·The theme for tlie 
conference is "Term Care Issues in Multiple 
Sclerosis: ·11te Interface Between Health Delivery 
and Health Law". Please send your abstract for 
platform and poster presentation to: Brian 
Thomas, Associa~e Director, The Consortium of 
MS Centers, .The Mellen Center, Area U-1, 
Oeveland Oinic Foundation, 9500 Euclid 
Avenue, Qeveland, Ohio 44195. 

Deadline: February 15. Journal of 
Comparative Family Studies is planning a special 
issue on "Family Vi6lence." Papers are solicited 
that use a cross-cultural and comparative 
perspective to examine family violence. Papers 
should be submitted in triplicate. Contact: 
Richard J. Gelles, Director, Family Violence 
Research Program,. University of Rhode Island, 
Kingston, RI 02881. 

Deadline for abstracts: March 1, 1992. 
The Canadian Council on Social Development, 
Ottawa, is sponsoring an international conference 
on self-help mutual. 'aid to be held·at the 
Government Conference Centre, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada, Setp. 2-4, .1992. The 
conference includes a Research Track, which will 
feature a limited number of panel sessions in 

which papers will be presented and discussed, as 
well as poster sessions. Researchers and scholars 
are therefore invited to send an. abstract 

.· addressing any of the following topics: empirical · 
research find.ings, theoretical and conceptual 
·formulatio.ns,. and methodological issues related 

·. to self-help, mutual aid concepts, groups, 
networks or clearinghouses. (For details. about 
the entire conference program and registration, 
write to Golden Planners, 126 York St., Suite 
404, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KlN 5T5.) 

The theme of the research track is 
"Developing· an International Research Agenda 
on Self-Help Mutual Aid." However, proposals 
for scholarly papers on all aspects of self-help-
and mutual aid in diverse cultural contexts are 
particularly welcome. Other research topics 
include but are not limited to: characteristics of 
group participants, group . processes, leadership 
issues, organizational gro'!Vlh and development, 
the role of ·professionals, the outcomes and 
effectiveness of groups, ·research objectives and 
products of clearinghouses, methodological 
issues, and. social and/or behavioral science 
theory in self-help,~esearch. The criteria for 
selection of the papers in the research track 
emphasize empirical research or related theory 
and methods. Anecdotal descriptions of self-help 
groups. are excluded by these criteria. 

The international. conference also 
provides the occasion for the ·(commercial) 
publication of a landmark volume on self-help 
and mutual aid,.which will be edited by one.or. 
more of the members of the Review Committee. 
Papers submitted for the conference will be 
considered for inclusion in this volume. In 
addition, to accommodate other potential 
contributors who are unable to attend the 
conference~ the Review Committee will read 
abstracts submitted. by ·schoiars who wish to be 
considered for inclusion in 'the edited volume 
alone. Therefore, if you are submitting an 
abstract for the edited volume only, please 
indicate so in a cover letter. . · 

. All abstracts will be peer reviewed by the 
committee and should conform to· the following 
guidelines: (1) length should not exceed one page 
of typed, single-spaced text; and (2) the 'text 
should address the research question( s ), 
theoretical/conceptual foundation, the 
. ( qualitative or quantitative). research 'method( s ), · 
and the main findings and conclusions. In· a 
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· cover. letter, indicate. whether you wish to be 
considered for inclusion in a panel or a poster 
session. A poster session is a more inform.al 
gathering of participants who display their . 
research on large poster1boards and are available 
to discuss their w9r~ with viewers. 

J . Send four (4) copies of the abstract and. 
a stamped self-addressed return envelope or an 
international postal coupon by March 1, 1992 to 
eitber Qf two research planning committee 
members: 1) Thomasina Borkman, Department 
of Sociology, George Mason.University, Fairfax, 
VA 22030-4444, USA, Tel,: 703/993-1440, FAX 
703993-1446; or 2) Francine Lavoie, Universite 
Laval, Ecc?le de Psychologie, Cite Universitaire,, 

. Quebec, QC Canada, G lK 7P4, Tel.: 481/656-
7496, FAX 418/656.;3646.. 

Deadline for abstracts "around" April 1. 
The Association for Research on Nonprofit 
Organizations and Voluntary Action (ARNOVA) 
invites researchers to submit an abstract for 
presenting 
a research paper on self-help groups/networks or 
clearinghouses at its 21st annual conference af 
Yale University, New Haven, Conn. set 
tentatively for early Octo~r 1992. Accepted 
papers are published in the. Conference 
Pr~dings and are reviewed for publication in 
the Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, 
ARNOVA's journal. ARNOVA is an. 
interdisciplinary international group of 

-' ·researchers and practitioners interested in all 
· . aspects of nonprofit organizations and voluntary 

. action. The formal call for abstracts and,. papers . 
will be available by November 15. Send abstracts 
or query to Barbara Long,ARNOVA executive 
office, Washington State University Affiliate, Rt. 
2, Box 696, Pullman, WA 99163; 509/332;.3417. 

Deadline: Open. Ethnicity and· Disease. 
The International Society on Hypertension in 
Blacks announces the sponsorship of a new 
international journal on population differences in 
disease patterns. The journal, which will appear 
quarterly, is titled Ethnicity and Disease. : For . 

. information on subscriptions and submissions, 
write to Richard S. Cooper, MD, Editor, 
Ethnicity and Disease, Dept. of Preventive , 
Medicine and Epidemiology, Loyola U. Stritch 
School of Medicine, 2160 South First Ave., 
Maywood, IL 60153~ 

/oumal of the Histoty of Sexuality, 
ISSN: 1043-4070 Published quarterly, seeks to 
publish the best research of this newly emerging 
filed. The Journal illuminates the history of 
sexuality in all its expressio~ recognizing 
'differences of class, culture, gender, race, and 
sexual preference. Its scope transcends temporal 
and geographic boundaries, from ancient to 
contemporary history, from Europe and the 
Americas to Africa and Asia. Contributors are 
encouraged to explore the full range of issues 
related to the ·history of sexuality, including but 
not limited to gender studies, homosexuality, and 
feminist studies. 

JHS is an English-languagejoumal;-. · 
published quarterly by the University of Chicago 
Press with the support of Bard College. Articles 
are peer-reviewed. Original articles (including 
historical, critical, and theoretical research), 
review essa~,- primary sources, and bQok reviews ... 
are featured. Each issue is· approximately 160 
pages 

Please submit all manuscripts to John C. 
Fout, Editor, Journal of the History of Sexuality, 
Bard College;-Annandale-on-Hudson, New York 
1.2504. All manuscripts must be in the English 
language; please send two copies of the 
manuscript and a large self-addressed, stamped 
return envelope· (US only). There are no. page 
charges. A copy of the JHS style sheet is 
available from the editorial office at the address 
above. 

Regular one-year subscription· rates: 
$29.00 Individuals; SlO.OO.Students;.$58.00 
·Institutions. Outside USA add $3.00 for 
postage. To order send credit card information, 
check, or purchase order to The University of 
Chicago Press, Journals l)ivision, P.O. Box 
37005, Chicago, IL 60637. 

Deadline - Open.· The Library of 
Sociology Series is planning to publish 
monographs and edited volumes on issues related 
to aging, women, poverty/homelessne~ AIDS, 
Vietnam Veterans, ·race and ethnicity, law,· family, 
economy., education· and other issues of 
contemporary interest. Proposals may be 
submitted to: D~ A Chekki, Department of 
Sociology,. University of Winnipeg, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R3B 2E9 Canada. 
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Deadline - Open. The University of 
Michigan was awarded a grant by the National 
Institute of Mental Health to produce a 
workshop and monograph on self-help research~ 
The purpose is to stimulate high quality research 
on self-help. People with a paper or an idea for 
a paper on self-help research should contact: 
Thomas J. Powell, Center for Self-Help 
Research, University of Michigan, 505 Ea:;t 
Huron St., Ann Arbor, MI 48104-1567; 313/998-
7300. 

SCI Psychosocial Process is the official 
· publication of the American Associa~ion of 
Spinal Cord Injury Psychologists and Social 
Workers and is published for the purpose of 
disseminating information to all professionals 
involved in the care of the spinal cord injured. 
Original articles pertaining to any facet of spinal 
cord injured patient care are welcome. Queries 
or manuscripts must be typewritten, double 
spaced on 8 x 11 inch paper. Four copies of 
each manuscript should be accompanied by a 
cover letter which includes .the name(s) and 
credentials of the contributor(s). All full-length 
articles must contain no less than 1,000 and no 
more than 5,000 words (4-20 manuscript pages). 
Manuscripts and queries should be sent to: Jason 
Mask, Editor, _SCI Psychosocial Process, Social 
Work Service,,Edward Hines Jr. VAMC, Hines, 
,IL 60141, (312) 343-7200 X3257. 

Vocational Rehabilitation and 
Counseling Professional Review. Although 
published primarily for the use of professional 
staff members in the VA system, the journal is 
designed to stimulate creative and thoughtful 
approaches to the delivery of professional 
services to veterans and other eligible persons. 
Articles may include research reports, the 
theoretical -development of an issue, or literature 
reviews and should discuss the practical 
application of material. For more information, 
interested persons should contact James Malley, 
VR & Officer, VA Regional Office, Hartford, 
CT. Manuscripts, following AP A style, should be 
submitted to: Ira Combs, EdD, Counseling 
Psychologist (28), V ARO, 600 Federal Place, 
Louisville, KY 40202. 

Teaching Disability 
by Sara Watson . 
Washington Business Group on Health 
777 N. Capitol Street N.E. 
Suite 800 
Washington, D.C. 20002 

Three teaching cases on disability issues 
for public policy classes are available from Sara 
Watson, of the Washington Business Group on 
Health. These cases are part of a national 
project to introduce disability as a mainstream 
curriculum topic for public policy schools. 

Case one, Disability Issues in the Public 
·_ Workplace, gives the perspective of a.manager. 
trying to balance the needs of an employee 
fighting cancer with the productivity 
requirements·of a busy public agency. This case-
is ideal for use in courses on human resource 
management or employment policy, and in-
service training for new public managers. 

_ Case two, Michigan Rehabilitation 
Services: Should a Public Agency Compete with·. 
the Private Sector?, concerns the tension 
between the public and private sectors as a state 
agency struggles to adapt to changing· customer 
needs and new private-sector competition. The 
case may be used in courses on -organizational 
decision making, competition and regulation, 
human services, and I.abor and health policy. 

Case three, Providing Personal 
Attendant Services in Montana, illustrates the. 
struggle to strike a balance between client vs. 
administrator influence over public programs. It 
also discusses the budgetary trade-offs public 
officials· must make in allocating funds among· 
services and administrative costs. Other issues 
include managing perception and communication 
~etween public officials and advocacy groups. 
This case may be used in courses on federal-
state-local relations, institutional analysis, ethics 
in public policy decision-making, health care 
policy and human services. 

During the project, the cases are 
available at no cost: we are actively seeking 
professors or managers who ·are interested in 
using the cases. Persons interested in using 
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these cases or seeking more information may 
contact Dr._ Sara Watson, Washington Business 
Group on Health, 777 North Capitol Street, NE, 
Suite 800, Washington, DC 20002, 202-408-9320 
(voice). A TDD line is available at 202-408-9332. 

The project runs frofll · October 1990 to 
September 1993 and is funded by the U.S. 
Department of Education's National Institute on 
Disability and Rehabilitation Research. 

National Easter Seal Society American 
Association of Disability Communicators 1991 
EDI (Equality/Dignity/Independence) Award 
Winners. PRINT ADVERTISING. Dayton's 
Hudson's Marshall Field's/Advertising 
Department, "Dayton's Daisy Sale" ~talog; 
Dayton's Hudson's Marshall Field's Today'' 
Mother's Day Sunday supplement; Venture 
Stores/Jim Miller, "'Think Spring Sale" Sunday 
supplement circular; Eddie Bauer, Inc./Davia 
Kimmey, Eddie Bauer Catalog (Winter,. 1990); 
Target Stores/Robert Ulrich, Target Stores 
advertising circulars. BROADCAST 
ADVERTISING PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS. Long John 
Silver's/Bozell, Inc. 11Go· Fish"; K-Mart/Calet, 

··Hirsch & Spector, Inc. 11Coming/Westbend"; 
Colgate-Palmolive/Young & Rubicam "Colgate 
Toothpaste - Vignettes"; Liberty Mutual 
Insurance/Wells, Rich & Greene "Boston Elbow"; 
IBM/Paul Snayd ''IBM Speech Viewer'; Procter 
& Gamble/Saatchi & Saatchi "Ivory Bar Soap -
Special Olympics"; Epilepsy Foundation of 
America ''Walls" (Public Service Announcement). 
BROADCAST NEWS/FEATURE STORIES. 
NBC Today Show/Dennis Murphy "Stephen 
Wiltshire". Story about an autistic teenager who 
becomes the best-selling artist in Britain. NBC 
Today Show/Betty Rollin "Fred Francis" Story 
about an amputee and the contribution he makes 

. to other people with disabilities. NBC Today 
Show/Stewart K. Dan "Friends Who Care11 Story 
about a school curriculum that teaches 
youngsters about people with disabilities and how 
they want to be treated like everyone else. Cable 
News Network/Dan Rutz "Sibling Helpers". Story 

about a ·program that helps brothers and sisters 
of children with disabilities adjust. Cable News 
Network/Dan Rutz "Disabled· Farmers". Story 
about a program that enabled farmers with 
disabilities to continue working. WBBM-TV 
(CBS Affiliate-Chicago)/Walter Jacobson "Access 
for the Disabled on the CTA". Story about non-
working elevators which made part of the 
Chicago transit system inaccessible to people with 
disabilities. ABC News 20/20Bob Brown "A 
Lifetime of Love". Story about two sisters with 
disabilities and the special bond between them. 
KARE-TV (NBC Aftiliate-Minneapolis)/Ken 
Speake "Fashion Models with Disabilities". Story 
about using models with disabilities in,_. 
advertising. The Young Adult Institute/WNYE-
FM (New York) "Employer Attitudes Towards 
Hiring People with. Developmental Disabilities" .. 
Radio show about advantages of hiring and 
training people with disabilities. Calibre Press, 
Inc. "Ultimate Survivors" (Special Merit EDI 
Award) Video that studies four people who.have. 
survived after incredible odds and are recovering 

· from their experiences. WLS-TV (ABC Affiliate- · 
· Chicato )/Karen Meyer (Special Merit EDI 
Award). PRINT NEWS/FEATURE STORIES. 
Newsweek/James N. Baker, "Beating the 
Handicap Rap" (Special Editic;m,.·Summer·1991).· 
Story about the importance of early- diagnosis 
and intervention to maximize independence of 
children with disabilities. The Construction 

. Specifier/Stacey L. Bell, "The Gaenslen School: 
Designed for Accessiblity' (April 1991 ). Story . 
about building an accessible school· in Milwaukee 
to accomodate childr~n with disabilities. 
Albuquerque Journal/Karen G. Stone, "Public 
Transport System a Benefit to All" (November 5, 
1990). Story spotlighting .an accessbile public 
transportation system in Sweden and how it 
could benefit everyone_. The News 
Journal/Carolyn Lewis, "Blind Injustice11 (October 
25 and December 10, 1990). Story about 
discrimination against.a blind minister. The 
Alicia Patterson Foundation Reporter/Joseph P. 
Shapiro, "Forcing The Young Into Nursing 
Homes" (Winter 1991).·Story about young 
persons with disabilities who live dependent lives 
in nursing homes and how they can be living 
independently. The Alicia Patterson Foundation 
Reporter/Joseph P. Shapiro, "Climbing Society's 
Mountains - The Disability Rights Movement 
Arrives" (Fall 1990). Story about the disability 
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rights movement. Sesam.e Street Parents' 
Guide/Kriste Kline, "A Sense of Belonging" 
{September 1990). Story about the. 
mainstreaming of a child with a· disability and 
how it proves to ,be a postive lesson for everyone 
involved. McCall's Ma.gazine/Chava Willig Levy, 
"Tehilah: Our Answered Prayer" .(December 
1990). Personal account about a husband and 
wife with disabilities having a "miracle baby."; 
The Los Angeles Times/Edmund Newton,. 
"Disabled; The Battle Goes on" (August 16, 
1990). Story about the Americans with 
Disabilities Act and how legislatiQn cannot 
change attitudes. Glamour Magazi~e/Lisa 
Blumberg, "Viewpoint: Public Stripping. of the 
Disabled" (February 1991). An attorney who has 
cerebral palsy criticizes. the medical profession for 
conducting public examinations of people with 
disabilities. Family Circle Magazine/Nina White, 
"Access for the Disabled" (April 1991)~ Porfile of ... 

. a woman with a disability who is involved in the 
independent living movement. Spinal Network, 
"Working" (July 1990). A series of articles . 
providing employment information to people 
with -disabilities. Safeway's Directions/Barbara 
Templeton (Special Merit EDI Award). Employee 
newsletter issue devoted to educating 85,000 · 
Safeway employees about people with disabilities. 

Sabbatical in Washington,.DC. Child Trends. 
. Inc., a nonpartisan, non-profit research 
organization,. invites established scholars to spend 
all or part of their sabbatical in Washington,. DC, 
to conduct independent and/or joint research . 
projects in the areas of children, youth and 
families. Funding is provided by t~e William and 
Flora Hewlett Foundation. Contact the Scholars 
in Washington ·Program, Child Trends, 2100 M 
St, N.W., Ste. 610, Washington, DC. 

Fellowship in Medical Rehabilitation 
Research. The Kessler Institute for 
Rehabilitation and the University-of Medicine.& 
Dentistry of New Je~ have an Advanced 
Multidisciplinary Fellowship Program in Medical 
Rehabilit~tion Research. · pie program is for 

PbDs, ·MDs, and outstanding pre-Doctoral (post-
MA). students with research skills/experience, 

· excellent academic record, pro~se, and personal 
commitment to a career in rehabilitation · 
research. Each Fellowship is·based on an 
individualized Research Training Plan written by 
the .Fellow with the advice and consent of 
·his/her mentoring. team. Research is possible in 
a wide variety of topics. Among these is an 
opportunity to conduct research 9n the 
ou~mes, effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness of 
medical rehabilitation programs. If he can get an 
applicant with needed qualifications, Dr. 
Johnston can take the person immediately or 
reserve a slot for the year. 1-2 yrs, $20-40K+ · 
for post-Doctoral Fellows. U.S. citzen or legal 
resident. Regarding outcome research phone or 

-write:-Mark V. Johnston, PhD, Project ~-
Director, (201) 731-3600, x8S32, x79S. For 
general information phone: Thom~.W. Findley, 
MD., Ph.D., Project Director, (201) 731-3600, 
X711, X712. Both are' at the Kessler Institute 

·for Rehabilitation, 1199 Pleasant Valley Way, 
West Orange, NJ 070S2. 

Law and Social Science Program, 
National Science Foundation. The Program for 
Law and Social Science at the National Science 
Foundation supports social scientific studies of 
law and law-like systems of rules. These can · 
include, but are not limited to, .research designed 
to enhance the scientific understanding of the . 
impact· of law; the dynamics of legal decision- · 
making; and the nature, ·sources, and , 
consequences of variations and changes in legal · 
institutions. The primary consideration is. that 
the research shows promise of advancing a · 
scientific understanding of -law and legal process. 
Within this framewor~ the Program has an 
"open window" for diverse theoretical 
perspectives,. methods, and contexts· for study. 
For example, research on judicial decision-
making, patterns of disputing and dispute 
processing, social control, the dynamics of 
discretion in sanctioning, procedural justice, 
compliance and deterrence, modeling jury 
decision-making, the regulatory role of law,·Iegal 
and social change, and legal socialization are 

. among the many areas that have recently 
received program support. The review PI".Ocess 

. for the Law and Social Science Program takes six 
to nine months. The target dates f~r the 
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submission of proposals are January 15, 1992 for . two deadlines: October 15 and April 15. 
proposals to be funded as early as July 1992 and THE JEANNE HUMPHREY BLOCK 

· August 15 for proposals to be funded in or after DISSERTATION AWARD PROGRAM offers 
January 1993. For further information on grants of $2,500 each year to a women doctoral 
application procedures write or call Michael C .. student. Proposals should fo~s on the 
Musheno, Program Director, Law and Social development of sex differences or some aspect of 
Science, National Science Foundation, girls' or women's development, focusing on sex 
Washington, D.C. 20550. Phone: (202) 357-9567; or gender differences or some developmental 
e-mail: MMUSHENO@NSF. BI'INET; FAX: issue of particular concern to girls or women. 
(202) 357-0357; or Bonney Sheahan, Program · Projects drawing on Murray Center data will be 
Associate, Law and Social Science, National given priority, although this is not a requirement. 
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C~ 20550. Applications must be postmarked by April 1. 
Phone: (202) 357-9567; e-mail: · THE HENRY A.MURRAY 
BSHEAHAN@NSF. BI'INET; FAX: (202)357- DISSERTATION AWARD PROGRAM offers 
0357. three grants of $2,500 each- year: to. women and 

men doctoral students. Projects should focus on 
Research Grants, The Henry A. Murray some· aspect of "the study of lives", concentrating 

Research Center of Radcliffe .College is pleased on issues in human· development or personality. 
to announce the availability of grant funds for Priority is given to projects drawing on center 
postdoctoral level research. drawing on the data. Applications must be postmarked by April

1. ' Murray Center's data resources and for doctoral 
dissertations in the topic areas listed below. The THE VISITING SCHOLARS 
center also offers a visiting scholars-in-residence PROGRAM at the Murray €enter offers office 
program. space and access to the facilities. of Radcliffe . 

The Henry A. Murray Research Center College and Harvard University each year to 
is a national -repository of social and behavioral eight to ten scholars who wish to investigate 
sciences data for the study of lives over time with some aspect of women and social change or the 
a special focus on the lives of women. The · study of lives over time .. The program does not 
center makes available original subject records, include a stipend. Scholars have come from a 
including responses to interviews, questionnaires, wide range of fields.including psychology, 
.and projective tests, as well as coded, computer- · psychiatry, anthropology, political science, 
accessible data from approximately 200 studies in sociology, and history. An important goal of the 

· ·the social sciences. The archive includes studies ·center is to promote the use: of its archival data 
of family life, careers, psychological. development, for new research. Therefore,. strong preference is 
political participa.; tion, mental health, and many- given to researchers utilizing the Murray Center's · 
other topics. The archived material can be used data resources. · 
to formulate or refine research questions, to If you are interested in applying for a 
develop research instrument~ or coding schemes, research grant or visiting. scholar appointment,· 
to conduct longitudinal followups, replication please write to Nancy Kressin a:t Ten Garden 
studies, or secondary analyses. Descriptions of Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. The 
the data sets housed at the Murray Center are Henry A. Murray Research Center; A Center for 
presented in The Guide to the Data ~esources the-Study of Lives (617) 495-8140; FAX (617) 
of the Henry A. Murray Research Center, which 495-8422. for complete program descriptions and 
can be purchased for $15. application guidelines. 

TIIE RADCLIFFE RESEARCH 
SUPPORT PROGRAM offers small grants to 
post-doctoral investigators for research drawing 
on the data resources of the Murray Research 
Center. Funds are provided for travel to the 
Murray Center, duplicating, computer time, 
assistance in doing. data, and other research 
expenses. Grants of up to $5,000 are available at The Batavia Writing Competition on 
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Disability Policy. Andrew Batavia, Associate 
editor of the Journal of Disability Policy Studies 
(JDPS), established this annual writing 
competition in honor of his family to recognize 
their contributions to his development as an 
independent professional with a disability. The 
purpo~ of the writing competition is to promote 
interest and scholarship in policy issues affecting 
people with disabilities. For purposes of the 
competition, the term "disability" is define.d 
broadly as it is in the Americans With Disabilities 
Act of 1990. Entrants may submit papers that 
have not been published or accepted for 
publication previously on any aspect of disability 
policy, including communications, education, 
employment, health ca.re, income maintenance, 
housing, recreation, te~hnology, and 
transportation. Papers addressing issues that do 
not have broad' policy implications will not be 
considered. 

First Prize - $1,000; Second Prize - $500; 
Third Prize - $250; Honorable Mention. 

JDPS may exercise the option to publish 
any of the prize-winning papers, including papers 
that receive honorable mention. Entrants must 
agree to transfer copyright to the journal in the 
event that their paper is published. 

Eligibility - Any graduate student 
(including Masters or Doctoral candidate, law · 
student, medical student, post-doctoral student, 
or equivalent) or non-tenured faculty member 
(adjunct or tenure track) at any college or 

· university may enter the competition. Only 
papers authored by a single individual will be 
considered. 

Entry requirements To enter them 

competition, submit five ( 5) copies of your paper 
with a cover letter stating that you are submitting 
the paper to this writing competition, that it has 
never been published and is not being considered 
or prepared for publication elsewhere, and that 
you will transfer copyright to the JDPS if it 
publishes the paper. All papers must be twenty-
five (25) pages or less, typed, and doubled 
spaced, and must meet all other specifications of 
JDPS. Entries should be sent to: The Batavia 
Writing Competition, Journal of Disability Policy 
Studies, Department of Rehabilitation Education 
and Research, University of Arkansas at i 
Fayetteville, 346 N. West Avenue, Fayetteville, 
AR 72701. . 

Deadlines - The deadline for submitting 

papers is March 1, 1992. Entries postmarked 
after that date will be considered· for the 
following year's competition. All entries will be · 
acknowledged by JDPS within one month of 
receipt. Entrants will be advised as to whether 
they have been awarded a prize no later than 
July 1, 1992. 

Judgment Criteria~ All papers will be 
judged on the basis of (1) contribution to the 
field of disability policy and (2) quality of . 
scholarship and writing. Only papers that 
warrant publication in JDPS will be awarded · 
prizes. The competition reserves the right not to 
award prizes if submissions do·not warrant 
publication in the journal. 

Publication - Papers accepted for 
publication in JDPS often require some revision. 
In submitting a paper, each entrant agrees to 
work with the editor in making necessary 
revisions if his or. her paper is published by the 
journal. 

The Illinois Self-Help Center would like 
to interview selfahelpers about their self-help 
group experiences related to family violence in 
order to collect personal stories for a monograph 
to be used to educate corporate employers, 
conveners of national meetings, publishers of· 
national studies, policy makers and researchers. 
Contact: Daryl Isenberg, 1600 Dodge, Ste. S122, 
Evanston, IL 60201; 708/831-343S. 

· National Museum of Health and , . 
Medicine seeks information on self -help groups 
for exhibits. ·The National Museum of Health 
and. Medicine in Washington, D.C. plans to 
bridge the gap between the health professionals 
and the public with live, interactive exhibits on 
such topics as substance abuse, AIDS, smoking 
prevention, depression and mental health. Many. 
of these exhibits will travel throughout the 
country. 

As part of the program, attention is 
being paid to the role of self"'.help as a valuable 
component in the health care system. Through 
the efforts of the National Council on Self-help 
and Public Health, Dr. Marc Micozzi, museum 
director, and Orla O'Reilly, museum 
administrator, a·self-help advisory committee was 
formed to offer suggestions and resources 
regarding self-help. These suggestions and 
resources will be included in relevant exhibits. 
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One room of the museum highlights self-help 
and empowerment, with up-to-date information 
on self-help, including books, articles, brochures, 
photographs and video tapes, as well as 
telephone numbers for specific groups. 

The Self-help Advisory committ~ 
consists of: Orla O'Reilly; Usa Saisselin, director 
of the Self-Help Clearinghouse of Greater 
Washington; Carol Eisman, managing editor of 
Self-Helpe(, the California Network of Self-flelp 
Centers newsletter; and Council members Amye 
Leong and Lee Miller. To implement self-help 
recommendations, the committee will keep in 
contact throug1:J.out the year and will meet twice 
.a year. 

To expand the base of information 
regarding self-help. groups_ across the country, 
brochures and video tapes that would explain the 
ways in which self-help works. Send information 
to: Orla O'Reilly, National Museum of Health .. 
and Medicine, AFlP,.Room G-056, Washington, 
D.C., 20306-6000. 

The Sex and Gender Section has voted 
·to name·the annual Dissertation Award for Sally 
Hacker, who was Professor of Sociology at · 
Oregon State University at the time of her death 
in- July, 1988, after a struggle with cancer. 

The section announces its sixth annual 
award for the best paper based on a student's 
dissertation dealing with sex and gender issues. 
The award includes a $100 contribution from the 
··section toward the student's travel to the ASA 
meeting to receive this prize. 

Papers should deal with an important 
theoretical issue or a significant· empirical 
problem in the field of sex 'and gender. The 
paper must be based on a dissertation that was 
completed and approved no earlier than January, 
_1991 or that is still in progress; Papers must be 
sole-authored and no longer than 25 double-
spaced pages (exclusive of tables and references). 
Current or previous submission of the same 
paper for presentation at the ASA annual 
meeting or at a regional· meeting is permitted, 
but the paper may not be under review, in press, 
or published at the time of the -award. 

The winning author is expected to attend 
the business meeting of the Sex & Gender 
Section at the annual meeting of the American 
Sociological Association in August, 1992 in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at, which· time the award 

will be presented. 
TI-IE DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION 

OF PAPERS IS MAY 1. 1992. 
Format for Submissions: The name, 

address, and institutional affiliation of the author . 
must be indicated on the title page along with 
the name and mailing address of the dissertation 
advisor. An abstract of no more than 100 words 
should also be provided. The title only should 
be given on the abstract page and at the top of · 
the first page of the text. Five copies· must be 
sent, postmarked on or before May 1, 1992 to: 
Lynn Weber, Dept. of Sociology, Memphis State 
University, _Memphis, TN 38152 or Deborah 
King, Dept. of Sociology, Dartmouth,College, 
-Hanover, NH 03755. 

The Society for Disability Studies is 
interested in identifying books to be displayed in 
a book exhibit at its annual meeting June 17-20, 
1992, in the Washington, DC, metropolitan area. 
This is an excellent opportunity for authors, 
editors, and publishers to introduce titles of 
interest to a wide range of disability researchers 

· and educators.· To suggest relevant titles or to 
request further .information about the book 
display or conference program advertising, 
contact Harve Horowitz, SDS Book Exhibit 

·Coordinator, 11620 Vixens Path, Ellicott City, 
MD 21042-1539 (410) 977-0763, Fax (410) 977-
0764; in the District of Columbia, direct dial 
301/596-0328). 

The National Institute ..on Aging: (NIA) , 
announced the award ·of $3..8 million to establish 
the Nation's first three Oaude D. Pepper Older 
American Independence Centers. The centers --
at the University of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y., · 
University of California, Los Angeles, and 
Bowman Gray School of Medicine, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina -- will design and conduct 
clinical studies aimed at preventing and reducing 
disabilities that affect independence in older 
people. 

Authorized by Congress in 1990, the 
centers were conceived to promote research into 
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dise~s and aging processes that threaten 
independent living, focusing on projects designed 
to help older people avoid institutionalization or 
prolonged hospitalizations. Along with testing 
specific ways to prevent disability, the centers will 
develop training programs for scientists. 
Information on successful interventions will be 
disseminated by the centers to clinicians and to 
the public to encourage widespread use of new 
techniques. 

The principal investigators and their 
intervention projects are: 

- Dr. John C. Beck, University of 
California, Los An·geles. The UCLA group's first 
in_tervention study will see if comprehensive 
geriatric assessments following discharge from 
the hospital can improve patient functioning and 
reduce the rate of hospital readmissions. 

Another project will focus on the role of 
nursing home aides in helping to manage urinary 
incontinence in patients and to release restraints 
for people· in nursing homes. A computerized 
tracking system will be used to help with the 
aides' training. 

A third study will look for ways to 
improve the effectiveness of geriatric assessment. 

- Dr. Robert W. Hamill, University of 
Rochester, Rochester, New York. Dr. Hamill's 
team will conduct two major studies. The first 
will evaluate a non.surgical, step-by-step 
treatment plan for women with urinary 

·· incontinence. . The research will start with an 
evaluation of behavioral training, followed by 
pelvic muscle exercises, and then add a combined · · 
drug program using estrogen and oxybutynin 
chloride, a drug that. can -relax bladder muscle. 

A second study will look at the 
relationsp.ip between acute respiratory tract 
infections and changes in the functional status of 
frail older people in adult day care centers. 
Scientists will look at two interventions, an 
exercise program and a plan for preventing 
infections in adult day care facilities. 

Another study of muscle protein 
synthesis will test both exercise ana the effects of 
growth hormone injections to see how muscle 
atrophy in older adults can be treated or 
prevented. In addition, the Rochester group will 

. look at the use of certain psychotropic drugs for 
managing the agitation associated with 
Alzheimer's disease. 

• Dr. William R. Hanard, Bowman Gray 
School ~f Medicine, Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina. Dr. Hazzard's group will look at 
osteoarthritis of the knee, an important cause of · 
disability in older people. A clinical trail will test 
strengthening and aerobic exercise to prevent or 
lessen disability for up to_ 2 years. 

Dr.· Hazzard's team will also evaluate 
non-drug treatments of isolated systolic 
hypertension. The study will emphasize exercise 
and include low sodium diets and weight 
reduction for obese people. 

The $3.8 million funding is for the first 
year of a 5 year program. NIA is planning to·.. 
expand the number of centers, adding two more 
by the end of next year. 

The Caude D. Pepper Older American 
Independence Centers join major NIA programs 
to reduce disability and combat osteoporosis. In 
July 1991, the NIA launched the Women's aging 
Study, a 7 year effort to pinpoint the causes and 

. course of disabilties among older women. · The 
Institute's FICSIT (Frailty and Injuries: 
Cooperative Studies of Intervention Techniques) 
series of clinical trials began in April 1990 and its· 
STOP/IT (Sites Testing Osteoporosis 
Prevention/Intervention Techniques) program 
was recently launched:· - General contact Vicky 
Cahan, .301/496-1752. 

ADJUSTMENTS TO CHRONIC 
ILLNESS - The Bio, Psycho. Social Aspects of 
Living with Chronic Illness or LMELlA,., 
Preventing the Evisceration of Hope and 
Challenging the Myths of M.S. (all are color,_ 60 
mins. each, and purchase price is $36.50 for each 
video). Sexuality & Disability, Parts I & II 
(color, 45 mins. each, purchase: $49.50 for set-of 
2). All of these videos are produced by Ira 
Lipsky and distributed by The Kenduskeag 
Evaluation & Educational Services, 304 N. 
Woodland Blvd., Deland, FL 32720 . 

The series 11Adjustments to Chronic 
Illness" is made up of five films; three of these 
are reviewed here. (Preventing the Evisceration 
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of Hope and Sexuality & Disability, Part II are 
not reviewed..) Ira Lipsky is a counselor. He. has 
worked for years with persons with chronic 
illness and disablity. He has Multiple Sclerosis ... 
When he speaks in these videos, he speaks from 
experience: professional and personal. 

Th~ videos' are not slickly produced. 
They are informative, sensitive talks. · The videos . 
reviewed here ·were filmed when Mr. Lips19' gave 
a seties of talks to a .Multiple Sclerosis Socie.ty in 
mid-Florida. The camera shots are straight on; 
Mr. Lipsky just talks. But what wonderful talk it 
can be at times. · 

In The Bio, Psycho, Social Aspects of 
Living with Chronic Illness, he· communicates · 
with the audience in a fashion not unlike Leo 
Buscaglia. His message is clear: you are a worthy 
person; having a disability does not change that. 
Seize control of your treatment; there is more to 

· rehabilitation that· medical .concerns. Indeed, the 
subtitle of the· video LMELIA is· an acronym .for 
laugh more, eat less, and love a lot. 

. Challenging the Myths of MS is· as much 
for persons with MS as for the general public. 
Even those who are under treatment for MS do 
not always have accurate information about the 
disease, about treatment, and about resources . · 
available. Mr. Lipsky, in this video, sets .the 
record straight. · 
· · Finally, in Sexuality and Disability, Part I •. 
Mr. Lipsky develops the· idea that sexuality is a 
salient part of our identity. Just because one has 
MS dQes .not change the centrality of sexuality in . 
our lives. He speaks frankly makirig light (with a · 

·. couple of Dr. Ruth anecdotes) of how · 
uncomfortable most of us can feel talking about 
sexuality anyway. 

These videos will appeal to anyone who · 
wants to know more about MS and those who . 
have MS. They are a vauable .resource for family 
members, counselors, and even those with MS 
themselves. To the extent. t,iat the videos are of 
talks, per se, the videos probably have limited 
appeal as general public education tool. But for 
those who have a specific interest in MS,.I · 
recommend them. (Gary Kiger, Utah State 
University). 

AASCIN FilDl Festival. The American 
Association of Spinal Cord Injury Nurses 
(AASCIN) is seeking entries for the film festival 
that will be Pa.TT of its Annual Educational · 

) 

Conference, scheduled for September 8-10, 1992, 
in Las Vegas, NV. Appropriate topics include 
SCI patient and family, staff and professional or · 
community education, SCI prevention, sexulaity, · 
disability rights and advocacy, first-person 
accounts, SCI care and treatment, research, 
~eation, vocational rehabilitation,· and . 
community reintegration. 

. Films may be submitted by any film 
producer. distributor, or healthcare professional. 
The de.ad.line for .all entries is April 1, 1992.-

. Application forms and guidelines are available 
from Film Festival, AASCIN, 75-20 Astoria. 
Boulevard.Jackson Heights, NY 11370-1177, 
(718) 803-3872. 

Coming· To Terms Real .Earth 
Productions. 60 minutes. VHS Color. 1990. 
West Glen Films, 1430 Broadway, NY, 10018-
~396. (212) 921-2800. Rental $95, purchase. 
$350. . 

This film centers on the life and. career 
.of Hugh Gregory Gallagher, a strong voice in the 
disability rights movement, and author· of such 
disability related books· as By Trust Betrayed. 
Although it is not clear in the film itself, the film. 
appears to have been made for a TV· news type · 
of show; with footage of Gallagher discussing his 
life and research being interspersed with 
historical footage of FDR, ( on whQm Gallagher 
did research), .Warm Springs, (where Gallagher 
went for rehabilitation after contracting polio), 
and' more. The narrator, an upbeat newswoman 
sort, brings a bit of a glitzy quality to the film, 
bµt she does a solid job getting facts right, and·. 
cannot be faulted. · · 

Films like this rise or· fall based on the 
individual being featured. Fortunately, in this 
case, Hugh .Gallagher, makes a wonderful central 
figure, around .whom .historical issues of. disability 
and _the disability rights movement revolve with 
ease. A smart and energetic .student at 

. Haverford College in 1952, Gallagher contracted 
polio. His description of his own recoUection of 
the disease, including a 'near-death' experience, is 
accompanied by the recollections of his sister, 
who recalls how she and her family coped and 
came to terms with it. For Gallagher, 
rehabilitation at Warm Springs was followed by 
jobs on Capital Hill as a Congressional aide at 
the very center of the early Civil Rights. 
movement. Gallagher describes· in an historical 
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perspective his own growing ijwareness of the 
need for comparable work in disability, and how 
this early awareness prompted him eventually to 
conceive and draft the Architectural Barriers Act. 
After a number of years in government, 
Gallagher took a new position as a Congressional 
lobbyist. Although extremely successful, the 
work was not personally satisfying, and Gallagher 
found himself at a cross-roads. In 1974, 
Gallagher recalls, he came home for the 
weekend, and simply never went back. He 
devoted his life to research, writing and advocacy, 
and soon found himself questioning the role 
disability played in the life of his childhood hero, 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Gallagher's work on 
Roosevelt has been followed by subsequent 
works and Gallagher co:µtinues to be a very 
innovative and productive thinker in the field of 
disability. Although concentrating on one . 
in_dividual, this film's broader .perspective would · 
permit it to fit well .in a course on disability 
related research, (particularly one with an 
historical bent), or in a disability film festival. It 
would also provide a solid background for 
someone specifically interested in polio. Well 
produced and edited, and it ·would also fare well 
on television. (Nora Groce, Yale/Newington). 

The Last Laugh. (Video, 60 mins, 
color). Directed by: Deborah Jones, Produced 
by: Karen Babbitt & Deborah Jones. Distributed 
by: Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax St., Boston, 
MA 02130. Rental: $50/day, $100/wk; Purchase: 
$250. 

In the spirit of Norman Cousin's dictum 
that "Laughter is the best medicine," The Last 
Laugh chronicles the experiences of nine persons 
with AIDS (PW As) as they learn stand-up 
comedy from professionals to present at an 
AIDS benefit. The film is at once funny, 
touching, and therapeutic. 'Karen Babbitt, a 
comedienne, put together a retreat for 9 PWAs 
and invited ten professional comedians to coach 
with joke writing and stage presence. The result 
was a smashingly successful AIDS benefit. 

The video cuts back and forth among 
joke-writing sessions, honest talk about what it is 
like to live with AIDS, and the role of humor in 
the process. Some of the jokes have nothing to 
do with AIDS; humor is therapeutic in itself. 
Some of the jokes are sadly funny, like when one 
man quips, "I just bought a $5 million house on 

time and credit; two things I have very little of." 
Anotherjokes that he no longer buys large, 
economy-size jars of food--he might not be 
around to finish them; and, if he could, he would 
buy calendars a month at a time. 

Clearly the best part of the video are the 
jokes. ANother ·strong element of the video is to 
see sheepish, shy, uncertain men risk ·going on 
stage not only to-do stand-up comedy--an 
emotionally risky enterprise anyway--but to share 
of themselves, albeit humorously, in an intimate 
way. The comedians and' the PWAs discuss what 
they got from one another during the retreat and 
the benefit. · 

This video is heart warming and· offers a 
spring board for discussions about AIDS, a topic 
that many persons find difficult to discuss for a 
variety of reasons. The humor in the video will. 
help make the talk a little easier. (Gary Kiger, 
Utah State University) ... 

Not Alone Anymore: Caring For . 
Someone With Alzheimer's Disease (22 Mins., 
Color, Video). Directed by: Patricia Stice; 
Produced by: Southern Illinois University 
Medical Center; Distributed by: Terra Nova 
Films, 9848 S. Winchester Ave., Chicago, IL 
60643. Purchase: $195; Rental: .$55~.. 

Not Alone Anymore is a nitty-gritty, no-
nonsense, practical film about Alzheimer's 
Disease. ·Toe film is directed toward· caregivers 
and family members of Alzheimer's patients. 
The video approaches caregiving from. two.., ·· ..· 
perspectives. The first is "guidelines/strategies 
for caring" and the second is "social-emotional 
aspects of the disease." The guidelines/strategies 
are specific; for example, suggestions are offered 
for preventing a patient from turning on the 
stove when he or she is unsupervised. The 
social-emotional issues _address not only 
"maintaining the dignity of the patient;"'but guilt, 
anger, and exhaustion on the part of the care 
giver or family members. 

While this film is rather straightforward--
it reminded me of a training film--it is, at the 

· same· time, a practical guide. This is probably 
just what care givers and family members of a 
newly diagnosed patient would need and want. 
The video includes comments and observations 
by professionals as well as from individuals who 
have cared for family members with Alzheimer's-
-one person cared for a family member .at home 
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for 7 years, another for 12 years. These persons 
have a lot to tell us about care giving and coping. 
(G.ary Kiger, Utah State University). 

Sometimes the Metro Bus Doesn't Stop 
for Me (1991) Producer: Paula D. Griff and 
Denita Benyshek for Artists Unlimited; 'Directed 
by Terry Amidei for Artists Unlimited. 28 
minutes. Video Format: rental $5S, purchase 
$39S. The Cinema Guild, West Glen Films .. 
1430 Broadway, NY 10018-3396; (212) 921-2800. · 

This is a performance piece, put together 
by the members of Artists Unlimited, a · 
Washington State based group of poe.ts, 
musicians ,and actors with disabilities. Narrated 
by their poet-in-residence,· Judith Roche, the film 
brings together poems, soµgs, and sequerices 
from theater productions, where these artists 
~xpress their feelings about themselves, their 

· disabilities and the world around them. 'The 
performance sequences are··interspersed with 
vignettes from the lives of several members of 
the group. For example, a woman is shown. 

. sitting in her chair, brushing her hair, and 
discussing the fact· that she sees herself as a 
sexual being. She continues on to discuss her 
courtship and her marriage of seven years,. and· 
the next scene shows her and her husband sitting 
in their chairs, stroking and kissing one another. · 
This is great stuff - for the non-disabled viewer 
who could easily dismiss this woman's sexuality, a 
scene showing intimacy between this couple 

· underscores the woman's words well. Not all of 
the artistic pieces, poems and songs are -of equal 
quality - but that, of course, is the case with any 
collective artistic film. However, the. overall 
impression this film leaves - 'of artists with 

· disabilities, ~d people with disabilities who have 
turned to art to present themselves, is good. 
This film does not fall neatly into a particular 
niche. It would probably fit well in a disability 
course, after stud~nts have had· some 
introduction to basic ideas on disability rights · 
issues. I can also envision it as a ·piece that 
would play nicely on public television, if an 
adequate introduction were provided, so that 
viewers could· be made aware of at least some of 
the basic issues with which these artists are 
concerned. (Nora Groce, Yale/Newington. 
Children's Hospital). · · 

There Were Times. Dear ... Director: 

Nancy Malone, Producer: Linda Hope, Lilac 
Productions, 60 mins., Color, 1986. Rental: 
$8S/Sales: $250 (Video),.$89S (16IDID) .. 
Distributed by: Direct Cinema, Box 315, Franklin 
Lakes, NJ 07417. · 

. This dramatic presentation about · 
Alzheimer's Disease is moving, well acted, and 
skillfully produced.. It is a good film in an· 

·.. otherwise maudlin genre--the "disease of the, 
week, made for TV movie." This fictional film 
addresses honest emotions, depicts believable· 
peopel in realistic relationships, and portrays, in 
an informative fashion, day.;.to-day, practical 
issues surrounding living with Alzheimer's 
Disease. 

The film1 is about a married couple, 
Suzanne and Bob (played by Hollywood actors 
Shirley Jones and Lou Cariou). The story 
establishes that the couple's relationship is caring 
and Bob is co-owner of a sporting goods store. 
The evolution of Alzheimer's Disease in Bob 
begins imperceptible--he finds a check he 
thought he mailed; another time, he is lost and 
disoriented while doing an errand with his 
granddaughter. The forgetfulness mounts so that.,· 
it can no longer be ignored. In fear and panic 
Bob strikes out in anger at the ones he loves. 
He finally receives the news from the family· 
physician: "You ha~e Alzheimer's Disease." The 
remainder of the film portrays the adjustments 
that must come when Bob's mental capabilities 
begin to· deteriorate. 

The actors give us an honest portrayal of 
emotions. There is anger and guilt felt by both 
Suzanne and Bob. There are ·conflicts between 
Suzanne and their daughter over how.Bob 
should be treated .. These honest emotions allow 
us to identify with and f~l compassion for the 
characters.. Perhaps the most poignant moment 
in the film is when Suzanne comes to terms with 
the knowledge that she will ,never be able to 
share with Bob as.they have in the-past. A 
member of Suzanne's family support group said, 
"It's a disease that kills two· people." 

. The _film 1does have its weak moments. 
It is "slow to roll" at first The director is trying 
to establish the character of Suzanne and Bob's 
relationship. The audience knows this· is a film · 
about Alzheimer's Disease, but some time passes 
before.this.becomes evident. Also, the director 
moves from exploring rich details of the couple's 
life to several jumps in time punctuated by 
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subtitles, such as "several years later." This is a · 
bit disorienting. Too, the physician in the movie 
seems like he· is acting in a training film. His 
actions are too perfect; -he is too composed; he 
does just the right things. The film was funded, 
in part, by Sandoz Pharmaceu_tical Corporation 
and one wonders what influence this might have 
had on some of the scenes, sgch as when the 
dQCtor talks about drug therapy in a preachy, 
lecturing tone not unlike a TV ad for aspitjn. 

· This film has, though, a broad appeal as 
a story. It also is timely, providing us with 
information about a disease that affects, 
according to the film, 1 in 3 families. The actors 
have succeeded in giving us characters about 
whom we can care. And the director has resisted 
the temptation to beco~e sentimental. All of 
these qualities combine to make this. film, a Blue 
Ribbon winner at the American Film Festival, 
well worth viewing. (Gary Kiger, Utah State 
University). · 

Weirded Out and· Blown Away (1985) 
Directed by Sharon Greytak, West Glen Films, 
The Cinema Guild, 1430 Broadway, NY 10018-
3396 · 43 minutes. VHS, Color. 1985. $70 rental, 
$395 purchase for video, 16mm $595 purchase. 

This is a sincere and erratic film about 
pe~nal perceptions of disability. Four 
articulate professionals with disabilities; a writer, 

. an actor,' an artist and a psychotherapist, talk 
frankly about the difficulties they have 
encountered from people who do not 
understand, ( or do not choose. to understand), 
what it is like to live with a disability .. The film . 
. makers deserve credit for allowing all four 
individuals present them~lves with dignity, 
insight and some humor.·. Jssues such as the 
perception and presentation of self, relationships, 
sexuality and intimacy, 'and disability in the public 
arena are covered, and while none of the · 
information is. new, the discussions are generally 
absorbing. · 

While the interviews are very interesting, 
some of the structural elements of the film' are 
unclear. Why the people to whom we are 
introduced were selected to· appear, is never 
explained. Nor is it immediately clear what 
questions are being asked, or by whom. 
Discussions are framed by questions posed by a 
·woman's voice off camera from the beginning of 
the rnm. Then, in the middle of the film, a new 

voice, this one a man's begins to ask questions as 
well. Presumably, these voices belong to the 
film's producers, Sharon Greytak and Rolf 
Orthel, but they are never clearly identified. 

Moreover, the process of questioning 
itself is, -at times, rather heavy handed. For 
example, the writer begins a very perceptive 
discussion about how she, as a disabled woman, 
continually finds herself walking a fine line, trying 
to control her reactions and emotions - a 
continual proving of maturity that is often 
wearing. A m~'s voice off camera shoots in 
"Don't you become too much of an emotional 
control freak?" - a question that is leading to say 
the least. Of more concern,. (at.least to: this 
reviewer), is a sequence in which the actor is 
,asked a question about his feelings of being 
vulnerable _to crime· in the 'city. He reacts with 
great annoyance, and immediately retorts 'you 
said you wouldn't ask that question.' It is 
apparent that some confidence has been violated 
here. If the fllm .maker has promised not to ask 
something while the cameras are rolling, it-· 
should not. be asked. (To film maker's credit the 
whole sequence has been kept in - it would have 
been relatively easy to edit out the first part 
where anger is shown. However, the material 
raises the larger question ofwhat· questions have · 
been raised off camera, and whether other 
sequences also brought initial discomfort to those 
being interviewed). The film quality itself is 
relatively good, and a few problems, such as a 
sequence where the .voice of the speaker is-
partially drowned out by a traffic and a 
jackhammer in the background, can be attributed 
more to low budget than bad cinematography. 
(Nora Groce, Yale/Newington Children's 
Hospital). 

Sibling Networks and· Their· Implication for 
Caring for Disabled Elderly Parents: Contextual 

Effects 
Deborah M. Merrill, PhD. 

Center for Gerontology and Health Care 
Research, 

Box G, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912 
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It is generally agreed that chldren are an 
important source of care for frail or disabled 
·elderly parents. Recent findings further suggest 
that children form a network. to care for their 
elderly parents. However, relatively little is 
known either abo1:1t the particular ~ntexts in 
which such networks take place to care for 
disabled parent$ or about the implications of 
those networks for the caregivjng experience of 
~y one particular child in the network. : 

. This research examines the effect of 
family structure (i.e., sibling networks) on the 

· amount of _care that the designated caregiver 
provides to a disabled parent~ I analyze: the 
effect of the total nu~ber of regular helpers that 
the filial caregiver has since I am interested in 
the effect of the entire sibling network,· including 
those who provide occassional or no care. This 
research.aiso examines whether sibling networks 
affect the amount ,of care that the caregiver 
provides only within some sibling netwoik types 
and not others, specifically single-gender versus 
mixed-gender networks. By answering tliis 

· question, we gain a greater understanding of the 
complex relationship between gender and 
patterns of parent care. 

The data to be used in this analysis are 
drawn from pie Informal Caregivers Sl.UVey, a 
component of the 1982 National Long Term 
Care Survey. Designated caregivers provided 
assistance :with at least one activity of daily living 
for. the disabled elder. The group of caregivers 

· selected for this analysis is a sample of 319 filial 
caregivers be~een 25 and 6S years of age and 
who report themselves as be1ng the.primaiy 
caregiver. This age range is chosen since. it 
presumably includes the years in which siblings· 

. are most likely to be participating in the 
caregiving network, excluding. those with much 
younger and much older siblings. ·Primary 
caregivers ·are selected since the effect of sibling 
networks on caregiving'time is likely to be more· 

. pronounced among those who are mainly · . 
responsible for their elderly parents. 

· Results of ordinary least squares analysis 
suggest that primary caregivers with more siblings 
provide significantly more, not fewer, hours of 
care per week to. ~heir disabled parents. That is, 
the effect is in the opposite direction than· what 
was hypothesized .. In addition, it is the number 
of sisters, rather than the number of brothers, 
which significantly increases the hours of care 

· provided per week.. 
However, the effect of the number of 

sisters is not consistent across single-ge~der 
.versus mixed-gender ·networks. Only within 
mixed-gender networks does the number of 
sisters significantly increase the hours of care 
provided per week by.the ~egiver~ Again, 
however, the number of brothers has no 
significant effect within mixed".'gender networks. 

Results suggest then 'that sibling · 
networks do have ·certain implications for the 
caregiving exi,erience.. Specifically, caregivers 

·with more sisters provide more care when there 
'are additional brothers in the family. This' 
suggests that the presence of' brothers. in the 
family results in normative expectations of 
greater involvement of sisters in caring for 
disabled parents .. Such expectations do not exist, 
however, when· there ate no brothers in the 
family. Implications for gender role expectations 
are discussed. 

Findings warrant that we consider the 
.. structure of the family more· closely when 

examining caregiving issues for the disabled and 
tha~ we take into account the diversity of family 
situations. Indeed, an analysis of the contextual 
determinants of a variety of caregiving. 
arrangements for the disabled elderly is ceratinly . 
worthy of attention. These findings, combined 
with previous research, demand that we not 
consider families of the disabled as uniform but 
that we· begin· to appreciate the depth of their 
diversity and the breadth oftheir caregiving:.. 
arrangements. 

} 
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE 
REI.ATIONSlllP BETWEEN I.ATE 

ADOLESCENTS' IDENTITY FORMATION 
.AND THEIR ATTITUDES · 

TOWARD PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 

Tracy Ginter Bushkoff, Ed.D. 
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This study investigates the relationship 
between identity formation in late adolescents' 
and their attitudes toward persons with 
disabilities, as_a function of the identity process. 
The study also explores the relationship between 

· these attitudes and previous contact with persons 
with disabilities. Finally, the study examines the 
interrelationships among the two constructs of 
identity formation and attitudes toward persons 
with disabilities. 

Using Erik Erikson's conceptualization 
of id~ntity versus role confusion and James 

-Marcia's operationalization of Erikson's theory, 
this study sought to explore the re~tionship 
between the identity formation process· and late 

·adolescents' attitudes toward persons with 
physical disabilities. Sipce one of the key 
developmental issues for adolescents is the 
formation of a sense of identity, it was 
anticipated that the exploration of the 
relationship between identity and attitudes 
toward persons with physical disabilities would 
yield new information related the formation of 
adolescents' attitudes toward persons with . 
disabilities. 

Rehabilitation-related literature supports 
the theory that previous contact with a person 
with a physical disability, including the kind of 
relationship and length of the relationship, is an 
important variable in attitude formation. 
Therefore; the contact variable was also 
measured as additional explanation for the 
· manifestation of certain attitudes toward persons 
with disabilities. 

Packets of questionnaires containing a · 
demographic form, three self-report insturments, 
and five situational vignetteswere completed by 
127 late adolescent subjects. The three self-
report insturments were The Modified Issues in 
Disability Scale (MIDS) (Makas, 1985), The 
Extended Objective Measure - Ego-Identity 
Status (EOM - EIS) (Grotevant an_d Adams, 
1984) and The Contact with Disabled Persons 
Scale (CDP) (Yuker and Hurley, 1985). Ten 
subjects volutarily participated jn a moderately 
structured interview addressing each of the three 
areas under investigation. This researcher 
conducted the interviews, which were also 
audio taped. 

Three hypotheses are presented, with 
statistical significance set at the p ,!S. .05 level. · 

hypQtheses address the relationship between 

identity formation and attitudes and the 
relationships among identity formation, attitudes, 
and contact; these hypotheses were tested using 
the analysis of vanan~. A Pearson product-
moment correlation was used· for the hypothesis 
that addressed the relationship between contact 
and attitudes .. Using a ! test, additional data on 
gender differences and attitudes toward persons 
with disabilities were generated. 

The results of the study showed, a 
significant positive relationship between contact 
with and attitudes towards persons with 
disabilities. This finding was not unexpected, as 
previous research has indicated similar findings. 
A marginally significant relationship was found 
between the constructs of identity formation and 
attitudes toward persons with disabilities, and 
·among the two· constructs and the variable of 
contact. · 

The study serves to"suggest. that, while 
there is not a significant relationship, there is 
borderline significance :between the identity 
formation of late adolescents and their attitudes 
toward persons with disabilities.· Additional 
information on gender differences indicates that 
females, more than males, demonstrate greater · 
acceptance. of persons with disabilities. In 
summary, the following conclusions are derived 
from this study: 

1. There is a marginally significant 
relationship between the two constructs, identity 
fo~ation and attitudes toward persons with 
disabilities. Data indicates a trend in the positive 
direction, between the two constructs. 

2. A positive significant relationship 
exists between amount of contact with persons 
with disabilities and· attitudes toward pe~ns 
with disabilities. 

3. The majority of college students who 
participated in this study were classified as 
"moratorium'~ status. · 

4. Subjects demonstrate_ slightly more 
advanced identity statuses in the interpersonal 
domain as opposed to the ideological domain. 

5. Individuals classified as "foreclosed" 
identity status demonstrate greater acceptance of 
persons with disabilities in both the ideological 
and interpersonal domains. 

6. The attitudes of subjects in this study, 
toward persons with disabilities, fall 
approximately one standard devaition below the 
mean on MIDS' normative data. 



7. The amount of contact experienced 
with persons with disabilities, by subjects in this 

. study, falls within one standard deviation below 
the means of the six samples on which the CDP 
was normed. · · 

Any questions or comments about the 
study should be addressed to the author at the 
above address. 
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Toward Reclaiming Power:· 
Institutionalized 

Physically Disabled 
People in an Empowerment Group 

MSW Smith College 
School of Social Work 

Robert P. Meadows, 
Medical Social Services 

Monroe· Community Hospital 
435 E. Henrietta Road 
Rochester, NY 14620 

· This study was undertaken to examine 
whether a group focusing on empowerment 
would· help physically disabled participants to 
increase thei:f self-esteem and goal achievement . . 

and would aid in their attempts to change their 
lives and· the institution. A single subject study 

· design was used to study 8 participants meeting 
weekly over 8 weeks.. The sample included 
severely disabled adults from age 29 to· SS, who 
were able to reason and in most cases to 
communicate well. In addition to structured 
measurement of participants' self-esteem and 
goal attainment, group sessions were tape-
recorded in order to explore the topics and 
themes that participants chose to discuss. 

The major fmdings were that the group 
most helped. those who had ·good self-esteem 
initially. Everyone, ·however, was helped with goal 
achievement, and many felt less isolated and. 
more assertive. Participants explored experiences 
of mistreatment, infantilization, vulnerability, and 
individual and collective empowerment. They. 
also. discussed acceptan~ of disability, closeness, 
losses and death.· 

The. implications of this study were that 
~mpowerment issues were important to nursing 
home residents and that these disempowered ,.. 
people were very interested in making the 
institution more fit for human living. Although 
results suggested that agroup of longer duration · 
might have been necessary for people to effect 
change in an institution, such groups seem to 
have the potential to give individuals in nursing 
homes the tools of empowerment to obtain a 
voice ingoverning their own lives. 

TRADEOFF BE1WEEN CAREGIVING AND 
EMPLOYMENT FOR FAMILIAL 
CAREGIVERS OF THE DISABLED 
ELDERLY 

Deborah M. Merrill~ Ph.D. from Department of 
. Sociology, Brown University, Center for 
Gerontology and Health Care Research, Box G, 
Brown University, Providence, RI 02912. 

This research examines ·the role tradeoffs 
that family caregivers for the disabled elderly 
make in their roles as caregiver and worker. 
Us~g the 1982 National Long Term Care Survey 
and supplement Informal Caretivers Survey 
(N=789), I examine the joint reciprocal effects of 
the extent of caregiving and the extent of 
employment for caregivers between 25 and 65 · 
years of age. Specifically, I model how the 
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caregivers' employment status and the number of 
hours of care. they provide per week jointly affect 
one another using two-stage least squares 
analysis. In addition, I examine the joint 
reciprocal effect of the number of hours 
employed and the. number of hours of care 
provided by employed caregivers. 

Findings suggest that caregivers of the 
disabled elderly do experience a tradeoff in. their 
roles as caregiver and worker. While those who 
provide more care are significantly less likely to 
be employed, being employed does not affect the 
amount of care that caregivers provide. In 
addition, among the employed caregivers, I find 
no evidence of a tradeoff between employment 
and caregiving. 

It appears then th.at caregivers either 
assume caregiving when they are non-employed . 
or must give up their employment in order to 
include caregiving with their. other obligations. 
However, if caregivers are already employed, they 
do not, or cannot, reduce their hours while 
retaining their jobs. On the other hand, 
employed persons who become caregivers do not 

. tailor their caregiving hours in response to the 
demands of the workplace. While the extent of 
hours that caregivers provide varies by many 
dimensions, it is not sacrificed to employment. 
This may be due to the caregivers' strong feelings 
of familial obligation. As a result, in order to 
provide extensive care, caregivers will give up a 
job or select themselves among the non-
·employed. 

· This study also examines the effect of 
family structure on the amount of care that adult · 
children provide to their disabled parents. 
Findings suggest that, controlling for availability, 
the number and gender of siblings have no 
significant effect on the amount of care. that the 
designated caregiver provides. However, the 
number of sisters is significantly related to the 
number of helpers that the caregiver reports. 
Thus, while sisters may form some type of 
caregiving network, it would appear that overall, 
this network does not offer enough assistance to 
offset the amount of care that the designated 
caregiver provides. This provides further support 
for the popular belief that one child provides the 
bulk of care for a disabled parent. . 

The results of this study further highlight 
\ the need for policy initiatives which would allow 

caregivers to maintain their additional roles while 

fulfilling caregiving obligations to disabled 
relatives. Greater flexibility in the workplace, 
such· as allowing caregivers to rearrange their 
work schedules arounc:fcaregiving obligations and 
providing for paid leaves of absence similar to 
parental leave, might increase the amount of 
assistance that helpers provide and therefore 
decrease the burden on the designated caregiver. 
As a result, the designated caregiver may then 
have greater flexibility to seek employment 
opportunities. Likewise, affordable home care 
for the elderly might greatly enhance the 
opportunity for caregivers of the severely 
disabled to be out of the home long enough to 
secure fulltime employment~ These and other 
structural changes in society are potential targets 
to make caregiving more compatible with other 
important roles and possibly enhancing the 
quality of informal care that the disabled elderly 
population receives. 

Aaron, Henry. Serious and Unstable .. 
Condition: Financing America's Health Care. 
Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, . 
1991, 158 pp., $22.95 hardcover, $8.95 paper. 

Reform of the U.S. health care system is 
once again on the policy agenda, and to the 
minds of many it is long overdue. Recent 
surveys show that the American public, along 
with employers, insurers and health care 
providers, are overwhehningly dissatisfied with 
the existing system. But ideological gridlock and 
uncertainty appear to have paralyzed efforts to 
commend and organize support for any one of 
the many proposals for reform. 

Henry Aaron, director of the Economic 
Studies program at the Brookings Institution and 
noted authority on health· care and public policy, 
takes on this ambitious task in his book, Serious 
and Unstable Condition: Financing America's 
Health Care. With its no-nonsense examination 
of current proposals and related research, the 
book identifies and synthesizes best practices for 
a comprehensive plan of reform, providing 
authoritative direction to the current debate. 

Aaron's proposal is ·premised on his 
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identification of three major problems 'that · 
· confront the U.S. health care system in the 
·1990s: rapid-increases in health·ca.re e9sts; lack 
of insurance and inadequate insurance for acute 
health care for many non-elderly, and a lack of 
long te.rm care insurance for the majority of 
Americans; and limited evaluation of medical 
procedures. These long standing inconsistencies, 
he asserts, will direct an inescapable national 
debate on restructuring the U.S. system of paying 

· for health care. Aaron examines key economic, 
organization and financing issues, proviaing 
international comparisons and drawing from the 
experience pf nations with universal· ~verage, as 
background for planned change.· He attributes 
increases in per capita spending on health care in 
the U.S. to five factors: the extension of third 
party payment through private insurance and 
pu,blic programs; an apparent increase in the. 
relative price of medical services; the aging o( the 
American population; malpractice, which Aaron 
asserts has boosted. medical practice costs and is 
alleged to have caused physicians to render 
unnecessary care from fear of litigation; and a 
technological revolution that has "remade 
medical science in a generation.". Of these, 
technological change has had the greatest impact 
on spending, according to Aaron, prompting an 
inevitable cultural as well as economic 
reassessment of health care, with some form of 
. rationing. · 

How to extend coverage for· 1ong term 
·· care (LTC) without fueling inflation, and how to 

market and equitably assign risk for ·coverage are · 
among· the greatest challenges to the 
development of .private LTG insurance a:nd 
reform of public LTC programs. We -are 
reminded that the use of LTC is concentrated 

· among _the very elderly, most of whoIIl require 
only brief periods of service, and that much LTC 
involves support for norm.al activities of daily 
living (i.e., shelter, eating and toileting)--services 
that require skill, training. and sensitivity, but 
which are often provided by spouses, siblings, 
·parents and other relatives or friends without. 
charge. Health care e<>verage of the non-elderly 
disabled is not addressed ·specifically, although 
some disabled individuals do have health-care 
needs similar to those of tbe LTC elderly. 'Qie 
cost effective management of chronic, .disabling 
conditions over time remains to be addressed in 
the design of any comprehensive health plan. 

Aaron outlines such ·a plan. After 
presenting a review of various .prototypes, he 
proposes a universal-access single-payer health 
plan to provide acute and long term health care 
_insurance coverage for all U .S~ residents and 
. create a· framework that can be used to limit the 
growth of spending~ His plan presumes that (1) 
employers will continue to sponsor and finance 
health insurance for workers; (2) people with 
little or no connection to the workforce can 
never be provided adequate coverage through the 
. current. system; (3) control over health care 
spending must be ·concentrated in one or a few 
hands (increasing the likelihood of efficient 

. rationing of medical resources); ·and (4) .federal:.-
action is necessary to establish minimum · 
coverage requirements,· but that regional diversity 
is necessary.· 

This proposal mandates that employers 
sponsor coverage for all workers employed at 
least 2S hours a week and for their dependents, 
or pay a tax (known as the "play or pay" . . 
approach). Cost control under Aaron's strategy 
can be achieved through "financial agents" 
established ·by the _federal government under 
which· states, individually or jointly, would 
operate as the single payer for acute services, 
using negotiated budgets. Acting as quasi- . . 
independent regulatory .agencies, these financial 
agents would not replace, but would .operate . 
alongside private insurers, which would continue 

. to market insurance to businesses but cease to 
make payments to providers~ .The fmancial. 
agents would be responsible for high cost cases 
and serve as the channel for fmancing long term 
home care .and nursing home care. Their role 
with respect to long term care would. depend on 
a national decision about the nature of the public 
role in supporting long term ca.re. The new 
· federal health care prQgram would assume most 
current activities of. the federal government, to 
be financed by Medicare Parts A and B, and 
Medicaid, without substantially increasing · 
government outlays for he~th care. 

. This book presents a technically feasible 
plan that synthesizes lessons of experience from 
key siudies by applied and academic researchers, 
and the author's assessment of the ·system over 
time.· Aaron's frank and sometimes arrogant 

. style can be irritating, but his message and 
authority provide a much needed framework for 
developing and coordinating the· policy agendas 
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of the system's major stakeholders. 
His blueprint, rough at the edges and 

waiting for detail, makes sense. It is compatible 
with many of the major reforms now under 
consideration, proposing a flexible model that 
can .be refined and adapted from best practices 
of demonstration programs conducted at the 
state and local levels since the early 1970s, and 
long-established outside the U.S. Aaron. lends 
his· credibility as a catalyst for reform. Hi~ 
proposai deserves serious consideration--and a 
good close of political will. (Holly K.orda, 

. Cambridge, MA). 

Andredi, Kathleen Gainor~ Leigh Anne 
Musser, and Stanley Joel,Reiser, eds. Health 
Ca.re for the Elderly: Regional Responses to 
National Policy Issues. New York: Haworth 
Press, 1986, 363 pp., $22.95 hardcover. 

Health Care for the Elderly is a seminal 
text in the debate on the financing and delivery 
of health care in the United States. Published in 
1986, it is based on the proceedings of a 1985 
conference hosted by the University of Texas 
Health Center in Houston and the Institute of 
Medicine, the branch of the National Academy 
of Sciences which studies health care delivery and 
policy issues. Some Qf the leading voices in the 
ongoing national policy debate regarding health 
care for older people, including Robert Ball, 
Elaine Brody, Carroll Estes, Robert Kane and 
Phoebe Liebig are heard in this volume. 

Despite the subtitle, Regional 
Responses to National Policy Issues, which had 
previously caused this reviewer to overlook the 
importance of this book, Health Care for the 
Elderly is not organized around regional 
perspectives. While there is some discussion 
among the contributors of the role of state 
programs in health delivery, it is clear that all but 
Ors. Shaner and Sprague have a national 
perspective and appear to believe that health 
care policy requires a national policy response. 

The topics debated in Health Ca.re for 
the Elder include: the relationship of acute and 
chronic care; disease prevention and health 
promotion for well elderly; the role of the family 
and intergenerational cost shifting; the 
implications of rising health care costs in a time 
of perceived limited resources; the role of the 
teaching nursing home; and the debate on the 
implications of increased longevity for rates of 

chronic disease.· This last point may be most 
relevant to those in the field of disability, as a 
health delivery system that is organized around 
the assumption that people die of brief acute. · 
illness or simultaneous system failure of extreme 
old age will be less well able to deal with the 
ongoing needs of those who are chronically ill or 
disabled. 

Health Ca.re for the Elderly has 
unfortunately aged all too well: Much of the 
debate regarding the definition of health care 
needs among the elderly and the preferred 
systems and payment mechanisms for such care 
are still being framed' in much the same terms 
five years later. Even more poignant is the. · 
continued discussion of the need for· additional 
resources in an acknowledged political climate of 
retrenchment.-

There are two areas where there has 
been movement that augers well for future 
redefinition and potential resolution of some of 
the issues raised in this debate. The first is the 
increased awareness among older people ( and 
often their ·adult children) of the deficiency in 
government programs or personal resources 
allocated to long term care. While in 1985 most 
older people thought that Medicare would cover 
the costs of a nursing home should they need it, · · 
a recent AARP survey suggests that most older 
people now understand their lack of coverage for 
such care.· The second area of change 
which will ultimately refocus the debate, is a shift 
in public thinking regarding intensive and,· 
expensive medical· intervention which prolongs 
life -during terminal illness. The contributors to 
Health Ca.re for the Elderly. many of them 
doctors charged with making decisions about the 
care of the very old and dying, were in the 
forefront of thinking regarding the costs and 
suffering that may result from "heroic" and highe 
tech medical interventions with people who are 
dying. It is clear from the current interest in 
living wills, advanced directives, under OBRA a 
standard part of most nursing home admissions, 
and the plethora of books, articles and television 
programs on suicide and euthanasia in cases of 
terminal illness, that we are in the midst of 
consideration, on a national scale, of this issue. 

While many of the positions taken in 
Health Care for the Elderly will be 
retrospectively familiar to anyone in the field, the 
book contains tables, charts and graphs which . 
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cogently support the points made by the 
presenters. These tables supply, in handy and 
condensed form, provide an interesting and 
useful secondary analysis of the results of a 
number of seminal studies on the demographics 
and health utilization of the elderly, organized to 
support the various positions taken up in the 
book, and are worth the price of the book for 
this reason alone. 

· This volume has several obvious . 
implications for readers of DSQ. For one, any 
policy discussion of the value and mechanisms 
ror funding and delivering health care in this 
country have ramifications for all health care 
users, either as competitors or as groups that 
may share in impr9vements. As perhaps half of 
all disabled people are el~erly, any services that 
are available for one group will oo.inclde or 
overlap with the other. Or, as so eloquently 
stated by Dr. T. Franklin Williams, at the time 
director of the National Institute on Aging, . 
"Thus, for older people just as for younger, [and, 

. we might add, for those with disabilities], the 
goals of health care are the same, i.e., 
maintenance of. health, treatment of acute and 
chronic conditions with the best available 
knowledge, and restoration of function and 
independence whenever possible." The question 
this book raises is how to pay for and deliver 
such health care in the United States ·as we enter 
the twenty-first century. (Joan Hyde, Senior 
Policy Analyst, Gerontology Institute,. University 

· ·of Massachusetts - Boston). 

Bard, T.R., Medical Ethics in Practice. 
New York, New York: Hemisphere Publishing 
Company, 1990, 124 pp., $39.95 hardcover. 

In his preface, Terry R. Bard sets the 
modest goals for this volume. It is not, he tells 
the reader, "intended to establish theoretical and 
philosophical arguments for issues of medical 
ethics.11 Rather, by describing the creation and 
workings of an Ethics Advisory Group at the 
Beth Israel Hospital in Boston, he seeks to 

· demonstrate and share an 'ethical vision'. 
The project is an appealing one. While 

much has been written about Hospital Ethics 
Committees and how they might or even should 
function, very little has been reported about how 
they actually operate. In setting up an Ethics 
Committee each hospital must take into account 
its own unique mission, organizational structure, 

politics and personalities. In his introduction, 
Bard describes how things came to pass at his 
particular hospital. Very early on it was decided 
that·the Ethics Advisory Group would "not have · 
the status of a formal hospital committee" and 
that "all decisi~n making must be kept at the 
bedside." Bard's Ethics Advisory Group decided 
to hold bimonthly meetings, open to the hospital 
community, in which cases could be brought 
voluntarily for retrospective case review. 

While Bard does not explicitly explain 
the reasons for this course of action, it seems to 
conform with the general approach of Ethics 
Committees around the nation--that is, to be 
careful not to intrude ( or be perceived: as 
intruding) into the traditional decision-making 
structures in the hospital, especially the 
physician/patient relationship .. To my knowledge 
virtually all committees operate· under an 
optional/optional model--i.e., the committee 
meets only at the request of health professionals 
( usually physicians) and the committee makes 
recommendations rather tp.an hands down 
decisions. By remaining an informal committee 
and by· hearing cases only retrospectively, Bard's 
Ethics Advisory Group took an especially 
noncontroversial stance. 

The Ethics Advisory Group thought that··. 
the bimonthly meetings would serve primarily as 
an educational forum· where staff would learn 
from each other and "ethics experts" about 
"where and how conflicts in values and treatment 
arose." Bard concludes after several years of 
experience that the meetings have been 
successful. They have attracted 45 to 60 people 
from a variety of disciplines. Open and 
productive exchange of views has taken place, 
11punctuated by respect fQr one another even 
when strong differences of opinion exist." 

The IDajority Qf the book (fourteen of 
fifteen chapters) is devoted to brieftranscripts of 
meetings of the Ethics Advisory Group 
considering a variety of cases. Topics range from 
"A Physically Compromised Neonate" and "How 
Long.Should.a Person be Kept on Life 

· Support?" to "When a Patient Requests 
Euthanasia" and "Care of the HIV Positive, Drug 
Abusing Patient." Each chapter has a brief 
introduction highlighting the ethical issues raised 
by the case and some analysis of the process of 
the meeting. Some chapters have a list. of 
references. 
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While Bard's ideas for this·book is a 
good one, I was rather disappointed by its 
execution. His description of the process by 
which his committee was formed and operates 
leaves out too much of the political and 
· organizational reasoning to provide a useful 
reference for persons attempting to start 
programs in their own· hospitals. The individual 
topic chapters fall short on several counts. First, 
the discussion which precedes each case is too 
superficial and simplistic. Sometimes they are 
factually naive. For example, in a discussion of 
the Brophy case, Bard writes, "It is unlikely that 
the U.S. Supreme Court will pass laws ,permitting 
euthanasia." (Courts do not pass laws, 
.legislatures do.) 

Second, the ~s·themselves are 
surprisingly impersonal and shallow from the 
human perspective. The character, personal life 
and social history of "the. case" are rarely 
presented, even in a brief fashion. In fact, the 
cases read as they might have been presented at 
a biomedically-0riented Grand Rounds--lots of 
facts, no character, feelings, or interpersonal 
data. 

Third, the discussions among health 
professionals seemed redundant from case to 
case as I read through the chapters. No 
personalities or political positions emerged in 
page after page of people identified only as 
11Neurologist11 or "Nurse/Administrator~11 As with 
the patients, the health professionals were 
·anonymous not only in name--they had no . 
identity as individuals. Was it the same or a· 
different nurse/administrator who appeared in 
several discussions? · 

These shortcomings are fatal in a book 
about medical ethics that eschews the theoretical 
and strives to portray 11an ethical vision" of real 
health professionals struggling with the problems 
presented by real patients. (Stuart J. Younger, 
Associate Professor of Medicine, Psychiatry, and 
Biomedical Ethics; Case Western University 
School of Medicine, and University Hospitals of 
Cleveland). 

. Benderly, Beryl L., Dancing Without 
Music, Deafness in America. Washington, D.C.: 
~allaudet University Press, 1990, 302 pp., $12.95 
softcover. 

If readers ·are looking for anything new, 
they will be disappointed by· this paperback 

edition of Benderly's monograph, Dancing 
Without Music. Originally published in 1980, the 
author has simply added a new four-page preface 
to this 1990 publication. 

In her preface, Benderly .acknowledges 
the important changes that occurred during the 
decade of the 1980s" increased public acceptance 
of American Sign Language, increased media 
visibility and recognition· for deaf actors in film, 
television, and theater, increased use of 
technological innovations such as 1TY 
equipment and television captions, and finally an 
increased recognition of the civil and human 
rights struggles of deaf persons. All of this 
change however, Benderly concludes; has not · 
affected the basic conclusion of her hardcover 
edition. 

In. the preface to that original edition, 
Benderly wrote: "This book is about a holy war." 

· Ten·years later; the author contends that oralists 
and signers still oppose each other, that 
residential schools for deaf studen~ remain 
under attack in fav(?r of mainstreaming, and that 
parents continue to receive conflicting advice · 
about the best educational strategies for their 
deaf children. In short, not enough has changed 
to warrant a new book. 

Anyone who wants to read an excellent 
survey .of deafness and the controversy between 
oralists and proponents of American Sign 
Language prior to 1980 should read Dancing 
Without Music. (John S. Schuchman, Gallaudet 
University, Washington, DC).. 

Biegel, Daviµ, Sales, Esther and Schulz, 
Richard. Family Ca:regiving in Chronic Illness. 
Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, Inc. 1991, 
332 pp., $39.95 hardcover, $19.95 softcover. 

Provided in this book is an excellent look 
at the nature of family caregiving for a · 
population of adults rendered dependent ·by a 
chronic illness.. The focus of the book is on the 
demands upon. and needs of caregivers and the 
impact on the family struct:µ.re, rather than on 
the chronically ill family member. As pointed 
out by the authors, research has shown that 
"caregiving is not without costs to the caregiver." 
This is demonstrated throughout the book, which 
also delineates factors that help to reduce · 
caregiver strain. The importance of this book 
lies not only in its clinical usefulness for those 
working with families of chronically ill adults, but 
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. also in its focus upon caregiving as an evolving 
societal issue. Due to such factors as increaSed 
life expectancy, significant changes in family 
structure including more females ( the traditional 
caregivers) in the labor force, and marked 
,alterations in· health care reimbursement, 
caregiving has now entered the arena of public 
policy-making. 

While the book speaks to caregiving 
associated with chronic illness, it examines . 
caregiving specifically in relation to five chronic 
diseases: cancer, heart disease, stroke, 
Alzheimer's disease and mental illness. Both the 
diversity and commonality of caregiving needs 
and demands across the five groups are 

· discussed. A theoretical basis and conceptual 
framework from which to, analyze family 
caregiving are presented, and several models are 
offered to help expl~ variables that can affect 
the quality of caregiving. . A chapter is 
devoted to each of the five illnesses and follows a 
similar format. First, a helpful overview, of the 
illness is given as to its effects on the patient. 
Then, effects on the family system are discussed, 
looking more closely at the psychosocial aspects 
of the disease. An examination of available 
services for coping with and managing the illness 
is then presented, as well as a summary of the 
research on caregiver stress issues. _ · 

·. Following these chapters is a chapter 
that links the research presented. for each of the 
five illness groups to reveal predictors common 

·. to caregiver outcomes. Predictors .not found 
consistently across the five groups are also 
presented. For example, commonalities in 
caregiver and family adaptation· include such 
factors as illness severity, suddenness of onset 
and amount of change in patient behavior. 
Diversity in caregiver and family adaptation are 
found in demographic variables such as age and 
socioeconomic status, as well as in pre-existing 
psychological factors. 

In the second to last chapter of the 
book, intervention models for each of the five 
illness groups are discussed. These models are 
based upon review of 54 studies examining 
caregiver intervention from a support group, 
educational and direct service intervention 
perspective. The effectiveness of the various 
interventions in preventing or decreasing 
caregiver stress are examined. Suggestions for 
further research and trends in policy-setting are 

offered in the final· chapter of the book. 
The principle contribution of Family 

Caregiving In Chronic. Illness lies in its 
relationship to the specific illnesses discussed 
from multiple perspectives including theoretical, 
clinical and empirical. In addition, sound 
groundwork is laid for understanding caregiving 
needs and demands in general for families with a 
chronically ill adult. (Anne L. Saddler, 
Behavioral Science Department, St. Joseph 
Hospital, Flint, MI). 

Birenbaum, Arnold, Guyot, Dorothy and 
Cohen, Herbert (eds) Health Care Financing for 
Severe Developmental Disabilities. Washington, · 
D.C.: American Association on Mental 
Retardation, 1990, 1S0 pp., $22.95 softcover. 

· The availability of affordable, quality 
health care services is a concern high on the 
·domestic.agenda in the United States:· .Health. 
care advocates for persons with developmental 
disabilities are making. the argument.that national 
and state health care initiatives include persons 
with physical and mental disabilities. The study 
conducted· by Birenbaum, Guyot, and Cohen 
reported in Health Care Financing for Severe 
Developmental Disabilities, an American 
Association on Mental Retardation monograph, 
provides policymakers a comprehensive national 
data base for decision making about the health 
care needs of persons with developmental . 
disabilities~ The study was financially supported 
by the federal Division of Maternal and Child· 
Health, the Administration for Developmental 
Disabilities, and the National Institute for Mental 
Health. The two stated goals of the project 
were: (1) To develop estimates of the patterns of 
health care utilization, expenditures, and 
financing for children, adolescents,. and young 
adults with autism or severe or profound 
retardation; (2) To develop· policy alternatives 
that will improve health care while containing 
costs. The research sample consisted of 308 
children and young adults with autism and 326 
children and young adults with severe or 
profound mental retardation~ The ages of the 
individuals ranged from birth to twenty-four 
year$. In order to ensure national representation 
the investigators obtained a stratified sampling of 
special education school districts in urban and · 
suburban districts throughout the United States. 
Information about the 634 individuals with 
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developmental disabilities and their families was · 
obtained from survey instruments. 

Some of the major findings of the study 
were: (1) Children and young·adult~ with 
developmental disabilities use health care services 
more often when. compared with the national 
average for children. and adults. The national 
average is 3.6 visits peryear, whereas children 
and·young adults with autism visit a.physician 
about 4 times per year, and children and young 
adults with severe retardation average ·9 visits per 
year; (2) . Children with disabilities residing at 

· home were more frequent users of in-hospital 
care than the average- child; (3) Emergency room 
use was· substantially higher for children with 
autism than the· average child; ( 4) Only 60 
percent of the children .with developmental 
disabilities had a routine dental examination 
within the last year; ( S) Less than one fourth of 
the individuals· studied r~ived needed physical 
or speech therapy; ( 6) The cost of health care 
services for persons. with developmental 
disabilities is higher than that of. the average 
American--for children with autism about two 
and a half times the U.S. average ($1,000) and 

· for children with severe mental retardation about 
ten tunes greater than the average American 
child ($4,000). A large portion of the expenses 
are due to hospital bills; (7) Health care services 
for persons with disabilities are fmanced by a 
"patchwork quilt" of sources. In order of 
decreasing contribution these sources include: 

. · Medicaid, private insurance, providers, and. family 
contributions. About .seven percent of autistic 
children and .youth are uninsured, among . 
individuals with severe retardation the percentage 
is about four percent~ ·nie family with a typical 
autistic child pays about $1000 annually for 
health care and the typical· family who has a child 
with severe retardation pays about $2,000 out-of-
pocket, but some families spend as much .as 20 
percent of their· income on health services. 

The aµthor offers a number of policy 
. recommendations which ·are based on the 
following-goals: (1) the primary prevention ·of 
developmental disabilities; (2) the expansion of 
private insurance coverage for children with 
developmental disabilities; (3) the inclusion of 
family support programs as part of the health 
(;are services; (4) the smooth transition of health 
services .from childhood into adulthood; and (5) 
the. financing· of healt~ care which is 

admmistrp.tively simple and cost effective. 
Policymakers and health care 

administrators will find this monograph valuable 
in the conceptualization and formulation of 
health care policy for persons with developmental 
disabilities. (Stanley J. Vitello, Graduate School 
of Education, State University of New Jersey, 
Rutgers). 

Blaxter~ Mildred; Health and Lifestyles. 
London and New York: Tavistock/London, 1990, 
268+ix pp., $62.50 hardcover, $23.00 softcover. 

Take a random number, open to that 
page, and you will find an interesting datum.· 
Thus: on p. 121, we read "The·more :active 
sporting pursuits" and keep-fit activities were also, 
among those under 60, much more likely to be 
part of the· lifestyle of those with higher 
educational qualifications and those in non-
manual rather than manual .households.~-· . 
Reading this social epidemiological analysis of a 
1984-85 national British survey of a large (9,003 
interviews) random sample of non-
institutionalized adults, one is dizzied. by·the 
many· findings. Dr. Blaxter, however, a 
wellknown British medical sociologist (currently· 
editor of Sociology of Health and Illness), is 

· consistently in control. The survey was designed · . 
with great care, regrettably but consciously giving 
up the temptation to get more .than a minimum 
of qualitative data,··but pushing to'the limits to 
get solid quantitative·data.within a systematic 
conceptual framework. .It is this framework 
which guides a careful analysis and presentation. 

The building blocks .of the framework 
are "social circumstances", lifestyle behaviors, 
attitudes and beliefs, and health. This sounds 
linear, but Blaxter repeatedly warns about 
feedback effects and the need' for caution in 
drawing conclusions al)out causality from a cross-
sectional study. In each case,.expliclt operational 
definitions are used ( detailed in· the Appendix). 
You and I might have picked something different 
to represent "voluntary" lifestyles (her quotes) 
than six-level scales me~uring smoking, alcohol, 
exercise and diet; but Blaxter's choice is surely 
reasonable -- and .gives good data on 9000 
persons. Chapters 3 and 4 ·deal with health, to 
which I will return. Then Chapters 5-8 give_ the 
detailed findings of the link~ges among the 
buildings blocks. Thus Chapter 6, step by· step, 
shows· how health is linked to "social 
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circumstances", by which is meant variation by 
non-manua.1/J'.!lanual occupation, occupational 
groups, income, education, region, type of area 
and housing unemployment, household 
composition, women's employmen~ and social 
integration. The ~pie size and the use of 

· ·statistical tools as. appropriate. (Blaxter knows her 
way around log linear analysis but doesn't disdain 
percentages) _give the reader confidence in ~e 
findings. Having. looked at a judicious sel~ion 
of the tr~, Chapter 9 seeks to portray the 
forest. .. 

What,·then do we learn that·is,important 
from this solid survey? Let· me list just a few 
intermediate-level fmdings. · 

- Cass differences on health, 
vet:y substantial jn middl~ age, are smaller among 
older persons on the more "objective" measures 
of health, but remain as great using subjective 
measures (p. 66). . . 

- Few indeed are the persons 
. who have consistently good or bad lifestyles. The 
highest correlation of any pair of variables is .24 
between smoking and diet among manual 
middle-aged males. Exercise and alcohol use are 
even negatively correlated among non-manual 

. men and women (p. 130). . 
· -

11 
...it was those with the 

relevant 'unhealthy' behavior who were most 
conscious of. the links with disease" ( e.g., smoking 
. as a cause· of heart· disease) (p. 157). . 

· Other readers will fmd their own gems. · 
· Whatever these may be, let me tum to the_ three·. 

most important higher level conclusions drawn, 
necessarily oversimplified here. First,· attitudes 
and knowledge matter little, given· the 
power of social circumstances in shaping. 
behavior; so much for health education efforts. 
Second, if one's social ·circumstances are ,good 
( especially education, income and type of local 
area), behaviors matter. If the circumstances are 
poor, then "lifestyles", the buzz word of class-
unconscious America, ·does relatively little for 
one's health. Third, not only is health a 
multidimensional concept; its determinants are 
complex. Anyone who thinks she or he has the 
answer, even in so powerful a variable as· social 
class, Blaxter warns us, is blind to the impact of 
other factors. The failure to search for aµ 
overarching concept to tie· things together ~- my 
candidate, consistent with frequent hints . 
suggested by the data, would be social (not 

personal) powerlessness -- may be a fl_aw. But 
one book can only do so much. 

· Which brings us back to health, and the 
issues thaf may be of most interest to DSQ 
· readers. Unfortunately, Chapter 3, "What is 
Health?". is the weakest part of the book. It is 
the only chapter which quotes: from responses to 
open-end questions to show that different people 
see health differently.· Its data are not used later 
in the book. I prefer to see it as a pilot study 
usefuffor building the health indices given in 
Chapter-4. It does, however, express Blaxter's 
wise axiomatic position that health can only be 
understood as a multidimensional continuum, 
involving energy,: social relationships arid -

· function, as well as the socially-constructed 
biomedical categories. 

Two things o{ import to DSQ readers 
become clear in reading Chapte~ 3 and 4. The 
operational· definition of health devised consists 
of four six-level scores: fitness (physiological 
measures); disease/disability (self-reported long-
standing illness, disability or infirmity and its 

·functional limitations); illness); illness 
(symptoms); and psychosocial health 
(psychological symptoms). The highest of the 36 · 
age-sex paired correlations is .44. With one 
minor exc:eption; the correlations are highest ·. 
among those aged 60 or over (p;. 49). We are, 
then all more healthy· in this respect, less in. that. 

. Second, it is true that I have a bug about 
what I have elsewhere called salutogenesis and 
the mystery of health. 'Iiv Zola long ago called 
into question the notion that · 
illness/disease/disability/sickness is deviant. In a. 

· reasonable combination of .the four scores, 
· Blaxter arrives at eight summary health · 
categories, the middle folJI' of which cannot be 
ranked..Taking the top two as·"good health", we 
find that 53 percent of males and 41 percent of 
females aged. 18-29 are so classified. ·As age goes 

· up, the percentages go down. So much for·what 
is deviant and what has to be explained. 

One final thing .. Perhaps I still see 
· myself in the days of· the nickel Staten Island 
ferry. But $23 for a paperback is exorbitant~ 
(Aaron Antonovsky, Ben-Gurion University of 
the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel). 

..Bogdan, Robert, Steven J. Taylor and . 
Julie Ann Racino (Eds). Life in the Community: 
Case Studies of Organizations Su(!porting Peo(!le 
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with Disabilities. Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes 
Publishing Co., 1991, 280 pp., $29.00 softcover. 

Relatipnships are about love vs~ law, 
passion vs. policy, and responsibility vs. 
regulations . .-Community Currents (p.225). 

Beg, borrow, or preferably buy, this book 
and pass it around quickly and widely if you are 
a person with, or family, friend, or helper of, 
someone( s) with severe or developmental 
disabilities. Threatened ~th loss of speec~ and 
motor control, and eventual complete 
dependency, I embrace this optimistic message 
and want people wherever I end up living to 
have read, ~d to believe, this book. A personal 
as well as professional recommendation, I want 
my brothers and sisters with disabilities and my 
colleagues working to ~ake things better with us, 
to know about this resource immediately because 
it has the potential to profoundly improve th~ 
ways we"'.'-people with and without disabling · 
differences--live together. 

When was the last time you read· a 
research report or textbook with content heads 
like: WE BEGAN TO LISTEN 
(Peter)...ANYTHING'S POSSIBLE 
(Walker)onWE CARE FOR OUR OWN and 
THIS ISN'T A PROGRAM, nns IS OUR 
HOME (Bogdan)? Yet this is a scholarly, 
comprehensive model of qualitative investigation 
covering a 5 year, 21 state, and 40-plus site 
portion of an ongoing study comparing "the state 
of the art" with ~the state of the practice." By 
·analyzing a variety of real, respected living 
arrangements, nominated by members and 
students of the disability community for success 
in achieving integration, this Vol. 1 of THE 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION SERIES 
from Syracuse University's Center on Human 
Policy, provides authentic, useful information for 
those who care. aearly, editors Steven Taylor, 
Robert Bogdan, and Julie Racino do. 

Their introduction, in which they outline 
a living, breathing, believable methodology; and 
their conclusion in which they acknowledge the 
implications· for failure when replication .is 
attempted in unhealthy situations, and offer 
characteristics of "good" organizations, will be 
applauded by read,ers-~whatever the goal--for the 
gifts they are; whole chapters that can be used as 
guidance and evaluation checklists. These 
bookends, alone, earn the book's fee. 

But what's between is, in the~ hard 

economic times,. a bargain~ too. Consider: people 
with disabilities not as patients, clients, even 
consumers, but proteges. Partners! How about 
"lifesharing" where "people [with and without 
disabilities] choose to live together and no one 
would be 'placed'" Employees whose job "is to 
be part of the family' and whose job description 
is "to use their common sense .... pitch in ... not wait 
to be asked .... to be good-hearted people." 

Covering FAMILIES AND TIIEIR 
CIIlLDREN (Families are not perfect, but for 
children, ·we will never invent anything better.~ 
p.18); HOUSING, HOMES, AND SUPPORT 
("The Answer Cannot Be Discovered, It Must Be 
Created" p.103); and COMMUNITY AND 
SOCIETY ("Marilyn treats her as she would like 
to be treated ... "· p.217), Life in the Community 
refuses the waste of ta.king us backward to ask, 
"Does community integration work?" The 
question "is anachronictic because ... whether 
people with developmental disabilities should be 
integrated into the community is a moral 
question and not an empirical one... " (p.4). 

And there you have it. There are more 
reasons why· this book should be ordered at once, · 
having to do with the spirit of it as much as its · 
practical worth. Beyond bureacratic and 
budgetary constraints, here are ways that work, 
written and reviewed by people who know. 

In the pioneering tradition of their 
founder Burton ·Blatt, who in the·early '70s 
.exposed the truth about institutional life through 
shocking written and photographic essays, the· 
loving (yes!) scholars heard here continue· to 
birth and parent the movement to ensure the 
rights and full inclusion of people with 
.disabilities .in spciety. As welcome as recent 
ADA - inspired literatur~ is publications coming 
out of a history of having been there, like this 
book, come with a guaranteed trustworthiness. 
In these times of cuts and abandonment, we 
cannot afford not to get this why-to/how-to 
manual into -our libraries, data banks, and the 
hands of decision - makers ASAP. 

. As for me, having read Life ... and , 
learned. about the people who wrote it, and those 
about whom they continue to write, I'm less 
afraid. For all of us. (Patricia S. Ranzoni, 
Bucksport, ME 04416). 

Bolderson, Helen.· Social Security, 
Disability, and Rehabilitation: Conflicts in the 
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Development of Social Policy, 1914-1946. insurance programs,. the special treatment 
· London: Je~~ica Kingsley Publishers, 1991, 240 . afforded the blind, and the difficulties of folding 
pp. workers' compensation into m~re general· social . 

. Comparative social policy in the field of insurance programs. Armed with this knowledge, 
disability now rests on the thinnest of evidence. we can begin to make intelligent comparisons 
What we need, I .thin.k, are more studies like · with America. . · 

· Helen Bolderson's account of the development Two things stand out. The, first is that it 
of social policy in Great Britain between the first makes adifference, as Richard Titmuss once 
and second world wars. Concentrating on such suggested, whether a country sustains "bombed. 
subjectS as workers' compensation, rehabilitatjon casualties.. among its civilians during a war. The 

· medicine, and war pensions, she has produced a English found it f~ easier to combine programs 
densely detailed narrative that guides the. read~r for veterans and civilians than we did. The 

· through the bureaucratic discussions that shaped second is that the common label of laggard to 
British policy.· · describe ~erica in the. development of a 

·The density of detail deserves special ·welfare state may be·misplaced .. ·The..English,· 
· emphasis. Despite the book's historical: and frequently looked to guidance from American 
narrative properties, one ~ioes not glide· through i programs in the fields of rehabilitation and 
it like. an Elmore. Leonard novel. Instead, the workers' compensation. . . 
book tends to read like one of the many As this review ·suggests, I think this book 
Parliamentary reports that it describes. :That needs to be read selectively, with an eye toward 
produces sentences like this one: "The future of ,comparing the English and American experience. 

· workmen's compensation was left to be decided It is precisely the sort of ri~hly detailed data· · 
by the Reconstruction Priorities Committee, bible that we need for this purpose.-· (Edward D. 
which was resolutely advised throughout 1943 by Berkowitz; History, ~e George Washington 
Herbert Morrison and Osbert Peake, who at the . University). 
Home Office chaired an inter-departmel)tal 
committee of officials, once again consulted . Brown, F. & Lehr, 0. H. (Eds.) Persons 
employers, the TUC and the insurance · · ,with Profound Disabilities: Issues and Practices~:i . 
compani~ and liaised with the Central Staff who· . Baltimore, MD; Paul H. Brookes Publishing 
served. the. Minister without Portfolio." (pp. 135- Company, 1989, 343 pp., $30.00 softcover. 
36). . . The editors of this well documented and . 

· I .lack the institutional knowledge and clearly written text state that its purpose is to 
·· literary·stamina to summarize this 1>9ok : address issues anq practices that can~help·.~· 
adequately. <What gives this book its·speclal practitioners best serve the needs of people with 
quality is not its prose, so much as it contents. It . profound disabilities. The· edit9rs contend that 
focuses on disability, rather than on the more the needs of students who are profoundly 
often-studied aspects of the welfare state· such as . handicapped and .medically ·fragile cannot. always 
the national health service or old-age pensions. · ·be met through the downward extension and 
In doing, it illustrates just how important the . ' refinement of existing technologies and practi~ 
subject of·disability was to the construction of utilized with the less severely disabled. . Hence 
the modem welfare state. Beveridge, for the· publication of this book which explores issues 
example, spent an inordinate amount of his time and addresses more -ideally suited practices 
studying workers' compensation before he wrote designed to meet the needs of this population. 
his· report, yet one would not know that from . Because there is so much to learn .about 
reading the accounts that have preceded this one. . people with profound disabilities and the 
· .Because it details·the origins of English · synergistic 'influences produced when profound 
disability policies, the book enables us to mental retardation is accompanied by multiple 
e.ompare English and American approaches to sensory and. motor impairments and accentuated 
disability. We learn about such English practices . by medical complications, the editors wisely 
as the establishment of the quota system, :the brought together an interdisciplinary team of 
frustrations of establishing rehabilitation schemes experts in writing Petsons With Profound · 
within workers' compensation .and health Disabilities: Issues & Practices. Their individual 

' . 
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and collaborative research efforts have 
culminated in a twelve chapter book which is 
divided into two sections: Issues and Practices. 

Section One explores some of the legal, 
ethical, medical and research issues confronting 
practitioners in their work with profoundly 
disabled people. Three common themes 
permeate these chapters, the first· of which 
details the need for more reliable and valid 
research accurately describing this populatjon. 
Secondly, the researchers express a need for the 
development of goals and outcomes that will 
enable the profoundly disabled to participate 
more realistically and meaningfully in community 
life. And thirdly, they address thooe situationally 
specific and unique issues that arise when 
providing services to t~ose people with profound 
disabilities. . . 

The chapters in Section Two detail 
current research efforts and new practices which 
more appropriately address the needs of 
individuals with profound disabilities. Chapter 
authors describe more functional methods for 
enhancing motor and communication skills of the 
profoundly disabled. Unique educational 
programs and curriculum designs are presented 
which enable students with severe and profound 
disabilities to participate in functional and 
chronologically ageaappropriate programs with 
their non-handicapped peers. Other chapters 
describe more suitable vocational training 
models, innovative community living 

·arrangements, and residential training programs 
for the profoundly disabled. 

Brown and Lehr have made a most 
significant contribution to the field of special 
education. They have increased the knowledge 
base, highlighted significant issues, and have 

_shared some new and exciting practices which 
will improve the quality of life for those with 
profound disabilities. 

While there is still much to be learned 
about this population (profoundly disabled), the 
future looks bright and most encouraging. This 
book is a most· valuable resource and should be 
i:ead by those professionals who are searching for 
new ideas, better methods, and more humane ' 
approaches in working .with persons with 
profound disabilities. (John C. Worzbyt, . 
Department of Counselor Education, Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, PA) 

Byrne, Elizabeth A., Cliff C. 
Cunningham, Patricia Sloper. Families and Their 
Children with Down's Syndrome: One Feature in 
Common. London, England: Routledge, 1988, 
159 pp., $47.50 hardcover. 

. This book reports on a longitudinal 
study of families in Britain that had a child with 
Down Syndrome. Using intensive interviews and 
surveys the research team reports on the ability 
of families to adapt to a child with special needs. 
In a unique approach the research team actually 
provides information and support services to the 
families and makes them active participants in 
the research process. The "subjects" are not 
merely sources of data, but people with. needs 
which the research team attempts to respond 
appropriately. · 

Unfortunately, the book does not read 
well. It is filled with many charts, tables and 
percentages that· do not illuminate their findings 
and often obscure the main thrust of their 
research agenda. However, the study provides 
those who are· interested quantitative evidence 
that families with children with Down Syndrome 
are not "pathological", but in fact have more in 
common with pther families of similar status arid 
structure than other families with disabled 
members. They remind us that there· are many·· 
strains on family life such as low inco~e, 
unemployment, father absence or children .with 
behavior problems that disrupt family life. 
.Researchers have been too quick to focus on the 
impact of children with learning disabilities on , 
family life without controlling for these other 
sources of disruption. Indeed, in this study, 
these families· appear very much like other 
families. Their "normality" is what stands out. 

However, problems do exist. When they 
do, their source is not unexpected. Many 
families comment on the problems surrounding 
the diagnosis and early treatme~t by physicians. 
Mothers prone to have a poor relationship with 
their children are particularly vulnerable to the 
consequences of a diagnosis which is presented 
as a ·~catastrophe ... Parents with children whose 
learning difficulties are more severe or are 
medically involved also are in desperate need of 
respite and support services. Yet even these 
families cope better than other previous portraits 
in the literature. 

This study is a useful counter-point to 
studies relying on stage theories of family 
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adaptation to children with disabilities.' It. calls 
into. question the bias that comes from the focus 
on the· differences rather than the similarities 
·these families face with other families with· young 
childr~n. (Terry Weiner,· Union College). 

Cicchetti, Dante & Beeghly, M~orie 
{ed~) Children with Down Syndrome A 
Developmental Perspective. Cambri~ge 
University Press, 1990, $6S.OO hardcover, $22.50 
softcover. 

Organized around the premise ;that the 
development of children with Down syndrome 
can ( and should) be viewed through : 
developmental Jens, Cicchetti and Beeghly build 
their case with a series of excellent reviews of the 
research literature, which are summarized in 13 

. chapters. While the book is definitely aimed at 
researchers, it will be of great value indirectly to 
parents who have a child with Down Syndrome 
·because it establishes empirically and convincingly 
that a child who has 47 chromosomes in each-cell 
is not an individual who is so different that her 
or his characteristics are not discernible within · 
the normal scheme of developmental stages, 
structures and trajectories. In other words, 
parents of children with this condition now have 
another pow~rful sword of information with ' 
which to assault the· hard-to-die phrase ~his . 
subtle,. but critically important correctioii 
.possibility issues loud and clear from this· book. 
It is a message.which some educatQrs, 

··psychologist, physicians and other ·professionals 
must hear if they have not yet updated : 
themselves on the characteristics and prospects 
of people with Down Syndrome. 

. Chapters 1 and 2 (Hodapp and Zigler) 
provide an overview of theory and research in 
mental retardation;· Down Syndrome and child 
development in general, pointing out that some 
developmental theorists, such as Piaget, focused 
too little. attention to the active contribution that 
the environment makes to the child's · · 
development. ·The focus of Chapter 2 (Cicchetti 
and Beeghly)· is on juxtaposing pe~onnance 
outcomes of children with Down Syndroine 
within developmental parameters such as. the 
expression of emotion building an organizational 
perspective on development. Chapter 3 
(Ganiban, Wagner and Cicchetti) provides a 

· summary .of research on temperament and Down 
Syndrome, an extreme_ly important topic because 

of the persistence of the Stereotype.that ·children 
with Down Syndrome are all alike." Chapter 4 
(Berger) contains a ·we~th-of information on 
prompting productive interactions between 
infants with Down Syndrome and their parents . 
. Chapter 5 (Wagner, Ganiban and Cecchetti) 
reviews research findings regarding the promise 
of understanding the cognitive processing of 
children with Down Syndrome· at a much deeper 
level. Chapter 6 {Dun.st) examines .sensorimotor 
development from a_neo-Piagetian perspective, 
focusing on developmental processes in infants 

· with· Down Syndro~e as· related to a · 
sensorimotor perspective. Chapter 7 ·(Kopp) 
focuses on the growth of self-monitoring 
behavior in children with Down Syndrome. A 
child with Down Syndrome who enters -school 
without a reasonable ability to. self-regulate will. 
be in conflict with peers and teachers, amplifying 
social and educational problems, perhaps with · 
detrimental outcomes that last a life-time. 
Chapter 8 (Mervis) reviews research findings on 
early conceptual al?ility, tracing conceptual 
· developmen~ in young children with Down 
Syndrome, including the nature of their first 
words, early lexical develop111:ent, relation 
between cognitive development and lexical· 
development, etc. Chapter.9 (Fowler).begins by 
not disputing that the language of childr~n with 
Down Syndrome is "delayed without devian~,·· 
but focuses attention on evidence for a specific 
syntactic delay in the language development 
domain of children with Down Syndrome;,. 
Chapter 10 (Beeghly, Weiss-Perry and Cicchetti) 
reviews research in early communicative, and play 

· ·development, tracing longitudinal changes .in 
children's productive language ( syntactic, 
pragmatic, lexical, etc.) oyer the course of the 
first year of life, followed by a description of the 
dev~lopment of symboqc play~ and ending with 
relating aspects of language and play to the 
controversy surrounding the modularity and 
cognitive hypotheses of-language acquisition. 
Chapter 11 (Serafica) reviews research on peer 
relations of young children . challenging the· long 
held ( and partially false) stereotype that 

. individuals with Down Syndrome are inherently 
and universally sociable and more amenable to 
socialization than other individuals with retarded 
development. In his introduction to .Chapter 12, 
Crnic observes that while a relatively wide body 
of developmental re~arch has been generated 
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with regard to children with. Down Syndrome, 
few attempts have been made to understand 
their development within ·an ecological 
framework. Spiker ( Chapter 13) reviews the 
history of early intervention attempts with 

· children who have Down Syndrome, noting some 
of the methodological problems that were part of 
these early programs. Noted particularly is the 
need for more meaningful, criterion-based, 
assessment that could provide more relevant 
i¢"ormation regarding underlying functional skills 
or deficits. 

In conclusion, this excellent and 
comprehensive compilation of research, much of 
it basic research, will be of great value to those 
who wish to advance a developmental perspective 
for children with Down. Syndrome. We endorse 
such a perspective ourselves, although we 
recognize--as do Cicchetti and beeghly and the 
other authors of the book--that "there are indeed 
some quantitative and qualitative differences in 
the developmental process of ·mental-age-
matched normal children and youngsters with 
Down Syndrome .... [but] despite their . 
constitutional anomalies, children with Down 
Syndrome are amenable to a 'developmental 
analysis." (p. S4). (John E. Rynders and J. 
Sophie Thayer, Dept. Educational Psychology, · 
'£!niversity of Minnesota).. 

Cohen, Mark Nathan. Health and the 
Rise of Civilization, New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1989, 289 pp., $29.9S hardcover. 

Cohen questions a widely held view that 
civilized, sedentary societies are considerably 
healthier than "primitive" hunting-gathering ones. 
Neither does he subscribe to the alternate view 
that sees hunter-gatherers in a romantic light, as 
living in Edens of "primitive affluence" and as 
being in robust health. Yet if health ( as 
measured by nutritional status, by morbidity rates 
of different infectious diseases and by mortality) 
is compared over a broad span of historical time, 
hunter-gatherers do quite well--particularly if we 
exclude ( as Cohen does) mid twentieth century 
affluent industrialized societies. A hunter gather 
living in the neolithic period enjoyed better 
health; Cohen argues, than his sedentary 
medieval counterpart. Contemporary hunter-
gatherers have levels of nutritional intake 
comparable to that of national average in 
contemporary Third World countries. The 

health of such small, mobile societies compares 
well to that of most people living in Western 
Europe until the end of the nineteenth century. 
In fact, the lean but QUtritious diet of many 
hunter-gatherers is much healthier than the diet . 
of poor people in affluent industrial societies. 

Civilizations are not so much healthier as 
they are effective in what Cohen calls 
"partioning" biophysical stress by.class and social . 
location (1984:141). Thus, among poor black 
women in the United States, infant mortality is 
quite high--higher than among "primitives." In 
contrast, among the affluent elite, mortality is 
considerably lower. Civilizations spread, destroy, 
and incorporate hunting gathering-societies 
whose members then enter the "civilized" world 
as the very poor. For them, civilization often 
means trading relatively decent health for an 
unhealthier way of life. 

Technical advances in the realm of social 
organization ( e.g., the nation state) or those that 
stimulate production ( agricultural practices, for 
instance) not only increase food production, but 
also create. health problems. For instance, 
population density, the sedentary nature of 
civilized life (required by agricultural 
production), ecological changes (produced by 
agricultural practices such as clearing· the land) 
create a fertile ground for many infections. The 
mobility, small size, and relative isolation of 
hunter-gathering societies, on the other hand, 
may have created barriers to the spread of 
certain infections--such as those whose· agents' 
live out part of their life cycle outside the human 
host. Chronic degenerative diseases such as 
cancer, coronary heart disease and diabetes, 
characteristic of "advanced" societies are 
relatively absent in these .societies. 

Cohen utilizes epidemiological studies 
and field studies of contemporary hunter-
gatherers and also interesting materials from the 
study of both contemporary and prehistoric 
skeletons. Such fields as paleopathology find in 
bones clues to diet, the prevalence of trauma 
from accidents, infection of mayhem and the 
quality-of physical development. A wide range of 
disciplines are used to try to. assess nutrition, life 
expectancy, and morbidity patterns among 
civilized "and11 11uncivilized11 societies. Cohen's use 
of evidence is prudent. He recognizes the limit 
of making broad historical comparisons in health 
between 19th century Britons and Mesolithic 
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people, or between prehistoric hunter-gatherers 
and contemporary ones likely to have contact 
with "civilization." He understands the limits, 
gaps and ambiguities that inhere in the data he 
draws on, as well as the difficulty o'f comparing 
evidence from a wide range of disciplines. Yet in 
the final analysis, he concludes little evidence can 
be found for the unqualified health advantages of 
civilization. In fact civilizations must produce 
technical advances ( e.g. vaccines) that ironically 
function to offset the adverse health 
consequences created by the :11progress11 of 
civilization itself. New agricultural practices 
create conditions in which infections thrive. 
These must be compensated for by vaccines, 
public health measures, etc. Cohen concludes 
that the "organization and. style" of civilization is 
as much "the cause of biological stress as they are 
the cure" (p. 142). 

Cohen argues that the "basic design of 
civilization" has not fundamentally changed in the 
twentieth century but that many of its features 
(such as state' boundaries, .specialization, food 
storage, trade, transport and reliance on 
agriculture and domestic animals" have simply 
been "elaborated" (1989:30). So however, have 
the technical means in the .form of state services 
and medical technology which in turn political-
social change allowed to be applied to the mass 
of population in affluent nations. Food storage· 
and meat hygiene no longer pose the threats they 
did in the 19th century. While cancer a.pd 
coronary heart disease are higher in affluent 
societies, life expectancy has dramatically 
increased in the past seventy-five years and infant· 
mortality decreased. 

In a broad span. of time, Cohen's 
conclusion thus seems valid but if we. include 
affluent nations, do the benefits of civilization for 
health finally begin to outweigh its health costs? 
Is it ever possible to answer such a question? 
The question Cohen raises on the health benefit 
of civilization versus those of primitive societies 
is an essential one yet very ambitious and 
perhaps never to be fully answered in a satisfying 
fashion. 

Little is said about disability. Cohen 
briefly points out· that a severe impairment 
disadvantages one in hunting-gathering societies--
particularly if one lacks kin support. There are 
few social arrangements for care outside of kin 
networks for people who are severely impaired. 

In affluent nations the use of medical technology 
and social services facilitates survival and 
potential quality of life for those who have 
disabilities in ways not found among "uncivilized" 
hunter-gatherers. This is a facet that an analysis 
of health and civilization might examine. 

Yet the main implication of the 
fascinating data he synthesizes. is that it sho~ 
the relationship between civilization and health 
to be a mixed and uncertain one. It raises 
important questions such as what do hunting-
gathering societies gain and lose in contact with 
civilization? Furthermore, the changes in the last 
seventy-five years are not just the result of 
technology and medical progress but socio-· 
political forces in which changes in the social 
division of labor and stratification figure heavily. 
Cohen is correct in concluding that technical 
advances have contributed less to influencing 
health than social organizational factors; social 
conflict and competition as well as ecological 
forces. This book is provocative and well 
documented. It expands the scope and scale of 

/ questions about the interplay between human 
activity, society, health and nature. (Peter 
Freund, Sociology, Montclair State College). 

Cooper, Brian and Helgason, T6mas, 
editors for the World Psychiatric Association. 
Epidemiology and the Prevention of Mental 
Disorders. London: Routledge, 1989, 367 pp., 
$59.50 hardcover. 

This edited volume contains 24 reviews 
and research reports presented before the World 
Psychiatric Association's Section of Epidemiology 
and Community Psychiatry. The chapters are 
presented under 6 themes covering strategies of 
prevention in psychiatry, ~ttempts at early case-

. finding and diagnosis, identifying risk factors for 
mental disorders, assessing ways to protect 
vulnerable groups, approaching prevention from 
services and from the community, and promoting 
healthier public policies. Despite their 
international sponsorship, most of th~ research 
papers are country ..specific. The reviews and 
conceptual chapters make more frequent 
attempts at international comparisons. 

The chapters are well-written and well-
documented,: and provide an excellent overview 
of recent trends in the field of psychiatric 
epidemiology. This discipline has advanced 
beyond early concerns with diagnostic 
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classification and methods of population-based 
research, an4 is now showing that its data can be 
used to confront or to construct policy. The 
editors consider their focus on prevention as 
. policy to be the main contribution of the volume 
as a whole. 

While there are many important chapters 
in this book, DSQ readers may be most 
interested in reports by Kramer on barriers to 
prevention, the review by Eaton et al on · · 
problems in estimating incidence of mentai 
disorders from field data, Sartorius presenting 
data from the WHO international study of 
schizophrenia (which found that patients in 
developing countries have a milder ·course of 
schizophrenia than those in developed countries), 
Susser et al. on homelessness and mental illness, 
Madianos on preventing mental disorders in 
Greece, and Brook on preventing mental 
disorders in the Netherlands. 

This book gives us basic information 
about the risks and avenues to prevention of 
mental disability. Equally important, however, it 
provides conceptual models and empirical 
examples of how to marshal epidemiologic 
research in the effort to prevent other types of 
disability. It is a collection worth reading, and 
worth emulating. (James Trostle, Harvard 
Institute for International Development). 

Cruickshank, J.D., Beevers, D.G. (ed). 
Ethnic Factors in Health and Disease. Wright • 
An imprint of Butterworth Scientific, 1989, 317 
pp., 75.00 hardcover. 

This relatively short (324 pages), dense. 
volume is an ambitious undertaking. It is best 
viewed as a reference source and introduction to 
social science, epidemiology, molecular and 
genetic as well as clinical considerations needed 
to appreciate the impact of ethnicity on health 
and disease. 

The focus is primarily on populations 
who have immigrated to the United Kingdom 
and to a lesser but substantial extent on 
Caribbean populations. However, the principles 
illustrated are applicable anywhere and the 
references will allow readers to quickly access 
literature focusing on other geographic areas. 

The book is organized into four rather 
different parts: Background Issues (S chapters), 
Epidemiology (3 chapters), Sociology (1 chapter) 
and Specific Medical Aspects (26 chapters). The 

virtues of the book are many. The chapters are 
short and generally quite readable. The 
problems of confounding variables, the 
difficulties and importance of considering 
ethnicity as we seek a better understanding of · 
multi-factorial disease causation and more · 
effective preventive and treatment approaches 
are well illustrated. The individual chapters offer 
an excellent starting point for the serious student 
as, for the most part, each provides a trenchant 
overview and a rich bibliography. 

The. weakness of the book has to do with 
.its diversity. Very few readers, certainly not this 
reviewer, will have either the background or 
interest to fully digest all the chapters.. For. 
example, the chapters on molecular markers and 
retroviruse~ requires a knowledge of molecular 
biology unlikely to be found in the reader with 
either an academic social science or service 
delivery orientation. If the book is approached as 
a compendium and overview, read selectively and. 
used as an entry point,, it is of great value. 
Richness and diversity go hand in 'hand with 
fragmentation and occasional superficiality. The · 
problem and the potential of the book is 
illustrated by looking at a few chapter titles: 

2) General approaches to migrant 
studies: the relation between disease, social class 
and ethnic origin 

S) Molecular markers of ethnic groups 

9) Sociology of race and health ( an 
excellent introducto~ chapter). 

18) Human retroviruses: human T-cell 
leukaemia lymphoma vi~s (HTLV-1) and 
disease. 

21) Psychiatric practice and ethnic· 
minorities · 

24) Sarcoidosis 

27) Diet and food habits in the Indian 
subcontinent 

34) Management of hypertension in the 
Caribbean: the Jamaican experience 

The editors and their many contributors 
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have amply demonstrated the importance of The study and its findings are reported 
considering ethnicity when trying to interpret in 16 chapters, laced with 78 tables (not counting 
·patterns of disease. Selected chapters will be those in the appendix). The writing does not 
very useful to instructors in medical sociology, sparkel. It reads like standard academic 
medical anthropology and public health. As journalese, however, it is both comprehensive 
medical schools n;iore fully consider health issues and comprehensible. Major findings included the . 
facing ethnic minorities, this book should also be fact that low socio-economic status and a 
a valuable resource to curriculum planners. This composite variable labeled "powerlessness" best 
volume will be a useful acquisition for libraries predicted a difficult course of physical 
with collections in medicine, public health, functioning, especially during the first several 
medical sociology and medical anthropology. months after discharge from the rehabilitation 
(William J. Bicknell, Center for lQtemational center. Disability-related characteristics have a 
Health; Boston University). less important and less _clear ·role to play in · 

determining physical functioning. Interestingly, 
de Witte, Luc After the Rehabilitation psychosocial functioning was even more.difficult.· .. 

Centre. Amsterdam/ Lisse: Swets & Zeitlinger, ·to predict·than physical functioning, particularly 
1991, 238 pp. over the long ~erm .. The size of one's social 

Anyone who has worked in rehabilitation . n~twork was not predictive of adjustment, but 
has surely puzzled over the question of why ~me two things that tended to predict a negative 
people with disabilities live joyful and productive adjustment were lqneliness and the having little 
lives and others with apparently similar practical support from others. 
conditions merely endure from day to day. After the Rehabilitation Centre includes 
(Probably this is only a specialized version of the recommendations for clinical practice· as weli as 
parallel· question that applies to all human for future re.~arch. .The book would be of . 
beings, with or without disabilities.) In any case, particular value to individuals who are interested 
After the Rehabilitation Centre reports on a . in carrying out follow-up research. This study 
major study in the Netherlands that addressed could serve as a model for careful · 
this issue and also examined continuity of care conceptualization, excellent design, and 
following rehabilitation. meticulous analysis of data. The findings, 

The study was sparked by the practical themselves, are also of some interest even though 
questions of rehabilitation center staff, and the they cannot pi:ovide the ultimate answer to the 
design was grounded in the findings of published .. mystery of human adaptation. (Nancy M. Crewe, 
-follow-up studies, with independent and Rehabilitation, Michigan State, University). · 
dependent variables chosen for their conceptual 
and empirical value.· The researchers began with . Dougherty, Charles J~ .American Health 
a cross-sectional study of 37 individuals who had Care:· Realties, Riahts; and Reforms. New . 
been discharged 6-18 months earlier from York: Oxford University Press, 1988, 227 pp., 
treatment for spinal cord injury or rheumatoid $17.95 softcover. . 
arthritis. Then they conducted a longitudinal The crisis in American health care 
study of 67 newly admitted patients, following delivery surrounding the key questions of what, . 
them for 2 years. The latter sample included how much, -for whom, and whose to pay 
persons with spinal cord injury ( a· group of continues to attract increasing attention and is 
mostly younger persons· with relatively stable surely a future campaign issue. In American 
impairments); ankylosing spondylitis (younger Health Care, Charles J. Dougherty makes a 
persons with progressive impairments); and strong argument· for the philosopher's potential 

. rheumatoid arthritis ( older persons with contribution to the current debates surrounding 
progressive impairments). They had to abandon the U. S. health care system. The author reviews 
plans for .a sample of patients with stroke (older the current predicaments regarding . access, 
persons with relatively stable impairments) quality of care~ and rising costs concluding that 
because of the difficulty those individuals the trend towards a more business-like approach 
encountered in completing the questionnaires will continue unabated without intervention. The 
and interyiews. implications of the shift from a charitable to 
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commercial focus is noted to be particularly 
pertinent to those groups who have previously 
suffered inequities under the system. The latter 
group includes the poor, less educated, 
minorities, and ihe disabled. 

To disentangle the issues and 
implications of the inequities in our current 
health care system Dougherty explores the 
question:. Do all Americans have a right to 
health ~e? in the largest section of the book. 
The author applies moral theory to this 
fundamental query detailing the promises and 
shortfalls of utilitarian, egalitarian,.· libertarian, 
and contractarian approaches to providing an 
affirmative response. The utilitarian approach, 
for example, provides a satisfactory basis for a 
right to a basic level of .health care but fails to 
address the injustice suffered by the victim of a 
rare. disease whose treatment would not be 
covered under the basic plan. 

The author adroitly argues for the 
existence of the right to . health care using a 
combination of utilitarian, egalitarian, and social 
contract theory derived conclusions. Libertarian 
theory, on the other hand is found to be 
unsatisfactory for tackling this issue due to the 
difficult need to rectify past injustices. 
Applications of this reasoning to current reforms 
in Oregon and those contemplated elsewhere 
make these otherwise theoretical discussions 
germane to our current situation. 

In the final section of the book the 
·ability of alternative means of health care 
delivery including pure competition in a market. · 
system, managed care (HMOs and vouchers to · 
promote consumer sovereignty), and national 
health care plans to address the inequities and 
unfulfilled rights established earlier in the book is 
examined. Dougherty concludes that the market 
reform approach is flawed in its treatment of 
health care as just another commodity. More 
specifically the· tendency for the mai;ket to work 
against those already suffering injustice under the 
current health care system, including the 
disabled, make it a poor agent to assure the right 
of access to quality health care for all. 

Although managed care options 
including HMOs are recognized as potential cost 
saving alternatives the author argues they too 
suffer an inability to ensure equity. Potential 
bias against individuals with pre-existing illnesses 
~th a tendency to ignore the charitable function 

of serving the most needy make current managed 
care options incompatible with the need to 
redress the inherent unfairness of our current 
system. Attempts to remove the fmancial barrier 
to access via subsidies and voucher plans for the 
poor and disabled would also fail to meet the 
right to health care because of lack of 
government assurances over their most prudent 
use. 

In the final chapters Dougherty argues 
for the ability of a national health care plan to 
address many of the objections to alternative 
means of health care· delivery. The role of 
central governmental authority in combining an 
emphasis on preventive care and access to basic 
health needs is portrayed as an essential 
component in health .. care.systeni reform. The 
positive experience with Medicare, Medicaid, and 
national health insurance systems in other 
industrialized nations are cited as a mandate for 
a collective response to a collective dilemma. An 
expansion of this final section on the PQtential 
promise of a national health care system solution 
in addressing the concerns raised by moral theory . 
would have been desirable. 

The book is a clear success in putting · 
our current dilemma concerning health care into 
a philosophical framework. Whether. this erudite.~: . 
discussion demonstrates that "philosophical 
reflection can and should make a: difference" 
remains sub judice. Dougherty admits that "no 
theoretical account of the basis of rights makes 
.human judgement and practical wisdom less· . 
necessary." Nevertheless American Health Ca.re 
certainly fulfills the author's intention to 
1'underscore the moral issues at the center of 
public-policy debates about health care and its 
delivery." As a result it is a recommended review 
of the philosophical basis which must ground our 
approach to America's. health care crisis. (Gregg_. 
S. Meyer, General Internal Medicine Unit, 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA). 

Duck, Steve, (ed). with Roxane Cohen 
Silver. Personal Relationships and Social 
Support. Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications 
Inc., 1990, 253 pp., $45.00 hardcover. 

Personal Relationships and Social 
Support is a comprehensive, scholarly, tome . 
dealing with the process, value, and the role of 
interpersonal relationships as well as the impact 
of networking in daily life. The contributors are 
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a distinguished. panel of psychologists from the 
United States and Canada. Chapters r~e from 

. · Conversations with Friends and the Dynamics of 
Social_ Support, to Communicative Stra~egies, 
Social Relationships and the Lack of Social 
Relationships, The Contributrion of So.cial 
Netwo~ks, to the final chapter, Combining the 
Strengths of SQCial Networks, Social Support, , 
and Personal Relationships. The work · is logically 
developed opening with elaboration of the v~ue 
of. informal relationships such as. those with 
friends, and a .discussion of interpersonal · 
transactions. Chapter 3 discusses "Interactive . 
Copi~g: The Cheering-up Process in Cose 
Relationships" and describes the intera¢tive-

. coping circumple.x: model in which solving and 
supportive approaches affirm the probl~m and 
assist the troubled individual tp cope; whereas · 
the dismiss/escape reaction leads to non-
supportive. interactions. Chapter 4, "Copiforting 

Social Support," is particularly relevant in time 
of loss and change. The author, Burleson, 
concludes that comforting "beyond relieving . 
emotional distress in an -immediate situation, 
...may aid the recipient in managing future 
distressful incidents ..." The remainder of the 
volume is devoted to. elaborating on the· process 
of social support itself - how to mobilize it; 
managing risks; the negative effects of informal 
support systems; the dynamics of social 
_relationships; current social trends su~h as 
working women arid work· shifts; and combining 

··networks, support, and personal relationships. It 
is replete with scholarly references,. tables, 
theoretical and conceptual 'material, and • . · 
applications to .daily life.· 

Personal Relationships and Social 
Support is an excellent book to increase one's 
understanding of. the value of social interaction, 
informal and formal supports, as well as to 
enhance one's appreciation of the need for 
comfort, conversation, and Hconnecteq_ness11 As.• 

, a healt~ care professional working· with the 
physically disabled, this reviewer did not. feel that 
this work is particularly helpful in addressing the 
special needs and. problems confronted by the 
disabled; mobility difficulties, communication 
problems, social. and emotional isolation, and 
cultural mores which exclude these persons from 
.as full an access to social support as the IJ.On-
disabled population. As is well known, the 
.di~abled co:0;1111unity faces unique barriers in 

sustaining, developing and maintaining · 
relationships. This reviewer is struck by the 
dearth of work in this area, although it is obvious . 
that there are no clear, cut and - dry formulas 
to assist the disabled to network with others. 
Personal Relationships and Support may serve as 
a resource for the social worker, clinical · · 
psychologist, and educator, but may not prove to 
be of great value to the professional seeking to 
provide rehabilitation services for the disabled 
·and their families. (June Halper, Bernard W. 
Gimbel Multiple Sclerosis Comprehensive Care 
Senter at Holy Name i,:ospital, Teaneck, NJ_). 

Dtidovitz, Resa L., The Myth of.·· 
Superwoman: Women's Bestsellers in France and 
the United States. London, New York: 
Routledge, 1990, '208 pp., $49.00 hardcover, 
·$13·.9S softcover. · · 

In this cross-cultural·· study, Resa L. 
Dudovitz surveys popular fiction by ~d about 
women, beginning with the novels of the 19th 
century and concluding with the bestsellers of the 
1970's and 1980's. She demonstrates that the 
female protagonists of recent fiction are more 
autonomous than. those of any previous period. 
They ·co:r:npete in the "man's world" of money and 
power, without forfeiting such "feminine" 
characteristics as physical attractiveness and the 
ability to nurture. The "superwoman" of the 
contemporary bestseller is· a dazzling figure, 
larger than· life. She embodies all of the longings 
and fantasies of the· earthbound·reader who·-::--, 
struggles to balance career and· family life. 

The author cites numerous works which 
reflect the prevailing values of white, 
heterosexual, nondisabled, middle-class French 
and American Women. ·However, Dudovitz fails 
to consider the long list of bestselling American 
authors whose novels explore other aspects of · 
women's experience (Alice Walker, Toni 
Morrison, Louise Erdrich, Amy Tan, Maxine 
Hong Kinston, Carolyn Chute, Bobbie Ann 

. Mason, among others)~ The popularity of these 
. writers, who realistically depict women of racial 
minority groups or white women of the working 
class, reveals society's gtowing interest in .and 
acceptance of differences. . 

The Myth of Superwoman has m~y . 
shortcomings. The prose is cumbersome, the 
chapters ramble from topic to topic, and 
Dudovitz draws few innovative conclusions from 
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her material. Yet the book raises some thought- Griffith Edwards. He is a leading alcohol and 
provoking questions about how popular literature · addiction scholar in England (who should have 
both conveys and influences social attitudes. been interviewed but, one suspects, saw such a 

Qearly, a disabled protagonist would prospect as unseemly). 
never fit Dudovitz' stereotypical superwoman Many fascinating threads run through 
image. Yet, an examination of the bestsellers these narratives, although they will be of most 
which she ignores hints that the stage may be set value as historical data for those in the field. 
for a strong, capable, heroine with a disability to For those interested in the development of 
reach a reading public more receptive than ever alcohol studies, post~Prohibition paradigm shifts 
before. (Deborah Kent, Chicago, IL). in thinking about drinking, the ~eer of the 

disease concept, and the drift toward repressive 
Edgerton, Robert B., and Marcia A. drug _policy, these interviews offer little-known 

Gaston (eds), I've Seen It All: Lives of Older insider facts .. Sociologists of science and policy 
Persons with Mental Retardation in the · will alsq find rich remembrances of how ideas 
Community. Baltimore, MD: Brookes Publishing, now taken for granted were first. constructed and 
1991, 276 pp., $19.00 softcover. diffused - often buffeted in the process by 

This is a terriijc addition to the growing organizational exigencies and extra-scientific 
literature on persons with life-long disabilities. ·· political influences. .. -···· 
I've Seen It All documents the life stories of nine Perhaps the most intriguing subtext 
older adults with mental retardation who lived concerns the politics of the disease concept of 
"independently in the community for at least 30 alcoholism. The modem alcohol arena was 
years. This is an especially important book created de novo after World War II when- the 
because unlike many other studies, its focus is moralistic frame of Temperance and Prohibition 
the community rather than institutionalization. had lost much of its cultural capital. Because 

This new study updates Edgerton's 1967 alcoholics had been so stigmatized, however, 
ethnographic study, The Qoak of Competence, alcohol scholars remained on the fringes of 
that examined the transition from institutional academe. There wasn't even a treatment system. 
life to community living. I've Seen It All is an This gave rise to a curious courtship between 
anthropological study which emphasizes personal researchers and activists who conspired to drug 
contact. The life histories include dialogue from alcohol problems out of the closet, debunk skid~ 
the interviews. Edgerton believes that the most ·row stereotypes, and get drinking problems· on 
important conclusion of the study is that of ~e the public agenda. This they indeed did, but in 
· "individuality of these men and women, not their the process gave birth to the tension between 
commonalities." That is also the conclusion of scientists interested in "objective" facts about 
most studies on aging and disabilities. (Tom drinking practices and problems and activists 
Rose, Montgomery College). interested in promoting the disease ideology as· a 

means of getting "alcoholism" accepted as a 
Edwards, Griffith ( ed) Addictions: treatable illness. Even within the scientific camp, 

Personal Influences and Scientific Movements. there was and remains a conflict between 
New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, biomedical and sociocultural approaches, 
1991, 462 pp., $44.95 hardcover, $33.95 softcover. although most of these leading figures seem to 

This book consists of free-ranging depth have thrived on the interdisciplin- ary research 
intemews with 27 of the world's leading · necessitated by the nature of the issues. 
researchers and policy experts in the post-war . Students of disabilities and others 
alcohol field and, to a lesser extent, the drug outside the alcohol and drug fields who are 
field. U.S., British, and Canadian scholars and willing to wade through a good bit of specialized 
practitioners predominate, but Eastern Europe, talk about individual careers will be rewarded 
Egypt, Scandinavia, and Latin America are also with delicious details about the backstages of 
represented. These interviews were conducted science and policy making. These participants 
over the last decade by other experts and tell, for example, how personal and institutional 
previously published in the British Journal of networks pushed the American disease concept 
Addiction, which is also edited by Professor into the World Health Organization, and from 
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there to other parts of the globe. Along the way, 
the reader is treated to fragments or mini-
histories of heresies -- case studies of alcoholics 
who returned to "normal drinking," surveys 
showing that many people drift in and out of 
. heavy drinking, and the story of how the humane 
and effective British system of prescribing heroin 
to addicts did not so much fail as fall out of 
favor with psychiatrists and politicians· influenced 
by American propaganda. Those who can pi~ 
together the shards of such stories will learn 

· much about the trajectory from addiction-asD 
moral-failing and non-issue, to a deserving 
disease, to the current "promiscuous diagnosing" 
(P~ 118) · of alcoholics by the treatment industry 
and the equally promiscuous imprisonment of 
those who use criminalizeµ drugs. 

A book of interviews with leading figures 
cannot avoid the weaknesses of the "Great Man" 
theory of history. A .better subtitle would have 
been "Personal Influences .Qll Scientific 
Movements," for there is little here on the sorts 
of social history that would help account for the 
public appeal or resonance of the ideas or . 
policies discussed. · Being able to see more clearly 
the links between research findings or 
commission reports .and their cultural acceptance 
and political utility would, have been nice. But 
perhaps this is like asking Dr. Edwards for an 
orange instead of the tasty apple he has given us. 
(Craig Reinarman, Sociology, University of 
California, Santa Cruz). 

Fielding, Jonathan E., Gilbert S. Omenn, 
& Lester B. Lave (eds). Annual Review of Public· 
Health. Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, Inc, 
1991, 585 pp., $40.00 hardcover. 

An annual review of public health is an . 
ambitious undertaking. The field of public 
health encompasses numerous· perspectives ( e.g. 
clinical,· social and political) and topic areas (e.g. 
health promotion, occupational regulation and 
health care delivery).. It is this vast domain, 
perhaps, that makes a review of public health 
seem too ambitious for -a single volume. The 
Annual Review of Public Health (1991) attempts 
to highlight public health research and discourse 
throughout the prior year. This, their twelfth 
volume, includes 24 articles which, like the field 
of public health, vary widely in purpose and 
method. The contributions also vary widely in 
quality. The articles touch upon topics-ranging 

from epidemiologic studies of specific diseases to 
analysis of methods to fmance health care, and 
from an implementation analysis of occupational 
safety regulations to an essay on the production 
and use of consensus recommendations. 
Unfortunately, this wide array of topics·results in 
no single issue receiving adequate coverage or 
being presented from multiple perspectives. 

:Reinforcing this problem is the fact that 
the volume's contributions are presented without 
order or theme. This leaves readers to peruse a 
maze of information. For instance, an article 
discussing the etiology and epidemiology of Lyme 
disease is ~mmediately preceded by a piece 
outlining the likelihood of private market. 
participation in long-term care fmanclng. 
Howev~r, some clear themes do emerge to the 
persistent reader. Contributions to the book 
address issues relating to disease and disability 
prevention and treatment, health care policies, 
and methods and models of public health 
research. A clear arrangement of the 
contributions, or-at the least a preface or 
introduction .to, help guide the reader, would 
greatly enhance the readability of this volume. 

For readers primarily interested in 
disability, only a few quality articles appear 
directly relevant .. First; in "The Health Effects of 
Low Level Exposure to Lead", Needleman and 
Bellinger explore the effects of low level lead 
exposure, including fetal exposure. Their 
findings show that even low level exposure 
contributes .to low birth weight and hearing loss. 
Second, Gerr, Letz and Landrigon explore some 
issues of occupational injury in "Upper-Extremity 
Musculoskeletal Disorders of Occupational 
Origin". What is. most interesting about this 
piece is their call for cleaf and uniform · 
terminology to .describe these disorders in order 
for precise estimates of prevalence to be 
established. Without estimates of prevalence, a 
complete understanding of muscle disability and 
its prevention cannot emerge. Two other articles· 
relate to the policy response to disability. First, 
in "Cost, Controversy, Crisis: Low Back Pain and 
the Health of the Public", Deyo, Cherkin, Conrad 
and Volino review recent research on low back 
pain and associated costs. Given these findings,· 
they suggest that research should shift from a . 
focus on back pain to a focus on the prevention 
of back disability. Specifically, they assert that 
research into policies aimed at the prevention of 
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occupational injury are ·in order. Se(;x>nd, Weeks 
discusses the implementation of health and safety 
regulations in coal mines in "Occupational Health. 
and Safety Regulation in the Coal ~ning 
Industry:· Public Health at the Workplace". Some 
of their lessons from the implementation 
experience at the coal mines may be generalized 
to.other occupational situations. · 

In summary, this volume falls short of its 
· ambitious goal. However, the potential reader 

should not disregard several relevant 
contributions because of the. general 
disorganization of the book. (Karla. Hanson. 
Research Scientist, Wagner Graduate School·of 
Public Service, New York University, New York, 
NY.) 

Gostin, Lawrence 0., (ed.) AIDS And 
the Health Care System. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1990, 2~9 pp., $3S.00 hardcover. 
$12.95 softcover. 

The Magic Johnson episode revitalized 
concerns about AIDS among the general public, 
· health care ·professionals and policy makers. This 
book of essays written by acknowledged experts 
appears at an opportune time. Certainly more 
information is needed. about AIDS prevention 
and treatment. Like many edited books of 
essays,.however, this work is uneven because it is 
overly ambiti9.us. Gostin focuses the volume "on 
the impact of the disease on hospital 
administrators, health care professionals, and 
·pel'S9ns with AIDS" (p. 4) and then adds "that 
the book has also been written for wider 
audience---all-· who .are interested in how this 
historic epidemic will affect the· health care 
system in the United States" (p. 4). 

The book includes groups of papers on 
policies and priorities, the me.dical and 
epidemiological facts about AIDS, the economic 
costs and financing of AIDS care, and a 
conclusion providing an international perspective 
by Jonathan Mann. ·These papers are 
informative· to the general reader but old news 
to most researchers, health care workers and 
administrators, and persons with.AIDS (PWA's). 
The more interesting and provocative parts of 
the book contain papers dealing. with health care 
worker-patient relationships in the AIDS era. 
The preSence of AIDS in the health workplace 
raises a multitude of gut-wrenching questions 
that defy easy resol0:tion. How do we balance 

the co~.fidentiality of the patient and potential 
. for discrimination with the duty to warn those 
potentially at risk in the PWA's life? Do health 

· care workers have an obligatiqn to treat PWNs? 
Should health care workers be informed about 
their PWA's and vice versa? And, how does the 
threat of AIDS in the workplace affect the 
delivery of healthcare? 

Dickens responds to questions of disclosure 
by enunciating legal principles to g~vem release 
of information about .PW A's. The physician 
should use good faith and reasonable care to tell 
the truth. The information should be reported 
fairly. Only necessary facts should be provided. 
And, the requirement of need to know should-· 
be exercised (p. 112). Littl~ advice is given, 
however, on how to employ these principles on 
·the job. Brandt, Qeary arid Gostin similarly 
invoke principles about testing for HIV infection. 
If used, tests should.be accurate, lead to:... ·· 
effective action, and, patients must provide 
explicit consent to be tested (p.128). 'fhe 
authors do not spend equal ·· time considering · 
whether or not health care workers should, be 
tested but I surmise that the same principles 
should operate. 

Brennan provides a thoughtful analysis of 
duty to treat issues distinguishing between .. 
ethical imperatives and legal constraints. He 
states that hospital emergency r90ms must treat 
all patients who present in an unstable condition 
but concludes that it is not universally accepted 
that. all doctors are obligated to treat PWAs;. 
Jonsen points out, however,· that in 1988 the 
American Medical Association affirmed that· the . 
"physician may ·not ethically refuse to treat a 
patient whose condition is in the physician's 
realm of competence ... " (p.161). After extensive 

· · discussion by the contributors, it. is apparent that 
these issues remain open to debate. Certainly 
we do know that AIDS in the workplace elicits 
fear among health care workers and aff~ their 
job performance. ·111e issue persists of what we 
do about it. 

Annas raises equally difficult questions 
concerning the implementation of new therapies. 
He distinguishes between experimentation and 
therapy..He argues that new therapies should 
undergo carefully controlled. clinical trials before 
they are made available to large populations. 
While this approach meets the approval of most 
scie~tists, it'- is unpopular with PWA's who are 
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looking for any hope to alleviate their condition 
In sum, this book does not directly address 

disability but raises a host of important 
questions that impact those with disabilities. 
Certainly the . answers to these questions will 
affect how those with disabilities are treated. 
AIDS provides today's arena where health care 
values, ethics, and economics are being debated. 
This edited collection sharpens the issues ~d 
informs the discussion. ( Gary Albrecht, 
University o_f Illinois at Chicago). 

Harel, Zev, McKinney, Edward A., and 
Williams, Michael (eds.). Black Aged: 
Understanding Diversity and Semce Needs. 
Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications, Inc., 
1990, 264 pp., $42.9S har,;J.cover, $21.95 softcover. 

This book, published in cooperation with 
the National Council on The Aging, .is an 
outgrowth of papers presented at a conference 
sponsored by Qeveland State University in 1987. 
Its richly textured chapters make an important 
scientific and professional contribution to the 
field of Social Gerontology. Subdivided into two 
sections, the work provides a conceptual and 
empirical underpinning for informed planning 
and effective semce delivery to the older black 

_ population. · 
Part I, Understanding Diversity and 

Social Forces, contributes a much needed 
~nceptual approach to investigating t,he 
uniqueness and diversity of older Black 

···Americans. Until recently the literature in social 
gerontology has characterized older Blacks · 
primarily in terms of their cumulative deficits, ' ' 
relative to older Whites. To identify variability 
among the aged Black population, this 
framework side steps the convention of cross-
group comparison and examines differences that 
exist within group. A basic assumption of the 
moqel holds that older individuals' perceptions, 
behavior, and life condition cannot be 
understood apart from their earlier lives, nor . 
comprehended outside of· their own historical 
and cultural experience in the United States. This 
framework will augment systematic study of the 
strengths, coping behavior, and resilience of 
human spirit demonstrated by aged Blacks in 
view of their adverse position in society. 

Part I also presents a number of 
carefully crafted empirically-based studies that 
investigate the diversity of need among older 

Black Americans. -It also examines the variety of 
informal support systems available to meet them. 
Included are such topics as "Health and Social 
Characteristics: Implications for Semces and 
Family Care, Economia and Health". 
Thro1,1.ghout, the authors are sensitive to 
considerations put forward in the book's 
suggested conceptual framework. The wide 
diversity in older Black's life situations, the 
conditions under which their aging is satisfactory 
or debilitating, and the coping skills that have 
influenced their aging process are. well 
documented. Findings call· long-standing 
assumptions into question. For example, the 
expectation that older Blacks are less in :need of 
formal services because they are cared for by 
family, friends, or other informal supports, may 
be faulty .. 

Chapters in Part II, Understanding 
Semce Needs and Uses, offer direction for, 
effective program planning, and identify semce 
utilization patterns among the Black Elderly. 
Chapters cover a wide range of topics such ·'as the 
11African-American Elderly Experience with· Title 
II: Program Assumptions and Economic Well-
Being", and "Oinical Social Work with The Black· 
Elderly." Critical analyses of a variety of public 
programs elicit questions of equity· and · 
distributive justice. For example, older Black 
males tend to die at a younger age_ thari do their 
older White counterparts: Because .of their 
meager work history, and on average earlier 
deaths, older Black men do not· benefit from 
Title II of The Social Security Act as niuch as do 
older Whites. Part II is replete with realistic, _· 
readily applicable ideas for the design, and 
adaptation of health and social semce programs 
that will better meet the needs of older Blacks 
and their families. The authors· make number of 
recommendations for structural chang~ in the 
social. order in the areas of economics, health 
and social services. Compelling suggestions are 
put forward for future policy and planning · 

· agendas. 
. This volume should be of interest to the 

readers of DSQ for a number of reasons. 
Functional impairment often accompanies 
advancing age. This is especially true of older 
Blacks who tend to become impaired at an 
earlier age, and to a greater degree than do older 
Whites. The manner in which older Blacks 
utilize their informal support network of family, 
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kin, friend, and neighbor in times of physical, 
economic, social, or psychological. need may be 
instructive for other populations who can no 
longer rely on public or private formal support 
systems for assistance. A great deal can also be 
learned from studying the coping strategies of 
older Blacks who have turned objective adversity 
to their advantage, maintained a positive 
subjective view of the quality (?f their lives, and 
survived in an often harsh environment. Thi~ 
lively and well written book stimulates readers to· 
consider launching investigations of their own to 
add to the small, but growing body of knowledge 
in Black aging. It should be a "must-add" to the 
shelves of politicians, planners, service delivery 
providers, students, and others interested in 
aging. (Jane aoutterbuck, The College of 
Nursing and The Gerontology· Center, University 
of Massachusetts - Boston). 

Himber, Charlotte ·(ed.) How to Survive 
a Hearing Loss . .Washington, D.C.: Gallaudet 
University Press, 1989, 249 pp., $17.95 hardcover. 
·- There are really two books in this tiny 

volume. One book is a detailed chronicle of the 
author's struggle to face and accept her hearing 
loss. The early chapters portray the frustration 
felt by the author, her family and her co-workers 
as she resisted the realities of impaired hearing 
on communication. In an almost diary like 
fashion she narrates her years of denial and 
loneliness caused by feelings of shame and 
·embarrassment. This pattern is characteristic of 
adults seeking to deal with a hearing loss in a 
society that has difficulty accepting both disability · 
and aging. As the deterioration continued, the 
resistance erodes, and she finds the courage to 
acquire her first hearing aid. The joys and limits 
of wearing a hearing aid are delineated. Much of 
the rest of the book deal with her commitment 
to helping others learn to cope with the reality of 
impaired hearing. 

Interwoven in this chronicle which spans 
some twenty years or more, are chapters that 
clearly describe the causes of deafness, the 
mechanics of hearing, and the problems ( as well 
as tips) in buying and maintaining a hearing aid. 
An appendix includes comprehensive information 
about resources available to persons with a 
hearing impairment. The author, who conducts 
seminars on the subject, has included in the 
appendix, answers to the most commonly asked 

questions raised by her audiences about hearing 
loss and hearing aids. I found new and useful 
information in this section, even as person with a 
lifelong hearing impairment. 

In total, this book goes a long way 
toward helping adults deal with hearing loss. It 
not only delineates important information but 
through sharing her experiences, Ms. Himber 
provide the reader ( albeit in book form) with the 
experienced and compassionate "confidante" the 
author sought for herself. At the very least, the 
reader will realize that they are not alone. 
Friends, relatives and co-workers of the hearing 
impaired will come to understand the 
communication.problems that result from. a;· 
impaired hearing. For example, the book 

· contains a very good description of nerve 
deafness. 

However, as this book focuses on the 
coping problems of· hearing· impaired adults, it 
leads this reviewer to exercise some disability 
snobbery by suggesting that the present book 
title is inappropriate. Communication disabilities 
associated with. hearing loss add greatly to the 
complexities of the developmental challenges· 
associated with the earlier stages of life. As hard · 
as it is for adults to learn to "cope11 ·with 
diminished hearing, those· who experience hearing· 
loss in childhood and adolescence are the ones 
who must learn how to "survive". For readers 
interested.in the early life experiences of the 

. hearing impaired, I suggest another recent · 
volume: Henry Kisor's · autobiography,-· What's ...., · 
That Pig Outdoors?: A Memoir of Deafness. In 
tandem, these volumes contribute much toward 
closing the gap in the written material about the 
oral communication ac!iievements of hard of 
hearing and deaf persons, (Thomas A. Bucaro, 
DSW, Dept. Psychology, Sociology-Anthropology, 
College of Staten Island, City:University of New 
York (CUNY). 

Holcomb, Mabs and Sharon Wood. Deaf 
Women: A Parade Through the Decades. 
Berkeley, California: Dawn Sign Press, 1989, 191 
pp., $22.00 softcover only. 

This is a book written by deaf women for 
deaf women in an attempt to create a "herstory" 
of deaf women, and to finally begin to provide 
deaf women with proud role models which have 
been missing from all other published accounts 
of deaf culture and history. The 778 entries are 
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presented in an anecdotal format, and cover a 8, chronicles the adventures of a fifth-grade 
time span of over two centuries, from 1766 to middle class boy with dyslexia who attends special 
1988. While the authors include such well- education. The descriptions of his disabilities are 
known successes as actress Phyllis Frelich anc;l excellent and he is likable as a character. His 
linguist Carol. Padden, their criteria for note- older brother and classmates tease him. At his. 
worthy role models are pointedly not limited to parei:it's urging, they invite him on a camping 
deaf women who have "succeeded"· in the hearing trip. A thunderstorm erupts, and their canoes 
world. Worthy role models are found in people are stolen. His brother and friend are injured. 
such as the South Carolina wife and mother who It is up to Josh to overcome his directional 
operate4 her own ·hotel business during the . handicap and get help for his friends. Spurred 
1920's. In another chapter, simply being the on by his brother's challenging words, "He'll go 
beloved mother of nine children is enough to around in circles. He'll probably end up in 
warrant inclusion.· another state." Josh asks directions of pefSOn 

Many wonderful photographs. from the . after person, remembering the first direction he 
Gallaudet Archives are presented, some of which is told each time. He makes it home.· He also . 
date back to 1865. The text, however, is a bit' memorizes the license plate of the thieves with a 
uneven, confusing, and p<>.orly edited. I often · reversed number. He realizes his mistake, 
had trouble determining whether a paragraph · mentions· his dyslexia to the police when they 
was contiriuing to discuss one individual or if it cannot find the license plate on their computer. 
was. introducing a new person. A ·short chapter · This story is enjoyable by all children and could · 
devoted to Black Deaf women only makes their be helpful to people with dyslexia and their 
severe under-representation throughout the rest siblings. The dyslexia is not the major point of 
of the book all the more glaring. The book also . the story- the plot is the traditional one of 
limits the category of deaf women to those who overcoming adversity and becoming accepted by 
were ·either born deaf or who became deaf peers. (Dale S. Brown, Washington, D.C.). 
during childhood. As a late-deafened adult, I 
had a ·hard time relating niy own experience to Johnson, Jeffrey V. and Johansson, 
any that I found in this book. But the authors Gunn (eds.). The Psychosocial Work 
are acutely aware that, due to constraints of time Environment: Work Organization, 
and resources, many women who deserve to be Democratization and Health. Amityville, NY: 
mentioned are excluded, and they already plan to Baywood Publishing Company, 1991, 337 pp., 
do · a sequel. $33.95 hardcover. 

Aside from an insightful foreword by It is time for social researchers with a · 
Roslyn Rosen and an interesting introduction by disability studies· perspective to venture out from 
the authors, the book does not contain any the arena of conventionally understood arenas in 
analysis of its own contents. Due to its which disability is created and enacted ·- health 
catalogue-like format, this text I may be difficult to care settings, rehabilitation units, contested 
incorporate into a general cause on disability..It public space, welfare state programs, special 
might, however, be useful in a ·course geared education, and the like - and use some of what 
specifically toward the soci~ history of people we have learned to shed new light on. the 
with disabilities, and it is clearly indispensable for "normalized" -major constituent spheres of our 
any course on deaf culture or history.. This society. Work for one. An elaborate hierarchy 
collection is a significant first step for people of putatively different abilities and deficits · 
who have suffered a double silencing, as women undergirds the complex distribution of positions 
and as people .with a disability, to finally have. and tasks that helps determine the work-based 
their voices heard. (Hannah Gershon, Sociology, allocation of material and psychosocial hardships 
Brandeis University). and rewards. Some jobs may so constrict the 

person, may so deaden the abilities to learn and 
Janover, Caroline ( ed) Josh, A Boy With . grow, that a form of passive withdrawal results. . 

Dyslexia. Burlington, VT: Waterfront Books, Work may deny people's needs to exercise 
1988, $7.95 softcover. creativity, to control key aspects of their 

This ·book, written for children, grades 4- environment; it may become actively disabling, 
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producing cardiovascular illness and emotional · . 
.. distress. Qose attention to the social 

construction of differential claims to ability at the 
workplace and their relationship to the creation 
of constricted personhood at work may be a 
illuminating there as it is in the critique of the 
oppressive·nature of many similar claims in the 
society at large. 

Although not informed by a disability 
perspective, the collection of papers brought 
together by Jeffrey V. Johnson and Gunnar 
Johannson, in memory of Bertil Gardell, provide~ 
a useful starting point to consider such issues, 
Public policy, research, and interventions on the 
psychosocial aspects of work have advanced 
further in Scandinavia than in the United States. 
Gardell, a Swedish psychologist who died in 
1987, was a central figure in developing a social 
democratic approach that emphasized addressing 
workers' needs to control their work 
environment. This collection of papers, by 
Gardell himself and researchers influenced by 
him, explores ways in which psychosocial aspects 
of work can be disabling. It also examines ways 
work situations and organizations can be changed 
to facilitate health and human development. 

The American sociologist and 
epidemiologist Robert Karasek is perhaps the 
best known author here to U.S. readers. He is 
represented by an article that proposes a new 
standard of value for the economy, one 
emphasizing the development of new skills and 

· capabilities in producers and product users. 
Other papers examine the relationship of work to 
cardiovascular illness, learned helplessness, and · 
monotony; the gender bias of the literature on 
psychosocial aspects of work; and Scandinavian 
experiments in work ·reform and organizational 
democracy. Deutsch's article on workplace 
democracy in the U.S. fails to fully credit 
Gardell's influence here. Karasek and Theorell's 
impressive recent Healthy Work is perhaps the 
high point in this fruitful international 
. intellectual exchange. 

The .Psychosocial Work Environment 
begins to map out elements of a world of work 
that subtly destroys peoples' abilities, on one 
hand, while creating psychosocial conditions 
fostering serious disabling iilness, on .the other. 
A disability perspective has much to contribute 
to exploring the dehumanizing and unhealthy 
aspects of the organization of our working life. 

Yet the two inquiries remain largely separate. 
This valuable collection provides a useful tool for 
stimulating reflection on ways to connect them. 
(Anthony Bale: Brooklyn, NY). 

Knapp, Vincent J~, Disease and Its 
Impact on Modem European History. Vol. 10 of 
Studies in Health & Human Services. Lewiston, 
New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1989, 384 
pp., $69.95 softcover. Extensive footnotes, no 
bibliography, minimal index. 

Dr. Knapp is a trained historian who 
took the trouble to go deep into microbiology so 
as to write this fascinating survey history of 
modem Europe's experience with bacterial 
disease. He starts with successive chapters on 
some major diseases. Then he turns to his main 
subject which is the European development of 
defenses, and the effective defeat of all the 
bacterial diseases· together between 1920 and. 
1950. 

Knapp begins with the famous bubonic 
plague, which was pandemic all over the 
Continent in the mid-14th century, remained 
endemic in many places (with period epidemics) 
thereafter until the early 18th century, and then· 
effectually disappeared. Secondly comes syphilis, 
which swept the Continent spectacularly in the· 
first years of the 16th century, and then. in a 
milder form remained endemic into the 20th 
century. The author deals thirdly with smallpox 
which was present from way back, .but became a 
major killer in the 18th ~ntury just prior to its· 
defeat by vaccination in the 1.9th. Next come 
typhus and the cholera, the former a 16th 
century wartime killer which erupted with 
particular violence in the First World War, the 
latter a new violent killer. in the 1830s, which 
terrorized 19th century Europe. Then comes 
tuberculosis, an old disease.which became, in the 

· 18th and 19th centuries, "Europe's ·most 
fearsome pandemic ever."(p. 154) Finally the 
author deals with influenza which was pandemic 
in the early 16th century and again at the end of 
the First World Wax. 

After specifying the nature of each 
disease, and reviewing its history, the author 
deals with what he labels the popular "apathy" of 
the European population over several centuries . 
in the face of all these scourges. His thesis is that 
though Europe was effectively "disease-ridden" in 
the post-Renaissance period, people responded 
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for the most part with religious (including 
astrological) sublimation, addictive use of every 
imaginable drug, but persistence in ancient and 
false medical ideas. Implicitly, he charges that 
nothing was done prior to the discoveries of 
Jenner, Pasteur and Robert Koch in the 19th 
century, and then the rapid development of 
microbiology in the 20th. He ends up his survey 
with chapters relating his story to the . 
demographic explosion of the past two centu.ries, 
and to today's institutions of public health . 

. This book is a survey based largely on 
secondary sources, but it is exciting reading, and 
the material is absolutely essential to .an 
understanding of modern European history. It is 
better by far than such recent popular works as 
William McNeill's Plagues and People (1976), 
which reflects ~imal medical knowledge. The 
book's main fla-w is. its oversimplification of the 
history of ideas. Take for example Knapp's claim 
that Europeans were. "apathetic" in the face of 
the diseases of the Renaissance period. What 
does he expect? That by greater "activism" 
modern microbiology could have been invented 
right away? The falsity of any such expectation is 
manifest. And his "apathy" concept implies also 
that death by disease was somehow new in the 
15th century. Not true! Though Knapp freely 
admits that we know very little about earlier 
conditions because of the absence of sources, he 
omits all mention of leprosy, an appalling 
affliction which until the late Middle Ages was 

· ubiquitous all over die Continent, probably 
concealing the presence of other ailments. The 
reality is that the diseases of the Renaissance 
represented diversity as compared to that 
universal affliction of earlier times: they forced 
an articulation of European ideas about how 
people die, and thus directly spurred not. public 
apathy, but the slow, slow emergence of modern 
medicine. · 

Knapp touches on, but inevitably leaves 
unexplained the most fascinating problem of bio-
history, namely why diseases afflict certain 
societies to the point of extermination, yet leave 
others unaffected; and why diseases sometimes 
after centuries of affliction simply disappear. But 
this is a. small cavil against a very stimulating 
book.. (William 0. McCagg Jr., History, Michigan 
State University). . 

Kutner, Nancy G., Diana D. ·Cardenas, 

John D. Bower (eds), Rehabilitation and the 
Chronic Renal Disease Patient. New York: 
Medical can Scientific Books, 198S, 184. pp., 
$30.00 hardcover. 

Kutner, Nancy D. Diana D. Cardenas,· 
·John D. Bower (eds), Maximazing Rehabilitation 
In Chronic Renal Disease. New York: PMA 
Publications, 1989, 167 pp., $40.00 hardcover. 

Rehabilitation is one of the few topics 
where sociology·(medical sociology) and medicine 
( clinical medicine) have the same analytical. 
interest ~d focus on the same subject area. The 
analytical interest is how to relate research 
findings to the practice-of treatment·and care, 
the subject area is the patient's well-being. 
· Renal failure is a disease whose formerly 
terminal nature has been changed dramatically 
over the last 2-3 decades by two forms of 
effective therapy. On the one hand, dialysis (as 
hemodialysis or as peritoneal dialysis) has made 
survival for up to two decades a possibility; on 
the other hand, re~al transplantation has been 
used with increasing success particularly since 
progress regarding immunosuppressive medicines 
has been remarkable over the last decade. In 
. fact, since both types of treatment are being 
improved continually; patients' life span after .. 
inception of renal replacement therapy increases 
on a scale as yet open to continuous further 
improvement. 

Such extending life span of the patient 
with chronic renal dise.ase enables o:r requires the 
patient as well as his family, physician(s) and 
renal-care team to regard the chronic condition 
as longterm part of life instead of a more or less 
shortlived state of illness. This .introduces a 
sociological viewpoint into medicine, and it 
induces sociology to take seriously the clinio.al 
expertise of the physician, renal-care team,. and 
also - indeed; particrilarly - the patient. 

The two volumes edited by a sociologist 
as the principal editor (Kutner) and two 
physicians (Bower, Cardenas) is a model of 
needed co-operation between sociology and 
medicine ( medical sociology and clinical 
medicine). To be sure, Kutner and Cardenas are 
from Departments pf Rehabilitation Medicine ( as 
sociologist and physician) while Bower is a 

. nephrologist in a Department of Medicine. 
These three specialists in their fields have 
selected from the presentations from Annual 
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Renal Rehabilitation Conferences those 
presentations that may epitomize. an adequate 
approach to the intricate medico-sociological 
problems of end-state renal failure. The 
approach taken by the conference series is that 

· of its first organizer, Samuel B. _Chyatte, a 
physician who himself was· a dialysis user and 
who explicated the necessary analytical and 
practical approach of medicine cum sociology in 
his book On Borrowed Time (1979). 

· The first of the two volumes reviewed 
(published 1985) consists of somewhat longer 

.articles addressing three topics, namely, 
conceptual issues of rehabilitation, patients' 
involvement, and rehabilitative training programs 
which can maximize a patient's residual energy 
level in order to normalize everyday 
performance. Authors are M.D.s, Ph.D.s, 
M.P.H.s, O.T.R.s, M.S.W.s, and an M.A. and 
M.S. - while asizable number are dialysis · · 
consumers themselves who also work in the field 
of hospital-based renal-patient care. The second 
volume (published 1989) takes a. similar approach 
but multiplies the number of authors 
incorporated into the volume as well as aspects 
of the topic. In fact, while psychosocial 
rehabilitation and also vocational rehabilitation -
as aspects of the topic particularly amenable to 
the sociological viewpoint - are dealt with 
throughout albeit not in a separate article in the 
first volume, they are honored by two. sections 
with three contributions each. in the second book. 

All articles follow a somewhat 
generalized line of argument and may· be seen as 
contributing to a common analyticai perspective. 
It addresses three topics, namely, first, conditions 
and forms of the patient's well-being. Tow 
contributions are made: Well-being is separated. 
into four aspects, namely, physical well-being, 
emotional well-being, social well-being, and 
vocational well-being (e.g. Newmann 1985), and 
the question is asked how they can _be maximized. 
Wellbeing is related to patients' self-sufficiency 
and personal independence in treatment as well 
as beyond it, and home dialysis· (with patient as 
responsible for application of treatment 
him/herself) is favored even over transplantation 
to a certain· extent from this perspective ( e.g. 
Spooner 1985, Section V with four papers 1989). 
The second topic is quality of life. It invites 
comparison between the four major. treatment 
_modalitie~ (live-donor transplantation, ·cadavera 

donor transplantation, home hemodialysis and in- · 
center hemodialysis. All too often a patient's 
quality of ( occupational, for instance) life is 
sacrificed by treatment units who wish to spare 
their· staff from working night' or weekend shifts. 
The issue of maximum quality of life is thus 
shown to be related to and·open to negative 
influence from the social setting of the 
treatment. Unanticipated consequences of 
organizational structures may interfere with 
quality of life, and programs favoring self-
sufficiency of patients are shown to have 
beneficial effects on these ground. The third 
topic is rehabilitation where the two books 
discuss the tripartite nature of the issue -
physical, psychosocial, vocational ( see Sections VI 
-VIII, 1989) - and also how practical solutions or 
programs adopted at various treatment centers 
may be helpful in terms of 3: broader conceptual 
perspective that explicitly stresses patient 
independence (which:, in tum, facilitates patients' 
social normalization). ' · 

Both books incorporate social as well as 
medical aspects into a comprehensive approach. 
This aim of drawing together different fields and 
specialties is furthered· by their respective 
bibliographies which are a most valuable source 
of further study and document the· broad 
scientific basis of the two volumes. 

In the field of medical sociology which 
often finds it difficult to relate to clinical 
medicine these two books delineate a common 
area of knowledge.-· They may be considered a ... • 
uniquely successful attempts to reconcile the two 
fields. Personally, I find- the 1985 volume better· 
reading because it contains fewer contributions 
which offer rather elaborated arguments. In · 
contrast, the 1989 volume with its many short 
contributions seems to adopt· a matter-of-fact 
style that may be liked better by many non-
sociologists. .Both volumes· give a highly 
professional account of how sociology and 
medicine may work together toward a common 
aim. The latter. derives from the viewpoint that 
rehabilitation is an issue not just of living but of 
quality of life over potentially decades of end-
stage renal failure. (Uta Gerhardt, Klinlkurn der 
Justus-Liebig-Universitat Giessen, Abteilung 
Medizinische Soziologie, D-6300 Giessen, 
Germany). 

Leech, Peter and Zeva Singer, 
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Acknowledgment: Opening to the· Grief of 
Unacceptable Loss. La.ytonville, California: 

. Wintercreek Publications, 100 pp., $9.95 
softcover. · 

Acknowledgement .is firmly rooted in the 
self-help genre, right down to the lists, workbook 
exercises, glowing testimonials and blank pages 
for notes. Reading such a book not for aid and 
comfort, but as a reviewer, is awkward .. One can 
either trot out one's own 1osses and essentiaijy 

. test out the book -- but.not at a moment of peak 
need -- or one _can try and remain. "objebtive." 

· Neither really works. Maybe it is tl'l.Je of all 
writing but it is absolutely clear in self-help: the 
book makes no sense without the reader's 
perspective. 

I personally don'~ believe that· any 
serious emotional or psychological issue• is going 
to get taken care of, resolved, over and done 
from reading aself-help book. Which is not to 
say that such books cannot.comfort: as Wendy 
Simonds found in her study of women readers of 
self-help books, Those Who Help Themselves: 
Women Readers of Self Help. Forthcoming. 
Rutgers University Press) the women didn't 
really expect to solve the problem -- they just 
took comfort in the thought, sustainable· while . 
reading, that it was solvable. 

Acknowledgment is a kind of generic 
· . ~If-help book. It offers in_ 100 pages of_largish 

fype help with dealing with "loss." The list o.f 
losses offered early on (page 12) includes:_ loss of 

··a job/retirement/aging; job change that is not 
anticipated; abortion/miscarriage/stillbirth; giving 
a child up 'for adoption; separation/divorce; 
children leaving home; move to another city; 
physical illness/injury/disability; terminal illness of 
·a child, friend, parent, lover; death of a child, 
friend, parent, partner, pet~ Any guide that can. 
help you get through your mother's death or . 
your cat's, your child's diagnosis of terminal 
cancer or her acceptance to co,llege, your 

· company's reorganization of your job ·or your loss 
of sight -- such a guide is necessarily rather 
broad and general. 

That of course is where the work of the 
reader comes in: for example, analyzing the 
secondary losses that come with the primary·1oss: 
i.e., One's child dies, and one secondarily Iloses · 
contact with all of the neighborhood children. 
This book pretty much stops .with acknowledging 
th~ losses, iQcluding ~he often unacknowledged 

~ndazy loss. What it does not do is focus on 
ways of preventing or resolving secondary losses, 

· (i.e., how to integrate children into your life in 
this situation) while ·living with the primary loss. 
In this sense it seems to me to be singularly 
unhelpful for dealing· with disability loss issues. 
Most of the politics of the disability movement 
has been about separating\ out primary and 
secondary losses, to use the language of this 
book, or imp.airment, disability and handicap to 
the use more sociological language, and then 
addressing the secondary losses politically and 
socially.-

This is not a book with. a whole lot of 
social or political consciousness~·· It is a highly 
psychologized and highly personalized accqunt. 
Its very breadth in some ways. demands that: if 
the reader could be just about anyone facing 
almost anything, then· the authors have to step_ in 
and fill the void. Peter and Zeva, as they refer 
to themselves throughout, share all kinds· of 
losses with us: Peter's childhood custody 
problems following his parents separation; his 
polio and disability at age .23;- Zeva's father's 
nightmare~ etc. The chapter on children and 
grief gives us mostly just the story of Peter's then · 
three-year-old witnessing a friend being killed· by 
a car, and how very wellPeter handled it. 
(Including about four pages of transcripted. 
dialogue, all dating from i973 ;.- 1did he tape this? 
reconstruct it?) The entire five page chapter on 
the death of an animal tells us only how well · 
Peter and Zeva helped each other through the--· ·· . 
death of their two-year-old cat -- including 2 1/2 
pages of eulogy Peter read at· the funeral: · 

It's easy to criticize such a book • .:. I read 
it not out of need but as the next thing on my · 
desk, a piece of work to do. Had I read it the 
week my cat died, or while dealing with other 
losses serious to me, I. might well have seen it 
differently..In arty case, I would.have 
appreciated an editor's hand ( the book is 
essentially self-published) shaping the book, 
forcing the authors; to look beyond tbemselves a 
bit more. But·the book concludes with several 

. pages of letters, deeply appreciative,· from 
therapists and people identified as "students." 
Clearly the approach· helps some of its readers. 
(Barbara Katz Rothman, Sociology/Baruch 

. College, The City.University of New York). 

Luske, Bruce, Mirrors of Madness: 
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Patrolling the Psychic Border. Hawthorne, N.Y.: 
Aldine De Gruytet, 1990, 130 pp., $18.95 
softcover. · . . 

. The author is Professor ·of ·Sociology in 
.the ·school of Education at the University of 
Rochester. In. this ethnographic field study of a 
psychiatric halfway house Prof~ssor Luske 
attempts to reconstruct mental illness, more· 
particularly psychosis. He relies heavily on. 
labeling theory, symbolic interactionism, an_d·the 
dramaturgical model of human behavior. His 
thesis, reminiscent of Szasz, Scheff and Sarbin, is 
that what is real and who is sane are "entirely 
bound to specific social contexts ·ofmeaning 
· [ and] depend entirely _on the relative ~wer of 
definition of various groups." Bizarre mental 
imagery and "off-beat eweriences" that we. all 
have at one time or another, mll not be 
construed as psychosis except in the psychiatric 
context of meaning.·The ~uthor's harshest 
criticism of psychiatry is that the label of· 
psychosis is a political instrument used .by the 
· mental health establishment to control society's 
rejects and trouble~akers. · 

In light of-the current biomedical 
paradigm· in psychiatry, Professor Luske performs 
avaluable service in reminding. us of the ease by 
which medical diagnosis can. become stigma, and 
the danger of physicians misusing their . 
considerable_ power to defme thefr patients. Side-
effects of anti-psychotic· medications make 
patients look odd and expose them to additional 
·stigmatization. The disease model relieves family 

·. guilt and reduces self-blame but at the expense 
of personal responsibility, the cornerstone of law 
and morality. He also reqiinds us that disabled 
people, like the rest of us,.must try to make · 
sense out of their trouble, no matter how bizarre, 
and whether emotional .or physical. The professor 

·makes· a good case that the temporarily able 
bodied and minded .are much more like their 
disabled sisters and brothers than they are 
different from them. Seeing patients exclusively 
in terms of their disability leads us· to concentrate 
on their weaknesses and. ignore their strengths. 
Psychiatric patients, once •labeled, -find it near 
impossible to validate behavior, identified as 
pathological by the staff, but which is, in fact, 
appropriately responsive to the situation in which 
they find themselves. Pronouncements of · 
religious beliefs by patients are usually suspected 
of being delusional by staff. Thus, patients' 

spiritual dimensions are ignored or invalidated. 
However valuable these insights, labeling 

theory does ·not stand up to close scrutiny as an · · 
adequate explanation for the occurre~ce of 
severe mental illness. The··anthropologist Jane 
Murphy ·found, in her work with the Yoruba, 
that ordinary people of· the tribe were able to 
easily distinguish the shaman who hallucinated 
from the man who sat all day long on a giant 
anthill and did not interact. All perceived the 
latter person as .abnormal, although the Yoruba 
have no concept of mental illness. Professor 
Lusk~, like many critics of psychiatry, 
romanticizes mental illness .. As people outsid~ 
the mainstream,.he believes that mental patients, 
are _perceptive social critics whose realities are 
more accurate than those of the workers who are 
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ostensibly in charge of their mental health. Like 
Laing he would have us consider that perhaps 
the patients ~e really the sane ones. While it is 
true that patients, like all relatively powerless 
people, are· often very sensitive to and perceptive 
about what is going on around them, turning the 
helper-helpee relationship on its head does little 
to address the tremendous suffering experienced 
by patients. During the 60's some ·of us. were sure 
that the dysfunctional and psychotic behavior of 

' patients in mental hospitals were adaptive 
responses to crazy institutions. 
Deinstitutionalization has taught us·-the· painful 
lesson that psychosis strikes ·many of our young 
who have never set foot in a mental hospital. 
Unfortunately, even were we to, miraculously, 
eliminate all oppression and stigma, mentally ill · 
patients would continue to suffer their inner · · 
torments. 

Despite tlte above reservations, Mirrors 
of Madness is worth reacijng. The book could 
·have used judicious editing as the latter half of 
the book is repetitive .. (Irwin N .. Hassenfeld, 
Albany Me4ical College, Albany, _N.Y.)· · 

M~Cracken,·wendy and Hilary Suther-
land ( ed). Deaf-Ability Not Disability - A Guide 
for Parents of Hearing -Impaired Children. Bris-
tol, PA: US Multilingual Matters Ltd., 1991, 210 
pp.,' $60.00 hardcover, $19.00 'softcover. 

This book is· designed to be an introduc-
tory handbook for parents of hearing impaired or 
deaf children. The book is composed in two 
parts. The first section is· dedicated to the diffi-
cult task of breaking ~own, defining and explain-
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ing in layman's terms the avalanche.of technical, 
practical and psychological information parents 
are confronted with upon the diagnosis of their 
child. The second section is comprised entirely 
of case studies, with the view that identification 
with other families provides a shared experience 
and knowledge that is lacking in a purely practi-
cal guide. The authors' emphasis, as can be 
gleaned from the title and which runs throughout 

· the course of the book, is one of support for. the , 
family involved and ·a redirection-from the nega-
tive aspects of deafness to the positive accom-
plishments of each child. 

Th~ book provides an excelle~t source of 
information regarding the problems parent's of a 
hearing impaired child are faced with. I can 
attest to this from first hand experience having 
recently had my three year old son diagnosed 
with.a hearing loss. Upon initial diagnosis p~-
ents are plunged into a re~m that is highly tech-
nical and controversial while at the same time 
coping with the personal emotional crisis such 
information provokes. The book guides the 
parent through this by first providing basic ina 
formation such· as: how the ear works, different 
causes and forms of deafness, the various types 
of hearing aids, how to read an audiogram, and 
normal language development. The explanations 
are simple yet thorough. The illustrations are 
extremely helpful. 

The book explores the nature of and the 
. options of lipreading, sign language and the oral 
· approach. Once again these subjects are present-
ed objectively and simply. As a parent it is diffi-
cult to cope with·.the grief Qf having a child with · 
a hearing loss and to process and understand the 
different methods used to communicate with 
ones child and at the same time to discover the 
raging controversy between the different schools 
of thought. The strength of the book is the 
objective knowledge, it imparts while continually 
reinforcing the parent's capabilities by stating 
that parents have to use their common sense and 
that.the decision of what the best approach to 
use is best decided by them. . 

The book also looks at the use of music 
with hearing impaired children and the various 
educational options that are available once your 
child is school age. The case studies give a p~r-
sonal insight as to how families dealt with deci- · 
sions, hurdles and the positive outcomes they 
experienced. 

There are two primary drawbacks ·to the 
book. The first is that the book was written in 
Britain and as a result it deals with British re-
sources, the British school system and when 
discussing sign language they are referring to 
.British Sign Language. As an American mother 
these specifics had to be overlooked so that the 
general gist could be absorbed. 

The ~nd weakness is due in part to 
the very nature of the book. A general book of 

· this kind, especially one that deals with a subject 
this complicated and broad, cannot do justice to 
any one of the subjects. This is particularly true 
for what was to have been the main thrust of the 
book - deafability. With the·amount,of technical 
information arid practical choices to cover this 
message is overwhelmed_. The. concept of 
deafability as applied in practical terms and as a 
general outlook is subject matter for a book in of 
itself. The case studies, although they are written 
with positive end resulis, do not serve the pur-
pose of elaborating on how families can focu~ on , 
the unique strengths and talents each child pos- · 

·.sesses in a world that often discounts entire 
individuals who have what may or niay not be 
perceived as a defect." · 

On the whole -I recommend this book as 
a starting point and basic road map for parents.· 
It also embodies a glimmer of what must. later 
become the main 'focus, if the parent is to su~-
ceed at providing an environment where the 

. child defines their own limitations instead of 
. limitations being imposed upon them::...(Tamsen · 
Lyons, Dorchester, MA). 

·Meyer, Luanna H., and Ian M. Evans. 
Nonaversive Intervention for Behavior Problems: 
A· Manual for Home and Community. 

· Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., Inc., 
1988, 208·pp., $26.00 softcover .. 

This in-service training manual is .based 
on the premise that most behavior problems exist 
to serve a purpose for the individual, and that by 
providing more efficient and effective 
alternatives, excess behavior which is socially 
inappropriate or which is injurious to the 
individual and to others will become less 
functional and ultimately cease to be used. 

Th~ "Behavior Intervention Plan" format 
introduced by the authors has four main 
components: short-term prevention; immediate 
consequen~; adaptive altema~; and long-
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term prevention. By the presentation of examples . 
of behavior problems in a variety of formal and 
informal circumstances, approaches to 
nonaversive ·behavior modifications in exercise 
form are used to·represent a broad, system· 
oriented perspective towards addressing serious 
behavior problems. The authors .reiterate that the 
manual is designep for use by the professional as 
well as paraprofessional direct service staff. 

· ~iting that nonaversive behavior . 
intervention has social validity because it is 
humane, effective, legal, practical, and 
contributes to positive attitudes the features that 
are essential for. a nonaversive approach are 
disclosed as (a) a decision.making process; (b} 
individualized and accountable to the individual; 
(c) values-based; (d) with active treatment goals; · 
(e) emphasizing quality of life; and (t) with the 
involvement of local expertise. 
· The alternative approach to solving 

problems is based on four fundamental 
assumptions: "The major purpose of habilitative 
services is to encourage adaptive behavior and to 
promote maximum participation by the individual 
in meaningful daily experiences ...;" ••...not all 
behavior problems are equal priority targets for 
behavior change ... ;" 11 

•••even when a behavior 
problem is a priority, the most effective strategy· 
to reduce it is to replace it with a skill that 
a:ccomplishes its function for the individual;" and 
" ... even when a behavior problem is·a priority and 
there will be a decelerative program to change it, 

· inte('.Ventions to do this must be normalized." 
Each chapter of this manual lists trainee 

objectives, introduces examples and exercises, · 
cites problems with approach methodology and 
outcomes, lists questions and topics for post-
exercise discussion, and summarizes that unit. 
The manual contains segments on the educative 
approach to behavior problems; the nature of . 
excessive behavior; lifestyle perspectives; assessing 
priority target behaviors; the design of 
intervention plans; ecological and consequence 
procedures; teaching adaptive alternatives for 
home and community; strategies to support 
behavior change; and the evaluation of outcomes. 

. A number of graphs of alternative 
explanations to identify the function(s) of excess 
behavior and samples of forms such as. a·daily 
log, an incident record, behavioral intervention 
plan, a communicative form program summary, a 

. leisure activity selection inventory, and an 

ss 

individual decision-making evaluation checklist 
are provided. (Meg Hodowanic, Otter Rock, 
OR). . 

Miller, Judith A., editor, Community-
Based Long-Term Care: Innovative Models. 
Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications Inc., 1991, 
253 pp. $36.00 hardcover, $17.95 softcover. 

Enthusiasm about the future quality of . 
life for people with impairments needing 
continuing healthcare and help with daily 
activities, and about its financing is instilled by 
this book. These initiatives for people with 
functional impairments are community-based 
comp:r:ehensive long-term care, those, where· 
individuals and families get services in their own 
home with the goal of promoting health and 
limiting the effects of disease and impairments. 
The· strength of this volume is the excellence of 
the program initiatives themselves. 

Enthusiasm is a must; the task is daunting. 
Programs must work for resource rich .urban 
areas with diverse ethnic populations, and also .. 
suburban and rural areas with fewer and 
scattered socio-medical, professional, and 
financial resources. Not that long ago, the 
government only authorized payment for skilled 
care given in hospitals or nursing homes. 
Changing economic times, burgeoning numbers 
of elderly and people with impairments, and 
concerns about the quality and high costs of 
institutional life led to searches for new ways to 
provide· and fmance long-term care (LTC) . .Yet,-· 
the services outside of institutions for individuals 
seeking care ( e.g. rehabilitation, .medicine, 
transportation, respite, meals, chores) for 
themselves or a loved one are fragmented across 
many agencies, uncoordinated, and there were 
major gaps. Further, LTC clients' needs are not 
fixed but changeable. The programs in this 
volume address parts or the whole problem of 
providing integrated flexible services outside the 
walls of an institution. They also seek to sustain 
the informal caregivers, usually daughters and 
wives, who provide that care. Only 5% of elderly 
in the US are in LTC facilities. Families tend to 
exhaust their energies and finances before taking 
that step. 

The volume is an introductory resource 
of ideas, plans, and contacts in two sections. The 
first sketches the basic three components of 
community-based long-term care (CBLTC): . 



provider agencies and their services, payers for 
the services (federal, state, and private), and 
licensing and regulation. The second section 
shows how those basic ingredients are selected 
and mixed in twelve successful innovative model 
programs. Brief evaluation data· is provided for 
some models. The twelve models span the U.SA. 
with a laudable mix of rural and urban programs. 
The successful programs were defined as those 
that "met the challenges of providing quality. care 
within a complex system of fragmented funding 
and uncoordinated services." It provides contacts 
in each model program and at national level 
associations. There are three major ltjnds of 
community LTC. These are: an enhanced array 
of in-home services centrally coordinated, or 
specialized services such as respite care for 
caregivers or day-care; assisted living and foster 
care homes, and hospices; and regional and state-
wide coordinated channeling projects that serve 
the entire range of medical, social, and personal 
needs of frail people eligible for nursing home 
placement. The programs differ in the scope and 
amount of services and populations served, and 
the financing (fee-for-service vs. capitation). They 
all work to avoid frequent hospitalizations and 

· premature institutionalization by giving support 
to family caregivers, adapting homes to allow 
aging in place, and home delivery of personal 
care and skilled health care services. All the 
. programs claim to cost less than nursing home 
care, saving from 10% to almost 50% for quality 

· · caring. of high cost users and frail people. 
Enthusiasm for the book is not so high. It is 

limited by the brevity of descriptions of each 
model, the sparseness of outcome evaluations 
and of the concrete suggestions based on the · 
innovators experiences with implementation. 
Such data on successes and failures is of value to 
replications of these models in other sites. 
Further, there is _no analytic or critical summary 
across the separate cases ( or of innovations in 
other developed countries), no comparison tables 
or figures, and uneven depth in the coverage of 
major topics across the chapters on each 
program. 

The audience it aims for are professionals in 
the planning and delivery of long-term health 
care, educators, administrators legislators and 
consumers. Specialists may fmd it to be too 
elementary and lacking in critical or in-depth 
treatments~ It may be most useful for activists, 

local administrators, and beginning students. 
(Mark R. Luborsky, Polisher Research Institute, 
Philadelphia Geriatric Center). 

Mirowsky, John and Ross, Catherine E. 
Social Causes of Psychological Distress. New 
York: Aldine de Gruyter, 1989, 214 pp., $33.95 
hardcover, $17.9S softcover. 

Social Causes of Psychological Distress 
provides a very useful service to. both newcomers 
as well as to those familiar with the field. of 
psychiatric epidemiology in logically, meaningfully 
synthesizing the body of research on 
psychological symptom rating scales,· i.~., distress 
scales. Since World War II various studies have.,.·. 
documented that scores on such scales exhibit a 
clear social pattern. For instance, women and 
unmarried people score. higher on these scales 
then, respectively, men and married people. 
Mirowsky and. Ross' book reconstructs this area 
of research into an interesting and highly 
readable story. This in and of itself would have 
been worth the price of the book. Fortunately 
for the reader, there are a few other ways in 

. which this. book is worthy of its purchase price. 
Besides pointing out some of the 

relatively new empirical findings which have 
emerged over the last 10 years, e.g., children do 
not reduce psychological distress, Mirowsky and 
Ross substantially extend our thi~ing about the 
underlying explanatory causes .for the ·social 
distribution of symptom levels. They argue that 
the observed patterns can be succinctly explained 
in terms of a central theo~tical concept, namely 
alienation, and even more specifically, in terms of 
. a key .dimension of alienation - control. To wit: 
certain social conditions, such as being female, 
increase one's sense of powerlessness which in 
tum leads -to distress. 

In addition to. being informative. 
substantively; this book provides rich insight into 
the methodology as well as cognitive style of 
psychiatric epidemiology and social science 
research in general. Mirowsky and Ross' chapter 
on establishing causes in the human sciences with 
its discussion of the three causal criteria of 
association, nonspuriousness and causal order, 
and its description of the strategies social 
scientists employ for judging causal order as well 
as its critique of the strengths· and weaknesses of 
experimental design is exemplary. It brings to 
full, reflective consciousness components of 
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social science research that unfortunately are 
usually only vaguely, intuitively held and 
consequently are too often transmitted from 
: seasoned researcher to neophyte. or from ·teacher 
to student by osmosis, as it were. 

All t~s is not to say, however, that every 
point· the authors make, that every position they 
take is unarguable, nor that the book is without 

· its limitations~ At times Mirowsky and Ross· 
convey a tendentious tone,· set up unnece~ 
either/or situations and are inconsistent or 
selective in the use. of. their quite impressive 

. critical skills. As an. example consider their 
discussion of psychiatric diagnoses .. Mirowsky 
and Ross argue that major depression, 
schizophrenia, and other psychiatric diseases are 
not real, distinct, categQrical entities but simply 
artificial social constructions that psychiatrists 

· have developed because they,"want to ·look·and 
sound like other medical. specialties." They also 
state that the tendency in medlcine to think in 
terms .of categorical entities is an atavism of the 

. linguistic legacy of infectious disease 
epidemiology of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Today's psychiatric nosology is merely 
a "linguistic pigeonhole" which people ·have come 
to believe is real, i.e., which has become reified. 
Further, they argue that placing people into such 
psychiatric pigeonholes is dysfunctional because 
by doing so we are forced to ignore .information 
on the lev~l of a person's problem. . 

In fact many of these points could be 
· made of "distress" symptom scales. as well. 
Although the authors acknowledge that distress 
is also a mental pigeonhole, they fail to_ articulate 
the implications of this realization: Distress scales 
are as much a social construction and, hence, as 
"artificial" as psychiatric categories; the ~ncept 
of distress is as susceptible to reification as other 
·constructs. Indeed, one gets the sense that these 
symptom scales are coterminous with human 
misery or put otherwise with psychological well 
being in general. They are not. Symptom 'scales 
also ignore . information· in several senses. They 
do not include all possible, relevant symptoms. 

. They fail to inquire about the temporal clustering 
of symptoms within. the individual respondent. 
They often ignore the severity of the symptoms, 
as well as ignore the question of the relevance of 
symptoms, e.g., whether the symptom was caused 
by an exogenous agent such a medication. 

The authors seeni to be needlessly 

setting up the either/or situation that viewing 
psychological problems as continuous is. only 
valid if viewing psychological problems .as 
categorical is invalid. There may -be certain 
situations in which it is advantageous to 
conceptualize psychological problems .one way, 
and other situations where it is advantageous to 
conceptualize it the other way. For instance, 
people with certain types of psychiatric diagnoses 
have been found to· be responsive to specific 
medications, while those with other diagnoses 
have no.t. This would appear to· be one 
important utility of such a categorical approach . 

Another shortcoming of this book is 
Mirowsky and Ross' discussion·of life.events ... It: 
is too brief and unfair. While the authors point 
out that life· events indexes have confounded 
cause and consequence, have grouped together 
events that are distinct, etc., they fail to 
acknowledge, even mention, the work· that has 
been ongoing to improve life events measures. 
Some Of this work includes: refini~g event 
categories by developing strategies for limiting 
within-event category variability; identifying a 
prior~· theoretically fateful events which are not 
under the control of or affected by the · 
individual's predispositions, personality traits, or 
psychopathology in order to better establish···· 
strong causal inference; 1and lastly, developing 
strategies for increasing the reliability of life 
events indexes. It is conceivable that life events · 
have not been found to explain the -association 
between social conditions and distress, not'·" . 
because the approach is conceptually bankrupt, 
but because indexes _have not.validly and reliably 
measured life events. · 

In conclusion, it is worth emphasizing 
that this books' shortcolllings do not detract · 
from. its overall value. Given ·their ability to 
reconstruct coherently_ areas of research, to 
develop well .thought, through theoretical ideas 
for advancing .research, and to articulate 
methodological notions and strategies that most. 
of us take for granted, on~ gets the sense that 
Mirowsky and .Ross· must be wonderful· teachers. 
For those of us not fortunate enough to be their 
students, reading their book is certainly the next 
best thing. (Jerrold Mirotziiik, Department of 
Health and .Nutrition Sciences, Brooklyn College, 
City University of New tYork, Brooklyn, New 
York). 
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Nieminen, Raija, Voyage to the Island. 
Washington, D. C.: Gallaudet University Press, 
1990, 248 pp., $17.9S hardcover. 

In Voyage to the Island, Raija Nieminen, 
a native of Finland, describes her diffiClllties as a 

. deaf person, with little knowledge of the 
language of the country in which she has gone to 
live. Attempting to establish a community in 
which she can be comfortable, on the Island of 
St. Lucia, she volunteers· to. teach deaf children at 
a school set 'QP by. the American Peace; Corps, 
and run with only minimal rmancial support. 

I:Ier problems are compounded by the 
fact that she must learn both English, and ' 
American Sigri language, simultaneously. 
Coming from a cold highly developed industrial-
ized environment, she h~ difficulty in adjusting 
to the relaxed, poverty-stricken tropical island, 
whose children are ignorant of the outside world 
and have little ambition to learn its ways. 
Typical of the group is the ·deaf; vagrant boy she 
takes into her_home, thus unwittingly adding an 
additional burden to-her duties as wife and 
mother. . 

In the process of telling her story, she 
describes the problem of being a deaf person in a 
hearing world, explains how the unimpaired 
should talk to the deaf, notes the limitations of 
a hearing-aid, and gives what might be termed a 
mini-course in a few useful signs. 

As an aid to the newly impaired, the 
book may shed some light ori previously 
·unexperienced emotional problems._ It 
would be a good introduction_ to the world of the 
deaf for students planning to enter the field, .as 
well as for friends and relatives of those with this 
disability. (Charlotte J. Snitzer, Floral Park, NY). 

Norwich, Brahm. Reappraising Special 
Needs -Education. London, Cassell Educational 
Limited, 1990, 182 pp., $21.50 softcover. 

Reappraising Special Needs Education is 
an introductory volume to an extensive series 
designed to provide support to teachers in the 
United Kingdom as they 11respond to the 
challenge they face in meeting the needs of all 
children in their school, particularly those 
identified as having special needs". This volume 
delivers atheoretical overview of the issues and 
developments related to special education during 
the past ten years. . · · 

The author uses three key political 

events, the Womock Committee 
recommen~ations in the mid-1970's, the 1981 
Education Act, and the 1988 Education Reform 
Act, as a structural foundation for the analysis of 
a broad range of issues. For example~ Norwich 

. explores one of the book's themes, the need for 
an explicit concept of disability, through his 
critique of the Womock Committ~'s 

· recommendation that catorizatjon of children by 
disability be abolished in public schools. 

In Chapter 3 be continues this ~alysis 
by demonstrating the impact of this 
recommendation on implementation of aspects of 
the 1981 Education Act related to special· 
education needs. Norwich points out.that.the:.- . 
Womock Commission's decision to move from 
specific disabi\ity categories to learning categories 
-(related to assessed learning ability) was 
perceived as a change which supported . 
integration.of children with special needs into . 
regular classrooms. He argues that there really 
was no significant change but that "the 1981 
Education Act has not abandoned categories but 
has replaced_ specific categories of educational 
handicap (1944 Act) by the·more general. 
categories of learning difficulty or special 
education need". The real significance of this 
'smokescreen' policy was. ~e avoidance of-· - · 
problems which evolve from the values that 
society ( and educators) attach to categories. 
Negative values assigned to certain ·categories of 
disability- get translated into lowered expectations 
of students. Norwich argues that-· disability,, · · · 
categories which take into account all aspects of 
a child's life, including education, health, and 
social welfare, can actually help in targeting 
potential needs and problems before they occur. 

This is a comple.Jf: book which includes 
· theories and philosophy related· to the broader 

issues of equality in education, the impact of 
societal values in negotiating rights, and group 
versus individualist concepts in education. The 
author brings up questions of equality of 
opportunity, access, and outcome for citizens, 
and ultimately; how decisions relating to special 
education reflect how ~ety values all its 
children. 

. While these philosophical discussions are 
clear and interesting, the links to specific issues 
related to special education provide the reader · 
with a comprehensive review of problems and 
issues which exist on both sides of the Atlantic. 
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In the chapter entitled "Identifying childhood 
disabilities and. difficulties" the author presents 
problems with reliability and validity in standard 
testing procedures. He cautions against . 
repetition of historical problems such as political 
uses of assessment to control placement of 
children in certain programs, and the insidious 
impact ,of n~gative bias in the interpretation of 
assessments and identification of students with 
special needs. In Chapter 7, "Professional . 
Issues", there is· a quick review of the sociological . 
aspects of professionalization.. Historical tensions 
between specific professional groups are 
reviewed, and general recommendations are 
made for moving through these tensions toward 
more integrated programs. · 

Although the inter:ested American reader 
will gain valuable insights from most of the 
discussions in this book, the differences in 

) . 

perspective, idealogy, and implementation in. 
integration policy which are revealed are in 
themselves a source of·interest. The stimulus for 
this book was the author's concern that the '1988 
Education Reform Act, while strengthening the 
position of learning through. a nationally _planned 
curriculum based approach, did not adequately 
address problems associated with future 
. integration and education of children with special 
needs. Unlike this country the parents of . 
children with· special needs in the United 
Kingdom do not· have specific ·legislative sources · 
of legal redress if they do not agree with . 
educational plans. Though the concept appears 
to bear philosophical approval, implementation is 
in the hands of the LEA (local education 

. authority). Questions of consumer autonomy 
and choice are addressed within a philosophical 
context. Both. the intent and tone of the book 
are clearly dominated by interest in provider 
(professional) concerns. . . 

This book offers acomplex and 
sometimes fascinating mix of philosopby, 
sociology, and theory related to international 

. issues in education and integration of students 
with special needs into regular classrooms. This 
is not a how to manual for th~ administrator or 
teacher looking for concrete solutions to 
everyday problems. However, the stlldent of 
international educational policy is offered an 
indepth analysis of education legislation and 
policy relateq to the future of regular and special 
education policy in the United Kingdom. (Doris 

Landau 1:ine, Florence Heller Graduate School). 

Pilling, Stephen. Rehabilitation and 
Community Care. London and New York: 
Routledge, 1991, 167 pp., $17.9S paperback 

This volume provides a practical and 
sensible guide to services for the· chronically 
mentally ill in Great Britain. For readers 
interested in the·U.S. system, the book's basic 
recommendations are broadly transferable. It is 
the general applicability of its message that 
reflects both the book's strengths and its 
weaknesses. ' 

On the positive side, the book is a 
straightforward, well-written, jargon-free guide to 
coordinated community services for persons with 
long-term mental disabilities. It argues for a 
caring system, .responsive to and respectful of the 
needs of clients, their families, and professional 
mental health· staff.'. · It acknowledges..that 
effective deinstitutionalization requires a range of 
community services, including the need for 
asylum. 

The author views rehabilitation in 
. behavioral terms, noting that it is designed to 
help individuals· develop or re-learn skills and 
role competencies,. while seeking to modify the 
social and physical environment to preserve or · · 
enhance functioning· in spite of continuing · 
disabilities. With this perspective, the book lists 
principles for rehabilitation practice, and 

· describes effective transitions from hospital· to 
community care settings,: - .·· .... 
coordination of individualized services for former 
patients, teamwork, community residential 
services, day·support services, the role of the 
client's family and. quality. assurance. 

While there are s;gnificant differences 
between the.· British system, supported primarily 
through the National Health Service, and the 
American system, with ·its array of private and 
public agencies, the ·general arguments in favor of 
careful,· individualized planning, monitoring, and 
reevaluations,. and in support of divers~fied 
services to meet differing needs are applicable in 
any large bureaucratized system with a history of 

· warehousing the mentally ill in large hospitals. 
However, the· rational approach· taken "in 

this volume pays little attention to the social, 
cultural, economic and political contexts in which 
services are created, implemented and evaluated. 
Perhaps in Great Britain teams of health care 
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workers can effectively plan and carry out 
community ~rvices. The evidence from the 
United States, of professionals' turf wars, of 
bureaucratic callousness, of underfunding and 
defunding, of insensitivity to cultural values, and 
of the NIMBY (not in my backyard) principle, 
coupled with the harsh reality of the episodic 
acute· crises characteristics of much. chronic 
mental illness, suggests that rationally designed 
plans for community care face quite formidable 
odds. 

·With checklists and performance 
standards this book provides an excellent · 
introduction to the field of community 
rehabilitation. Knowledge of what a rational, 
responsive system ought to look like can serve to 
support health care workers as they seek to 
transl.ate good ideas into good practice. ( Carol 
S. Goldin, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, 
New Jersey). 

Powell, Lawton M., Herzog A. Regula 
(eds~) Special Research Methods for 
Gerontology. Amityville, NY. Baywood 
Publishing Co., Inc., 1989. 317 pp., $32.95 
hardcover. 

This book is a compilation of 13 
chapters by a distinguished group of researchers 
who address a wide range of methodological 
issues faced in conducting research with older 

· persons. A number of the chapters were 
originally written for and discussed at a meeting 
·on research methods held at the Philadelphia 
Geriatric Center in 1983. The basic premise for 
the book is a belief that studying older adults 
poses some special problems and that traditional 
methods need to be adjusted to take account of 
age-related differences. the stated intent is to 
provide researchers with a collection of concrete 
treatments of both everyday research issues and 
of some ·unusual problems that may be more 
frequent in gerontological research. As such, the 
book deals with specific methods and procedures 
that contribute to the soundness of a study's 
design. and methods, yet are not frequently 
spelled Qut but are acquired in the conduct of an 
investigation. · 

Overall, the editors deliver extremely 
well on their major objective of providing very 
practical and concrete methodological 
suggestions and recommendations based on the 
decades of experience and expertise of the · 

contributors to this volume. In ·1:hinking about 
the 13 chapters, however, I am left wondering 
about the major premise of the book. Do the 
authors present a convincing case that special 
methods are indeed indicated for older subjects? 
Many, if not most, of the issues discussed. and 
suggestions made are relevant for improving 
research across the ages. 

The book is organized into three 
sections: general research ~ethods in 
gerontological applicati~n, longitudinal. research, 
examples of structural equation modeling and 
confirmatory factor analysis~ and a final chapter 
on scientific change and longitudinal research. 
The various chapters address many of the most, .. 
challenging issues confronting survey researchers: 
sampling older populations; principles and 
sources for secondary analysis; the relative merits 
of different modes for collecting information, 
maximizing data quality in field methods, issues 
in research. in older minority adults, and 
recruitment/retainment strategies. As would be 
expected in a volume of this scope, the quality of 
treatment of these topics varies. · 

Section 1 begins with a thoughtful review 
by Kalton & Anderson of different strategies for · 
sampling rare populations. The only surprise. was 
the absence of discussion of the· relative strengths ·· · 
and weaknesses of using the ·Medicare data tapes 
as a sampling frame for older population~. 
Although it, along with all the techniques 
reviewed in this chapter~. has its problems,·-we 
have found it a very efficient approach·to.,· 
drawing representative samples of community-
dwelling older persons .. Herzog & Kulka offer 
an excellent chapter on the advantages and 
disadvantages of telephone and mail survey 
strategies which should go a considerable 
distance in dispelling many of the myths about 
survey modes in older populations~ I was 
surprised, however, by the lack of discussion on 
using mixed modes in research with· older · 
persons, an approach with considerable appeal. 

. Carp in her chapter on data quality, 
Jackson in his discussion of research with 

. minority elders, and Palmore in his summary of 
medical records offer many valuable general 
suggestions based on their extensive field 
experience in older samples. all three chapters 
illustrate the paucity of empirical knowledge 
about these important topics. I was disappointed 
in Palmore's superficial treatment of the thorny 
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issue of incomplete recording and inaccuracies 
frequently faced in using the medical record as a 
source of data in gerontologic research. 

. Carp and colleagues present a very 
cogent and useful review of recruitment practices 
used in psychological research in gerontology. 
The impact of their survey of recruitment 
strategies employed by researchers did suffer 
from a low 23% response·rate. As a frequent 
practitioner of secondary analysis, I resonated to 
the very practical suggestions provided by Laing 
& Lawrence on the principles and· pitfalls in 
secondary analysis. Their inclusion of major 
sources of qata for secondary analysis will be 
. particularly valuable to researchers interested in 
pursuing datasets for secondary analysis .. 

The strength and special emphasis in the 
book is on longitudinal research methods and the 
special challenges faced in conducting . 
longitudinal investigations. The middle three 
chapters present concrete case examples of 
approaches to the ·design, panel maintenance, 
and analysis strategies from different longitudinal 
investigations. The first is an extended case 
history documenting the challenge of recruiting 
and maintaining subjects in an Alzheimer's 
disease study by Reisberg and colleagues from 
the Aging and Dementia Research Program at 
New York University Medical C.enter. One 
technique used by the authors that struck me was 
the effectiveness foe providing feedback on the 
study to family members. The practice has 
·become an established part of study protocol 
practiced at the New England Research Institute 
for cross sectional and longitudinal research alike 
both as a symbol of respect for the subjects as 
well as a technique to encourage ongoing 
cooperation. It is a practice that is gaining· 
greater recognition in the survey research 
community. 

The team from the Baltimore 
Longitudinal Study on Aging review previous 
research on attrition and address predictors of 
attrition in their longitudinal investigation. 
These authors present data that confirm the 
poorly documented yet strongly held belief that 
physical distance from the research· site is an 
important predictor of attrition. Researchers' 
concern about attrition based on accessibility 
factors has heightened interest in conducting in-
home protocols whenever face-to-face protocols 
are required in a gerontologic investigation. 

The third chapter in this section is a case 
study of the Longitudinal Retirement History 
Survey conducted by the Social Security 
Administration. ·In this chapter Fox & Irelan 
focus on the costs and problems of maintaining a 
large file, a topic I have frequently addressed but 
have never seen in print before. One of the 
issues they discuss is the perplexing problem of 
whether or not to change question working from 
one wave to the next. Having faced this problem 
in a recent secondary analysis, I fmd myself very 
sympathetic to Fox & Irelan's admonition to . 
avoid the practice unless absolutely necessary. 
Lebwitz, however, in the book's fmal chapter, 
provides useful advice on- this saine topic -when 
he advocates a strategy of maintaining minimal 
comparability while aggressively pursuing state-
of-the-art developments in measurement and 
instrumentation. 

I found the two chapters on analysis 
strategies to be well written and of general 
interest but somewhat peripheral to the boo~'s 
major theme. Unlike most of the other chapters · 
in the book, there are a number of book and 
chapter length treatments of structural equation 
modeling and confirmatory factor analysis · 
available to the researcher. I did not fmd their 
treatment of the topics to be particularly unique. 

In summary, this book fills an important 
void in the existing methodological research 
literature available to experienced and novice 

. researcher alike. (Alan M. Jette, Senior Research 
Scientist, New England Research Institute, 
Watertown MA.) 

Rothman, David J. Strangers at the 
Bedside: A History of How Law and Bioethics 
Transformed Medical Decision Making. New 
York: Basic Books. 1991. 303 pages. Hardcover 
$24.95 

Medical decisionmaking has been 
transformed since the 1960s. Decisions which 
were once left· almost entirely to professionals · 
are now subject to scrutiny by outsider: lawyers, 
ethicists, advocates for people with disabilities, 
and even patients. David Rothman has written 
the first book-length history chronicling these 
changes focusing on the rise of bioethics and 
legalization of medicine. 

Rothman traces the changes in patient 
care reform of research standards. During 
World War II medical researchers conducted 
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many experiments that risked the health of 
human subjects with no prospect that the 
research might yield beneficial effects for the 
subjects. Sometimes the subjects were not even 
informed of the risks or allowed to refuse to 
participate in the research. Rothman argues that 
such conduct was not atypical. 

In 1966 Henry Beecher published an 
expose of these and similar practices in The New 
England Journal of Medicine. Many of these 
experiments were conducted on people with 
_disabilities, often under the auspices of state 
institutions. Beecher's article was intended to 
raise· the consciousness of physicians.. But it 
came at·a time when disenfranchised groups were 
clamoring for rights. It helped challenge the 
assumption that doctors knew best, and that they 
always acted in the interest of patients. 'The . 
NIH, which sponsored much of the nation's 
medical research, w~ subject to Congressional 
pressure. ·It soon developed regulations for 
institutions receiving research funds and required 
them to establish Institutional Review Boards to 
overview the ethics of research proposals subject 
to NIH guidelines. 

These developments in research ethics, 
argues Rothman helped spur the growth of 
Bioethics, which in tum focused on more on 
patient care. Other factors were also important. · 
Medicine, which in the past was practiced in an 
intimate setting, became institutionalized and 
depersonalized. Physicians became strangers to 

··patients. 
· In addition, the growth of medical 

technology increased the range of medicine into 
areas--such as reproductive technologies, and 
allocation of human organs--that were fraught 
with social implications. . Some physicians and 
outsiders began to question whether issues 
decided by physicians--purported using neutral 
technical criteria-- were really medical and not 
social decisions. The questioning spread when 
legal cases involving termination of life support--
the Quinlan and Baby Doe cases-- brought these 
issues to a fore. 

Rothman's book is a wonderfully 
readable history. It does a marvelous job of 
placing disability rights issues in the context of 
the transformations it addresses. It is likely to be . 
the standard by which subsequent histories are 
compared and a target for future aspiring 

. historians. (Marc A. Rodwin, Visiting Research 

Fellow, Bigel Institute, Brandeis University). 

Rqurke, Byron P ., Nonverbal Learning 
Disabilities: The Syndrome and The Model.' New 
York and London: Guilford Press, 1989, 253 pp., 
$30.00 hardcover. 

This book comes at a time wh~n 
practicing child psychiatrists are becoming 
increasingly interested in learning disabilities. 
We have found that eighty-five percent of 
adolescents admitted to psychiatric hospitals have 
a significant level or' LD, even when measured 
with simple screening tests for auditory and 
visual reteµtion and the discrepancy between 
grade level achievement and IQ. 

We are coming to realize the importance 
of the adaptational skills which are our 
developing patients~ equipment for handling their 
environment. If something is seriously wrong 
with the way a child processes the work, he or 
·she seems to tend toward one of two broad 
patterns of negative reaction, either action-

__ oriented outwardly-directed protest, or 1 

nonadaptive inwardly-directed confusion or · 
distortion. Thus, we are now beginning to be 
very interested in· 1ooking at the relationship that · 
may exist between LD subtypes and our patients' 
psychiatric diagnoses .. 

I was delighted, therefore, to be asked to 
review this book, which should prove fascinating 
to child and adolescent psychiatrists in the 
trenches of clinical practice. Rourke presents 
two decades work by his team of researchers who 
have been teasing apart subtypes of LD, assessing 
their persistence over time, and looking for the 
resultant patterns of crippling academic· and 
socioemotional deficits.· 

Rourke leads us through the 
development of his concept of the Nonverbal 
Leaming Disability (NLD) syndrome, starting 
with a particular group of LD children 
discovered to be superior in the more rote 
aspects of reading and spelling, but dramatically 
deficient in other aspects of language and in 
arithmetic. We are then led through studies 
which refine, develop, and describe the NLD 
syndrome, and relate it to a left/right hemispher~ 
model of d~elopment. 

The clinical tour-de-force is the 75-page 
seventh chapter, in which five detailed cases are 
followed by the authors' recommendations for 
intervention programs for both academic 
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teaching and therapy. The book then closes with 
a road map for future research. 

Rourke uses his delightful style to dissect 
the steps of normal learniQg and to show how 
the deficits of the N1D -child first distort 
learning, and then inevitably begin to distort 
psychological development. The author also 
distinguishes a "developmental presentation" of 
NLD, which means what the syndrome looks like 
in those who have had it since birth, from a . 
neuropsychologically different presentation in 
those who get it as a result of head injury even a 
few months or years later. · 
· Some features of these N1D cases are 
. familiar to those of us admitting and evaluating 
adolescents in hospitals. There may be a history 
( often vague) of birth or neonatal trauma, with 
ensuing almost-normal development but with 
those who know the child best having a nagging 
sense that something is wrong. A few "soft" 
neurological signs, when present, are the only. 

· medical indications of that "something"; the EEG 
is not helpful. 

In addition to specific applications for 
LD teaching~ there are specific suggestions to 
therapists. For. example, Rourke points out the 
higher;..than-normal rate of depression and 
suicide in young adults with the NLD syndrome, 
then warns of the temptation and pitfalls of 
using insight-oriented dynamic psychotherapy 
with such. patients. 

From a psychiatric point. of view the 
reader's major disappointment is in the book's 
sketchiness in exploring the socioemotional 
consequences of the NLD syndrome. As so 
often happens when psychological sequelae 
become complex,· a few tantalizing examples are 
followed by the breezy summary that "these few 
examples should suffice to illustrate..." 

On a more speculative level· this· book 
raises for psychia~rists possibilities that extend far 
beyond the field of.learning disability ..What if, 
for example, our most fascinating and persistent 
conundrum, schizophrenia, turns out to be at 
bottom a form of learning disability? The "basic" 
defect in schizophrenia often seems to be an 
inability to decipher correctly the' social cues that 
regulate normal human interaction; all the 
behavioral and intrapsychic phenomenon that we 
list as symptoms can be seen as "dependent 
variables" arising as responses to this core deficit. 
Ro~rke alludes to some interesting similarities he 

finds between his LD cases and patients with 
schizophrenia, but after a few tantalizing hints he 
leaves further exploration of this connection to 
the future. He also does no more than hint at 
the important area of families' responses to the 
emotional deficits of the N1D child, the 
11feedback loops" which must exist in the families 
of these children. However, these are small 
shortcomings in a· book that, though written for 
neuropsychologists about what is primarily a 
neuropsychological. problem, affords child and 
adolescent psychiatrists a fascinating window on 
the world of LD, and springboard for some 
hard thinking of our own about our patients.' 
(Stephen D. Howard, Newton· Centre, MA).. 

Sa.mare!, Nelda. Caring For Life And 
Death. New York: Hemisphere Publishing 
Corporation, 1991, 141 pp., $29.95. 

The cast of characters in this slender 
volume is a group of ten nurses, a mixture of 
eight RNs and two LPNs. They comprise the day 
shift of the physical setting of the narrative: Four 
South, total patient capacity of 35, the "hospice 
unit11 in a 500 bed northeastern community 
hospital. · 

Four South is not solely devoted to 
hospice care but is a combination of both· · 
hospice and medical/surgical patients, with 
between 4 and 19 persons of the·overall census 
being designated as "terminally ill", the number 
varying with the rate of mortality. 

The book is readily stated to be based 
· upon doctoral dissertation research and its 

format does testify to its origins. The questions 
to be examined were: (1) the determination of 
differences in the ways nurses care for the living 
and the dying and (2) do .the differing needs of 
· the of the two groups cause role conflicts for the . 
caregivers? 

The interplay between the nurses and 
between the nurses and the patients is the best 
and most telling part of the ·book. Not only in 
dialogue but in the physical actions reported and 
observed, do the nurses make their feelings and 
perceptions known. The reader can deduce that 
the conclusion of the author was correct: that 
there were no differences· in the ways that the 

· participants cared for the acutely versus the 
terminally ill. The degree of illness was not at all 
the determining factor 1n the actions of the 
nurses, far more important was the nurse's 
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personal perception of the level of patient 
awareness and the level of the patient's need. 
Other elements included in .the discussion were 
the amount of time the nurses actually had. and 
their own personal coping mechanisms. But the 
prevailing theme was the degree of, 
responsiveness manifested by the patients and it 
was to this responsiveness that the nurses would 
provide the greatest interaction. The only . 
exceptions noted to this behavior was when tl;le 
· family of the unresponsive patient was present. 
Then the nurse would perceive that the ·family 
members would require supportive interventions 
and the interaction would be similar to that 
observed with the responsive patients.· 

The author has, by the nature of the 
constraints traditionally pl~ upon a 
dissertation, had to follow. many guidelines, some 
of which detract from the overall flow of the 
piece, e.g;, the format of the frequent author 
citations and the need for explanation of terms 
and research design. However, the narrative is 
interesting and very readable and offers 
considerable insight on nurse-patient and 
nurse-nurse interactions. The book would be 
particularly helpful for those planning to do. field 
observation in a clinical setting as preparation for 
what they might expect and how to best proceed. 
(~oan Hayden, Middletan, MA). · 

. Sienkiewicz-Mercer, Ruth, and Steven B. 
Kaplin, I Raise My Eyes to Say Yes. Boston, 
·MA: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1989, 225 pp., 
$17.95 hardcover. 

I· Raise My Eyes to Say Yes is a ~tory 
told from the point of view of a woman with 
cerebral palsy but written by a person who 
doesn't have a disability. This raises. a nagging 
question: How can the perspective be the· same? 

Add to this that the person with the 
disability has a severe communication problem 
and supposedly doesn't know how to write a 
sentence, any ·reasonable person would question 
. the authenticity of· the book. 

This book is the first book where one of 
the ~uthors freelyinsults the other. For 
example,· Kaplin calls Sienkiewicz-Mercer "a 
victim of cerebral palsy," "a crippled," and 
"frmctionally useless." 

This tries to dispel the ideas that people 
only belong in institutions and that people who 
can't talk suffer inherently from mental 

retardation. Ten or twenty years-ago these 
themes would have been welcomed. But today 
the issues are a given. This book doesn't touch 
on the issues that are relevant to people with 
disabilities today. 

The authors make several good points 
about life in institutions .. For example, when an 
institution hired a film company to promote their 
program, they write, "Thinking about the film 
now, I'm annoyed that we all [people in the· 
institution) were scrubbed up and ·dressed in 
costumes for it. The crew filmed me eating, but 
did not include that .~ginent in the final VC?rsion; 
it was probably too messy and unsettling for the 
idealistic effect they were trying to achieve ... " 

This book disturbed me from the first 
page because it was an autobiography about a 
person With a disability, but written by a person 
without a disability. When people are struggling 
to speak for themselves and when high 
technology is available to help·people with·severe 
disabilities to communicate, the book seems 
incongruous with the times. (William L Rush, 
Lincoln, NE). 

Smith, Brenda, Margery Povall, and 
Michael Floyd, Managing Disability at Work: 
Improving Practice in Organizations. · London:· 
Jessica Kingsley Publishers, Ltd. and The 
Rehabilitation Resource Centre, City University, 
1991, 153 pp. . 

The purpose of this book is to describe 
potential concerns in employing people with ·· . 
disabilities and recommend ways to resolve these 
concerns. The intended audience is personnel 

. and managerial staff in mainstream employers. 
The book is based op. interviews within three 
employers and one sheltered workshop 
(Reemploy) in Great Britain. At the three 
competitive employment sites, the authors 
interviewed 11 employees with disabilities and 
the people in their direct reporting line, both 
above and below them. (Other personnel staff 
were interviewed as well.) . 

. The main section on competitive 
employment contains 14 sections,· each on a 
major factor in employment (such as recruitment, 
training, promotion, and safety). Within each 
·section is a terse· list of one-sentence·"key issues," 
each supported by brief vignettes from the 
interviews; and a list of the types of information 
and skills managers would need to manage these 
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issues. The focus on line supervisors, rather than 
EEO or human resources staff is a welcome 
departure from many other studies and 
informational materials. Further, the book looks 
at retention and promotion issues, not just 
hiring. 

Even though the book provides valuable 
.information and touches on most major issues, it 
is not as helpful as it could be. First, the 
number of interviews and ·case studies is miµimal 
for a book. Worse, even though the ·method 
used has the potential for garnering sophisticated 
and detailed information about employment 
issues, the explanations and analysis are too brief 
to be of much help. The issues identified are 
both important and accurate -- for example they 
cover relationships with·. co-workers, 
discrimination in training opportunities, etc. 
They stress the importance of involving employee 
with disabilities in workplace decisions. But the 
issues are described so cursorily that a novice ' 
employer would not fully understand them or 
know how to resolve the~. For example, one 
issue under working relationships is described as 
"A person with a ~sability may value assurances· 
that their [sic] special equipment, behavior or 
appearance is not causing difficulties or · 
embarrassment to others." Two one-sentence 
examples follow, one of a typist with a hearing 
disability who wonders if s/he is making a 

. disturbing noise, and an employee with a visual 
impairment expressing his wish that his 
colleagues would· tell him if he has a stain on his 
clothes. Reflecting this concern, the subsequent 
list of needed managerial skills includes knowing 
how to talk tactfully tQ an individual about his 

· behavior or appearance. The need for the skill is 
obvious, but more valuable would be guidance on 
how to develop or learn this skill. The delicate 
nature of the communication required ,demands a 
much more sensitive and detailed discussion. 
The book gives no specific help to an employer 
who recognizes this situation and. wants to 
resolve it tactfully. 

The book repeatedly raises valid and 
DJlportant issues but does not give sufficient 
guidance on how to resolve them or even which 
approach to take. Another section· mentions 
medical confidentiality issues only in passing and 
only to say that not giving out confidential · 
information may induce managers to act on 
incorrect information. That may be true, but the 

subtleties 'involved in protecting confidentiality 
and devek>ping procedures fc:)r divulging 
information deserve much more consideration. 
Furthermore, in tlie vignettes foll9wing each· key 
issue,. a separate type face. is ~sed to denote good .. 
practices, such as asking an employee with a 
disability what s/he prefers.· But such a 
superficial method is not likely to be effective . 
The authors should not assume that an employer 
will understand why some action is a good 
practice and how to apply it to his/her situation. 

· Another frustration with how the 
vignettes are reported ·is that they generally 
produce very limited, one-sided versions of some 
problem or its resolution. The. interview format. 
above could have provided a wonderful means 
for exploring both the managers' and the 
employees' perceptions of:a problem. As it is, 
we get only a brief snapshot in time, with no 
history or context, and no responses from the 
other people involved. 

The section on Reemploy was actually a 
bit more comprehensive but-is out of place in a· 
book targeted towards· competitive employers. 
There is little mention of the undesirability of 
sheltered workshops. The problem of the 
superficiality of the recommendations aiso crops 
up here.. For example, one chapter ends with the ·. 
comment that "Training in numeracy and literacy 
may be required by some" and a1 vignette in 
which a supervisor discovered that. only 2 out of 
the 14 · (presumably disabled) employees in his 
section were functionally. literate. Such a finding 
deserves more than a 10-word comment. There 

·are also a few miscellaneous problems: few 
mentions of people with mental illness, some 
language problems, and too· many interviewees 
· with disabilities who are clerks or typists. 

In sum, while the book provides an 
accurate listing of employment problems. 
experienced by people with disab~lities, it does 
not give employers sufficiently detailed 
·information to help them decide what to do after 
they decide to do something. (Sara Watson, 
Washington Business Group on Health/Institute 
for ~ehabilitation and Disability Management). 

Sobsey, D., Gray, S., Wells, D., Pyper, 
D., Reimer-Heck, B. (Eds.). Disability, Sexuality, 
and Abuse: An Annotated Bibliography. 
Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes, 1991, 185 pp., 
$24.00 softcover. 
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The father of a 13 year old girl with 
muscular dystrophy was charged with vaginal and 
oral penetration of his daughter. ·The state could 
not prove that the girl was unable tq 
communicate her unwillingness to engage in 
these acts, thus she was not. considered 
"physically helpless," and the court remanded and 
reversed the father's conviction (Davis v. State, 
538 2d 515). 

Andrea Nerpel, a severely neurologically 
disabled woman who lives in a nursing home,-~as 
repeatedly raped. by an unknown. perpetrator, and 

· had a subsequent abortion and sterilization. The 
court reversed the jury's award of punitive 
damages ·to be paid.by the home, in part because 

· it did not find that Andrea suffered any 
substantial injuries. The court stated that "no 
evidence was presented regarding [her] awareness 
of the incident.~ (Andrea Nerpel vs. Laurelwood 
Convalescent Hospital, Case. No. NVC 466435). 

These. are not.isolated incidents. · 
"Research suggests that most people with 
disabilities will experience some form of sexual 
assault or abuse; some of these victims will suffer 
significant physical . harm, but all will suffer social; 
emotional, or behavioral consequences of the 
abuse," states Dick Sobsey's .introduction to 
Disability, Sexualiti ·and Abuse: An Annotated 
Bibliography. This reveals a hidden truth about 
disabled people's lives: that disabled individuals, 
females in particular, are 1 1/2 times more likely 
to be victims of sexual violence than their non-
disabled cohorts. Moreover, when a disabled 
person reports a, sexual assault, the criminal-
justice system may not treat that incident as a 
serious crime. 

Sobsey and his colleagues developed this · 
annotated bibliography not simply as a resource 
on sexual violence and related topics; but to 
activate change in social policies and practices 
which may contribute to this violence. He 
contends that the very services designed to 
support disabled people actually put them at the 
greatest risk for sexual abuse. 

· Understanding sexual violence and its 
prevention takes more than reading case 
accounts and research studies. . We must gain 
insight into the environmental, social, legal, and 
familial factors involved. This .book includes 
research studies, position papers, program . 
descriptions, clinical reports, legislation,· court 
cases, training curricu~a for professionals, 

educational materials for disabled people, and 
media ~unts. But it does not focus on sexual 
violence itself. It also focuses on families, 
institutions, service providers, the living 
conditions of disabled people, bioethics, and 
sexuality education: these very factors which are 
implicated in that violence. 

As I read many of the annotated 
citations, such as one entitled Children Who 
Invite Abuse, I got a sense of how disability and 
sexual abuse has been approached in social-
psychological research. In the past as indicated 
by that title, crimes of violence based on 
disability, were treated as crimes of passion; the 
presumption being that disabled people provoke . 
and invite abuse due to their behavior or 
·attributes. However, as -Sobsey himself 
concluded in his own research, when disability is 
a predisposing factor in violence it must not be 
seen as the cause of abuse~ Victims do not share 
responsibility for their maltreatment. Instead, a 
growing body qf research points to the offender's 
characteristics; that is, abuse results from social 
and emotional defects in the caregiver, not stress 
due to dependency of. the victims. The factors 
which create a relationship between disability and 
violence make up what Sobsey calls the cultural 
ecosystem: the societal beliefs about disability.: A: 
major implication of this is that anti-:disability 
violence should in time be treated· by the courts 
as a social injustice like violence toward any 
other minority group. 

The best use for Disability, Sexuality, and 
Abuse: An Annotated Bibliography, is to 
encourage new directions in research; legislative 
advocacy, professional training and community 
education, changes in the criminal-justice ·system, 
and creating and organized response to this 
epidemic violence. · 

As the incidence of sexual violence 
towards disabled people becomes more. public, 
the social-psychological research must shift its 
point of view. When disabled people have been 
studied outside of the rehabilitation context, it 
has been generally to explore their impact on 
people ·without disabilities. A new approach 
would supplant ignorance about the experiences 
of disabled· children and adults in families, 
schools, work and play, with the exact social 
arrangements which lead to violence in those 
arenas, as well as the impact of those social 
relationships and that violence on disabled. 
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people themselves. It is my hope that this 
direction in research will lead to a rational ~al, 
political, and judicial response to sexual violence. 
(Barbara Faye Waxman, Los Angeles, California). 

Stellman, .Jeanne Mager, and Gunnela 
Westlander. (eds). Government Policy and 
Women's Health Care: The ·swedish Alternative. 
New York: The Haworth Press, New York,. 1988, 
180 pp., $39.95 · hardcover. 

The collection, a hard cover version of 
Women and Health (vol. 13, no. 3/4, 1988), 
promises to provide an overview pf "the health 
and well-being of the Swedish woman of today", 
in particular within the spheres of production 
and reproduction. As the title suggests, Swedish 
government policy concerning women's health 
care is posed as an alternative, presumably to the 
lack of similar policies in the United States. 
Herein lies the potential _contribution of the 
volume: .by observing problematic aspects in the 
relatively progressive Swedish public policy, 
similar shortcomings could be avoided in 
attempts to eliminate gender inequalities in . 
health care elsewhere. It is therefore particulary 
disappointing that the volume lacks an editorial 
overview, introduction or conclusion that would 
highlight central themes and make general 
comparisons to the situation in the United States 
or other countries. 

Nevertheless, the contributors.present a 
number of interesting findings, in particular 
regarding gender inequalities in occupational 
health. For the past twenty years, sociologists 
have debated the effects of the computerization 
of the work place. The chapters by Bradley, 
Westlander and Magnusson reveal that the new 
technology in Sweden has tended to enhance 
work in male dominated niches, while women are 
the main victims of 'deskilling' and the mental 
and ergonomic problems which stem from 
repetitive monotonous work. Similar effects are 
noted among. women employed in the expanding 
service sector (chapter by Kilbom and Broberg). 

Drawing on her own experience as a 
crane operator and trade union employee, 
Carlsson explores in one of the most illuminating 
chapters of the book the complex social 
processes whereby formerly male dominated 
occupations become female dominated, and how 
the work tasks are transformed and· downgraded 
as a result of the 'feminization'. Unknowingly, 

she challenges the findings of researchers who 
have argued· that the number of women in tradi-
tionally male occupations increases first after 
these occupations have become unappealing to· 
men.· However, as is the case with some of the 
other contributions, it is not really clear why the 
essay was included; in the first place since 
women's health and health care is not specifically 
discussed. Connections could be made, especially 
between the "technical .articles" ~d the "social 
essays", but the· absence of a proper editorial 
overview makes the volume appear rather 
fragmented. · 

While gender is used as an explanatory 
variable, mechanisms linking gender.-and health 
are left largely unexplored. When attempts to 
interpret existing gender differences in health are 
made, they tend to be theoretically uninformed, 
occasionally employing explanatory models which 
have been the focus of much debate among 
researchers during· the past decade. For example, 
it is not noted. that work outside the home also 
can have positive effects on women's health, an 
observation that has been made by several 
researchers in other countries (in particular the 
chapter by Hedman and Herner). In addition,· 
· comparisons between women in different socio-
. economic groups are almost absent, or in any case · 
incidental, which seriously limits the usefullness 
of the findings. 

However, despite these shortcomings, 
there are important lessons to be learned. The 
message that health care policies have little ·. 
impact unless women's needs and interests are 
represented at all stages of their implementation 
is clear ( the chapters by Kilbom and Broberg, 
Westlander and Magnusson, Bradley, and 
Petterson). And_ in the context of the current 
abortion debate in the United States, the effects 
of the Swedish abortion legislation are of 
particular interest. In Sweden, the overall· 
abortion rate _has decreased steadily since. the 
legislation was first enacted in 1974 (chapter by 
Sundstrom-Feigenberg). Leaning on a potitical 
tradition that recognizes citizen rights as well as 
duties, the moral concerns raised in the Swedish 
abortion debate did not merely focus on the 
moral rights of the fetus, but also on the right to 
have access to contraception. If the state was to 
make abortion free on demand, it had an 
obligation to make contraception equally 
accessible. Surely a review of the Swedish . 
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alternative has other purposes than to "awaken 
interest and also curiosity about the small but 
progressive Scandinavian country that Sweden ·is", 
as one of the editors contends. (Katarina Wegar, 
Department of Sociology, Brandeis University). 

Struyk,.Raymond J., and Katsura, Harold 
M. Aging at Home: How the Elderly Adjust 
Their ·Housing Without Moving. New York: The 
Haworth Press, .1988, 192 pp., $24.9S hardcoyer. 

In this monograph by two well known 
housing specialists from the Urban Institute, we 
gain some insight into the nature of one possible 
response to ~he increasing frailty or impairment 
associated with aging: adjusting ·one's· current 
housing without moving. Struyk and Katsura 
conducted an extensive an,alysis of quantitative 
data collected from 364. households in 
single-family . 
dwellings in seven large U.S. central cities over a 
period of 57 months .. Households. headed· by an 
elderly person (n=177) were. compared with 

· households headed by a nonelderly person 
(n=187) in order to isolate the sorts of 
adjustments that distinguish the elderly from 
other age groups. Four types of adjustments are 
analyzed in detail: "changes in the use of rooms; 
modifications to tb.e dwelling to facilitate its use 
by persons with physical impairments; taking in 
roomers or. boarders; and, adjusting the amount 
of repairs and improvements to the unit which 
are undertaken" (p. 4). 

Results indicate that only a small 
proportion of households changed the use of a 
room or took in a boarder during the last two 
years of.the survey, and the differences between 
the elderly and nonelderly-headed households in 
these are~ were quite small. The incidence of 
dwelling modifications was a bit higher, with 10% 
of the elderly-headed households undertaking 
such changes compared to only 5% of the 
nonelderly-headed households. Home repairs 
and. improvements were the most frequent sorts 
of changes noted with. 69% of the elderly-headed 
households having made repairs to their homes 

· in each of the two years analyzed. While the 
tncidence of repairs is quite high, it is still 
somewhat lower than the rate for 

, nonelderly-headed households, although "the 
· differences between the two groups are not large11 

(p. 7). In addition, there· is liUle evidence .of · 
consistency. in types of changes or modifications 

within households over time or of the existence 
of more than one type of adjustment within a 
given household. . 

What factors predict which adjustments 
.will be made by elderly-headed households? 
Struyk and Katsura show that changes in the use 
of rooms and modifications to the dwelling are 
predicted by the existence of activity limitations 
of a member of the household. Interestingly, this 
relationship is weakened when outside social 
support is mobilized. This notion of the 
interrelationship between social and physical 
alterations in the adaptation to increasing frailty 
is perhaps the most provocative of the volume 
and suggests an important frame-yvork. and. a. 
multitude of empirical questions for future work. 
Another key fesult of.the analysis is that the 
economic status ·of the household is a stronger 
predictor· of the likelihood of home repair than is 
the physical condition .of. the home,. and, as a 
result, the authors suggest that ho.me repair loan 
programs as currently implemented ~ay not be. 
reaching homes in the 
greatest need. of repair. 

Otherwise, the range and depth of 
significant findings is disappointing for such a 
large-scale study. In acknowledging·the 
limitations of the study, .the authors suggest·that 
a case study approach rather than additional 
statistical analyses might be a fruitful· next step. 
This is an avenue that interested researchers 
should consider since the in-depth investigation 
of a smaller .number of households should yield . 
new ideas and hypotheses about the underlying 
dynamics ofhousehol4 adjustments. We need to 
have a deeper understanding of the "how".and 
the 11whylt of individual and household adjustment 
·to impairment that the study approach can 
provide ( rather than just the "what") before . 
informed discussions of public policy in this area, 
are. possible. 

The book as a whole is not easy reading; 
it reads more like an extended article· in a · 
specialized journal than a book. Jn fact, the 
manuscript first' appeared as a special issue of 
the Journal of Housing forthe Elderly. For the 
less technically inclined, the authors summarize 
the study and findings in a highly readable 
introductory chapter and include summary 
sections throughout. While comparisons of 
adjustment behavior between the elderly and the 
nonelaerly disabled population were beyond the 
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scope of the study, data and fmdings presented 
in this volume should be of value in the 
development of a comprehensive theory of 
environmental adjustment relevant. regardless of 
age for those for whom "living in place" has 
become problematic. (Dale J. Jaffe, Department 
of Sociology, University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee). 

Ward, Colleen A. (ed.). Altered States of 
Consciousness and Mental Health: A CrossD 
Cultural Perspective. Newbury Park, CA: Sage 
Publications, 1989, 316 pp., $35.00 hardcover. 

As part of the Sage Publications series 
on cross-cultural studies, this volume investigates 
the complex relationship of altered states of 
consciousness (ASC) to. mental health. .This 
book makes a resounding case for approaching 
ASC's from a variety of methodological and 
theoretical perspectives. Its contributors present 
ASC studies from a diverse range of cultures 
(Malaysia, .Africa, etc.) and across a time frame 
including ancient Peru, medieval Europe and 
modem day India. 

· Each of the books four parts has a 
helpful introductionary component, lending 
organization to the thirteen authors, each from a 
variety of disciplines. Section One, with chapters 
by Ward and Lambeck, addresses theoretical and 
methodological issues, including the relationship 

. of ASC's to mental health, ethnocentric 
interpretation of data, and inappropriate 
methodology.. Ward highlights how the 
investigation of ASC's despite extensive study by 
psychologists, psychiatrists and anthropologists, · 
has been hindered by limitations in each field 
and cultural insensitivity. The psychologic 
perspective has often resisted examination of the 
intangible, internal processes involved in ASC's; 
anthropological limitations include less powerful 
research models; and the field of psychi.atry has 
primarily focused on a narrow medical-biological 
paradigm of disease and pathology. 

Lambeck, in his statement that "No 
theory of marriage is based on the physiological 
properties of orgasm," reminds us that ASC's are 
also a cultural product, not simply the result of 
biological factors. He calls for the recognition of 
indigenous explanations of ASC's, health and 
illness. He also asks the captivating question of 
what motivates people to refrain from trance 

· behavior in societies where it is widely accepted. 

The authors in Section Two utilize a 
variety of psychological theories to explore the 
relationship of ASC's to pathology and mental 
health. Particularly thought-provoking is Spanos' 
suggestion that hypnosis, multiple personality and 
demonic possessions are goal oriented role · 
enactments which mental health professionals 
help shape, validate and maintain. 

In Part Three many of the contributors . 
challenge traditional, and often ethnocentric 
views, that ASC's represent underlying 
pathological conditions. Many of the authors 
explore a variety of plausible therapeutic effects 
of ASC's. Here it is proposed that ASC's assist 
in healing, act as reinforcers of cultural identity, 
and benefit not only individuals, but their 
communitie~ as well .. 

Part Four is a composite of studies 
representing a variety of theoretical ·and research 
methods, including ethnographic, 81'.Chival, and 
naturalistic observation. I found de Rios 

· methodological approach - extrap~lations 
generated from archival research of ancient 

· pottery designs very creative as well as her the · 
macro analysis of ASC's as apolitical mechanism 
of social control. 

While I appreciate the intent and scope 
of this book of this·book, it would have perhaps· 
been helpful to devote a section· to one _specific 
cultural area and explore it· from a variety of 
perspectives and methods. Also appreciated 
would have been an introductory/overview 
chapter on ASC's with definitions, classifications 
and prevalence rates. I admire the collection for 
a selection that pre~nts micro and macro 
analyses, includes perspectives of healer, client 
and community and explorations of political, 
sociocultural and psychological motivations of 
ASC's from a range of methodologies. 

·In conclusion, this book should interest 
cross cultural. psychologists and anthropologists~ 
Although it makes a significant contribution to 
both fields with its presentation of a variety of 
interesting descriptive and explanatory paradigms 
of ASC's, its main contribution lies in its effort 
to foster· a multifaceted, multi-model cross-
cultural approach to the study of ASC's. Neither 
culture or ASC's are value neutral. Our cultural 
biases have long been reflected in our research. 
Editor Ward's commentary that Western 
explanatory paradigms need to be recognized .as 
simply another indigenous model is right on 
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target. (Victoria Ross,· Brandeis University, 
Heller. School)~ 

Williams, Paul, Wilkinson, Greg, and 
Rawnsley, Kenneth, editors. The Scope:of 
Epidemiological ptychiatty. London: Routledge, 
1989, 536 pp. . 

Written in honor of Dr. Michael 
· Shepherd, the· eminent British psychiatrist and 
epide!'Jliologist, this collection of 32 essays . 
describes the history and contemporary vitality of 
epidemiological psychiatry ( called psychiatric 
.epidemiology in the U.S.). The book· provides a 
broad overview of the discipline, including 
histori~.aspects (2 chapters); related 'work in 

· . anthropolc;>gy, sociology, psychology, and· 
economics (3 chapters); qijantitative methods_ ( 4 , 
chapters); longitudinal studies, .diagnosti<; issues~ · 
and risk factors (10 chapters); specific treatments 
or types of service organization· (9 chapters); 
international aspects (3 chapters); ·and· a . 
concluding chapter reviewing the various 
contributions of Dr. Shepherd. 

Contributors are. esteemed practitioners 
. ·of the craft, mostly. British but with a Continental 

European and North American presence as well. 
Given the small size of the pool of contributors, 
it should come as no· surprise that there cJl'e 
overlaps between the book reviewed above (the 
Cooper/Helgason volume also reviewed in this 

· issue of DSQ) and this one. For example, both 
books include· chapters by Sartorius on 
·schizophrenia, Cooper on late-life dementia, and 
Williams on tranquilizer use, though the versions 
presented here emphasize more ,than' prevention. 

This volume contains ·many _useful 
literature reviews, and fewer reports of single 
research studies than· the Cooper/Helgason · 
volume. · Readers eager to learn more about how 
epidemiologic ·m~thods have been applied, to 
psychiatric disorders would benefit fro~ the clear 
chapters written by Kramer on biostatistics, 
Goldberg on. screening, Wing on schizophrenic 
psychoses, and Cooper on dementia. · The . 
relationship between clinical psychiatry and 
epidemiologic psychiatry has been one of 
. Shepherd's particular concerns, and this 
. relationship is illustrated quite well in a chapter· 
on categorizing anxiety disorders by Klerman and 
Weissman. Other thought-provoking pie~s 
include an evaluation by Corney and Murray of 
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social interventions to treat meqtal illness, a 
review byJablensky on the WHO studies of 
schizophrenia, and a cross-cultural review by 
Mari et al. of defming. and identifying 

· psychopathology. One wishes these could have 
beeir longer, though they serve to introduce the 
reader to the controversies and the literature .. 

'This volume is true to it$' title, containing 
chapt~rs that give fairly detailed reviews of many 
different ·aspects of psychiatric epidemiology. It 
is written well, provides comprehensive · 
bibliograpl;lies; and will be useful to any 
professional interested in learning· more about 
the field. (James: Trosile, Harvard Institute .for 
International Development)~, '· · 

Barbara Altman 
Agency for Health Care Policy 

Rockville, MD · 

Since the last edition of the DSO a 
wonderful new book/report arrived on my desk 
that I would like to share with you. It is a· 
catalogue of databases and pertinent info.rmation 
about those databases that ·was developed by Abt 
Associates for the Multiple Sclerosis Society .. 
The specific purpose of the book was. to · 
document relevant databases for research .. on 
multiple sclerosis, but the result is a volume that 
should be equally useful for researchers in ·the · 

· field of Disability Studies. The catalogue 
contains more than 100 health databases and 
provides information on· the content of the 
databases,. time frame,. population, sampling. 
procedures, sample size, technical information on 
the questionnaires, and how· and where you can 
obtain the public use data tapes. In all it is quite 
a comprehensive source of_information on data 
that may be relevant to disability questions. 

As.an example of the breadth of material · 
included in this catalogue, it contains. references 
to databases with information on general health 
and health care, general hospital care, 
rehabilitation services, long term care and 
administrative and health care services claims 
. data (from such sources as. Social Security, 
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Medicaid, Medicare, Veterans Administration 
and other government and private organizational 
entities). While the central focus is on· databases 
that contain persons with MS, the authors have 
been good enough to include information on 
other databases, without information on persons 
with MS, that they gathered. in the process of 
developing this catalogue~ Tables, charts. and 
appendices are also used in organizing the 
extensive material available in this cat~ogue ~d 
they .go a long way in making the material easily 
accessible. Along with all the information on the 
database itself, the listings also include relevant 
publications from the organizations who· hold the 
databases. 

Although the catalogue is not 
immediately available, the. Multiple Sclerosis 
Society is currently negotiating with publishers to 
produce larger quantities. .If you are interested · 
i1:1, obtaining a copy when it _is published, please , · 
contact: Robert Enteen, Ph.D., National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society, 733 Third Avenue, New York, 
NY 10017-3288, (Phone, 212-986-3240) 

· This address will be applicable after 
· Jam~ary 1, 1992. 

Data Banking System. 

The next item I want to report to you is 
about ·a Data Bank that has been in operation 
for about ten years now. It is the National Data 
Bank for Disabled Student Services that is run by 
'Bill Scales at the University of Maryland. The 
· Data Bank is run on a system that is very similar 
to a regular bank. When you make a deposit ( of : 
information from your university) you can make 
a withdrawal· (use that the data has been · 

I. collected· from disabled student services offices 
around the country). Great concept, don~t you· . 

. think. 
The bank cycle begins each fall .when a 

letter goes out to previous participants and 
interested newcomers. Each year the previous 
year's survey is updated. Suggestions for new . 
items submitied by the participants are · 
considered for inclusion. About · 
half.of the items·each year are new which keeps 
the data timely; but the other. half are fixed, 
creating a longitudinal picture. . The survey is S 
to. 6 pages in length and all material but the last 
three· items are key· punchable. Those last items 
seek to find out a.bout innovative practices that 

have been used successfully in disabled student 
service offices and suggestions for questions for. 
the following ye~. 

Surveys are mailed out in October and 
returned·by January. By early spring, the data is 
ready to go back to the participants. Participants 
are· able to identify their own data but cannot 
identify data that which belongs to any. other 
participants. Comparisons can be made based on 

. factors like size, amount of budget, and other 
university characteristics. Iii- orderto have· access 
to th~ data, your university must. be a registered 
member of the bank," at an annual cost of $20.00 
per participating institution, and return the 
annual survey thereby adding to. the database~ If 
you are not involved.with the Disabled Student 
Services Office at your university, you may want 
to make that contact and thereby develop access 
to this data. For further information write to 
Dr. Bill Scales, DSS Data Bank, Room 0126 
Shoemaker Hall,· University of Maryland, College 
Park, MD 20742. 

Are YOU.on the List 

As a final item this issue, I want to 
recommend that you get on the mailing list of 
one or µ1ore agencies that produce data'.- . 
informatioµ on health and/or· disability r~lated 
issues. It is very difficult to keep up with all the 
material that 'is available and more is constantly 
in the pipeline. If you are on the mailing list ( at 
no cost) you will automatically receive . 
publications and information as it is released and 
save yourself the effort of finding it or writing 
for it. ·nie following are addresses of the 
information dissemination offices of three 
agencies who have extensive publications and 
information which you may find ·useful: Scientific 
and Technical Information Branch,.National 
Center ·for Health Statistics, Presidential 
Building, 6S25 Belcrest Road, .Room 1064, ·· 
Hyattsville, MD 20782, (Phone 301-436-8S00) 
(Ask for the Catalog of Publications to start) 
Agency for Health Care PQlicy and Research, 
Publications and Information Branch, 2101 East 
Jefferson Street, Rockville, MD 208S2, (Phone 
301-443-4100). (Address as of January l; 1992; 
also ask to get on mailing list for funding 
announcements if you are. interested). Office of 
Research and Statistics, Social Security 
Administration, Room 209, Van Ness Centre, 
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4301 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C. . 
20008, ·(Phone 202-282-7138). (Ask for the· 1991 
SSA Research and Statistics Publication Catalog). 

I have had comments from a few readers 
on the initial c;olumn and will share the ideas and 
suggestions· here, in the future. In the 
meanwhile, I'd like to .hear·from more of you as 
to your need, ideas, or suggestions for improving 
and expanding disability research. I'd. also like to 
do .a column, soon, about" the kinds of research 
that is already in progress.. Please· take a few 
minutes to share, a brief synopsis of your, current 
project and some key technical details about . 
population, sample size, and so forth. ·. Also tell 
me if you are willing to share your data with 
,other researche~ or to work out some type of 
collaboration. My address. is 14608 Melinda 
Lane, Rockville, MD .208S3. 

ADA available in four formats. The 
Americans with Disabilities Act is being qffered 
in braille, flexible disk, cassette, and large type. 
The first copy is free, and additional copies are 
available for the following prices: braille"'. $19.80, 
·flexible disk - 6S cents, cassette - 7S cents, large 
type - $7.20. Write .to the American Printing 
House for the Blind, Inc., P.O. Box 608S, · 
Louisville, Kentucky 40206-008S; (S02) 89S-240S. 
The ADA is also distributed by the National 
Library Service for the Blind and Physicdy 
Handicapped. · · 

ADAMHA Institutes Movin& to NIH. 
Plans are underway to move the research 
components of the three institutes that make up 
the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health 
Administration (ADAMHA) into the National 

· Institutes of Health (NIH). · Initial plans had 
called for the N atioilal Institute of Mentai 
Health (NIMH) to rejoin the organization from 
which it had split some 2S years ago and for the 

· National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and. 
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse 8lld 
Alcoholism (NIAAA) to stay behind. However, 
this plan was changed to the current one which 
moves the research· components of all three · 

institutes to NIH and leaves their ~rvice 
programs in a new agency named ·ADAMHSA. 
The plan must yet be approved by Congress, but 
this appears likely: Frederick Goodwin, currently 
the administrator of ADAMHA, has been named . 
·head of the NIMH. 

AIDS and Anthropology Research 
Group (AARG.). This committee has about 130 
members, meets biannually at the AAA and 
SfAA meetings and publishes a quarterly 
newsletter, updated membership lists,. special 
· publications and paper abstracts. AARG also 
sponsors scholarly sessions and roundtables at 
national and regional meetings. The primary: 
goal of the group is to promote· information 
sharing and the use· of anthopology in 
interdisciplinary and policy contexts concerned 
with AIDS~ Ralp~ 1Bolton (Dept. of 
Anthropology, Pomona College, Caremont, CA 
91711) is the chair. · 

Resources on the American with·· 
Disabilitie~ Act (ADA). Easter Seals is offering 
the following brochures for·40 cents each: 'The 
Fair Housing Amendments Act;" "The Air 
Carrier Access Act," "Tips for Disability 

. Awareness," and "Tips for Portraying People with 
Disabilities in the Media." Also available are: 

. "The ADA Checklist," a 14-page booklet that 
contains information to help businesses conform 
·to the ADA requirements ($1.40 each);."Part of 
the. Team;" a .17-minute videotape that outlines. 
successful working. relationships·· between 
employers and employees with disabilities ($15 
for VHS tape); and "The Workplace Workbook," 
a guide to assistive technology and other 
accommodations in the workplace ($32 each). 
To order, send a check or moriey order to ADA 
:Resources, National Easter·Seal Society, 70'East . 
Lake Street, Chicago, IL 60601. Discounts are 
available for disability' organizations. 

Anthropology and Bioethics Committee. 
This committee was formed in 1989 with the . 
goals of promoting examination of questions of 
bioethia; from an anthropological perspective, 
situating bioethics with a broader sociocultural 
framework, studying the emerging field of 
bioethics, and discussing methodological issues 
concerning empirical research on bioethics~ The 
committee sponsors sessions at the ·AAA 
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meeting, and publishes both the Anthropology ILRU, 3400 Bissonnet, Suite 101, Houston, TX 
and Bioethics Newsletter (4 times a year) and an 77005; (713) 666-6244 .. Please specify 1991. · 
annual directory to foster networking. Betty 
Wolder Levin (Dept. of Health and. Nutritional Disabled People in International 
Science, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, NY 11210) Development, published 1991 _by the Coalition of 
and Patricia Marshall (Medical Humanities Provincial Organizations of the Handicapped, 
Program, Loyola University Medical Center, 2160 #926-294 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
S First Avenue, Maywood, IL 60153) are co- R3C 0B9 Canada, 69 pp., free of charge. The 
chairs. Coalition of Provincial Organizations of the 

Handicapped (COPOH) is the Canadian member 
·C.OmpuServe Magazine is published organization of Disabled Pef?ples' International. 

monthly in the U.S. by CompuServe, Inc., 5000 This booklet is intended to create an increasing 
Arlington Center Blvd., Columbus, OH 43220. awareness of disabled persons in the 
(614) 457-8600, 70003, 3731). Anyone with ·a develop~ent process for both the disabled 
computer and a modem can sign up with · persons community and non-governmental: ...,... · 
CompuServe and access its various bulletin organizations involved in international 
boards and services. O1;1e of the boards has the . development.. 
program for using a ~ouse as a printer for 
typing in word processors. The program is free The Research and Training Center or 
and can be downloaded by any user into ·his/her . · Access to Rehabilitation and Economic · 
own computer. European Offices: United Opportunity of Howard University has_ published 
Kingdom 15/16 Lower Park Row, P.O. Box 676, the monograph, Disability Prevalence· and 
Bristol B 899 1 YN (0800 289 458 inside UK free, Demogrc!Phic Association Among Race/Ethnic 
(44) 272 255111, outside UK); Germany: Minority Populations in the United States: 
CompuServe GM6H, Jahnstrasse 2, D~8025 Implications for the 21st Century. Copies are 
Unterhaching Munich (0130-4643, Support free available for $10 each, including postage. To 
phone within Germany; 155 3179, free phone order, send a check payable to Howard · · 
inside Switzerland; ( 49) 89-66550 .. 222, outside University to Dr. Sylvia Walker, director;· Center · 
Switzerland & Germany; CompuServe user ID · for the Study of Handicapped Children & Youth, 
number 70006,101). 2900 Van Ness Street, N.W., Washington, DG 

20008. 
Critical Anthropology of Health Caucus 

(CAHC). This is a loosely ~nit group of medical The Disability Statistics Compendium-·~ 
anthropoligists who share an interest in a (ST/ESA/Ser~Y/4), prepared by the United 
political economy of health, bridging macro- Nations Statistical Office for publication in 1990, 
micro levels in medical anthropology, provides 350 pages of detailed national data for 
decolonization and demedicalization of medical 55 countries covering 12 major demographic and 
(health!) anthropology, "studying up" health care socio-economic topics concerning disability, 
systems, the relationship of class to medical including age, sex, residence, marital status, 
culture, and the medical anthropology of women. educational attainment, economic activity,~ of 
CAHC meets annually at the AAA meeting and living arrangements, household characteristics, 
sponsors scholarly sessions, presents the Rudolph causes of impairment. and special aids used by 
Virchow prize yearly to the published paper that disabled persons. A comprehensive· overview 
best advances the perspective of critical medical describing the goals and concepts of national 
anthropology and is compiling a bibliography of practices, summary tables and graphics are also 
CAHC-relevant material for classroom use. provided. Available from United Nations 
Kenyon Stebbins (Dept. of Soc. and Anth. U. Publications, Room DC2-08S3, New York, NY 
West Virginia, Morgantown, WV 26506) is the 10017, USA for $15. 
current chair. 

Effects of Armed Conflict on Women 
The Directory·of Independent Living and Children: Relief and Rehabilitation in War 

Programs may be purchased for $8.50 from Situations, Vol. 10, Issues 2-3~ 1991 summarizes 
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the site visits carried out by the RI/UNICEFfSP 
at the reque$t of UNICEF to assess the extent 
and types of physical trauma and rehabilitative 
services available to children and women living in 
situations of armed conflict. Site investigations 
were conducted in Angola, Mozambique, El 
Salvador, Nicaragua and among the disabled 
Afghan refugees living in camps in Pakistan 
during the second half of 1989. Available ,from 
RI for $10 to cover postage and handling. 
Edited by Nora Groce, PhD. 

The Eyes of the Mind by Peter B. 
Putnam, PHD., a brief history of Recording for 
the Blind, has been printed as a·booklet. Dr. 

. Putnam, an author .and historian, is a borrower 
and a director emeritus o.f RFB's national board 
of directors. Copies may be obtained free of 
charge by calling or writing the Public Affairs 
Department, RFB, 20 Roszel Road, Princeton, 
New Jersey 08540, · ( 609) 452-0606, est .. 288. A 
recorded version, read by Bronson Tweedy, a 
former chairman of RFB's national board and 
longtime volunteer in the Washington, D.C. unit 
is also available.· 

. Forging a New Era: The 1990 Reports 
on People with Developmental Disabilities, 
published 1990 by the National Association of 
Developmental Disabilities Councils, 1234 
Massachusetts aVenue, N.W., Suite 103, 
Washington, DC 20005, USA 225 pp.,.Executive 

··Summ~·$6, Compilation $20, Appendix $35, 
Entire set· $50. The compilation volume is a 
collection of the policy barriers identified and 
recommendations made by Developmental 
Disabilities Councils pursuant to the 1987 
requirements in the Developmental Disabilities 
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act. Chapters 
include: supports; education and learning; work; 
income; home; health; transportation; and civil 
reights and empowerment. It discusses meeting 
the needs of people currently un-and under-
served and includes implications for 
policymakers. 

The Hesperian Foundation announces 
the second· edition of the Listing of 
Organizations Working With Persons With 

· Disabilities in Developing Countries. With the 
assistance of our readers and the work of Rob 
Rosenfeld. the listing has grown from 1475 

organizations to 2585 organizations. It includes 
both groups based in developing countries and 
groups from developed countries that are 
addressing the needs of persons with disabilities 

. living in the Third World. The list is available by 
country, by continent, or in its entirety, and is 
divided into non-governmental and governmental 
organizations. It is also available on the 
following Data-Base formats: Paradox, Q&A, D-
Base II; III, or IV, DIF-Files, and ASCII. 

The intention of this list is to increase 
communication among organizations and 
individuals in developing countries both to 
contact organizations in Europe and North 
America for help in transferring technologies and , 
acquiring funding and resources, and to share 
knowledge and resources among themselves. 
The complete listing is now available for $15.00, 
or by requested continent for $4.00 ·each, or on 
3.5 or 5.25. disc at $15.00 a copy. The poor 
country price for the entire resource is $10.00. If 
you are aware of an organization that belongs on 
this list, please send a brief description, the· 
address, and. the name of a contact person to the 
Hesperian Foundation. The Hesperian 
Foundation, P.O. Box 1692, Palo Alto, CA 
94302, U.S.A. 

Illness. Crises & Loss - a new journal. 
Aims: Loss ·of health with impairment of physical 
or mental function represents an intensely 
traumatic experience that everyone must face .at 
one time or another, either personally or as a 
family member. The loss associated with life-
threatening illness and/or death is overwhelming 
and demands expert therapeutic skill to provide 
comfort to the mind, body, and soul of all 
concerned. Unfortunately the methods ·used to 
accomplish these objectivesw are not clearly 
defined and much rem.ains to be learned about 
dealing with crises precipitated by illness. 

The focus of Illness. Crises & Loss is to 
provide such a forum, presenting viewpoints that 
might not find an outlet in more structured 
journals. Each issue will contain: Forum: Views 
and opinions of readers .and invited authorities, 
especially about timely subjects and debatable 
issues. Essays: One or two stimulating articles 
per issue about topics of broad· interest, but not 
research findings or results of studies. Ideas and 
Innovations: Clinical applications, suggestions, 
resources. Vignettes: Short stories with clinical 
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relevance. Research Notes: Brief research 
reports and preliminary results of studies. Case 
Histories: Valuable lessons learned from clinical 
experiences. Book Reviews: Essays on new books 
of multidisciplinary interest. Interviews: 
Discussion with experts and persons in the news 
about current issues and events. Abstract: 
Reports from the literature of different 

· disciplines. Legislative News: Brief notes about 
pertinent legislation and court cases. Creative 
Arts: Art literature, and poetry pertaining to the 
caring professions. Questions and Answers: 
·Prominent authorities respond to readers' 
questions. ~ghts and Responsibilities: Rights 
issues pertinent to the helping professions. 
Organizational Matters: Activities of professional 
organizations, call for papers, and calendar. of 
events. People and Positions: Academic and 
clinical appointments, job changes, awards, ~d 
positions available. 

Editor is Elizabeth J. Qark, Director of 
Patient Services at Albany Medical Personnel. 
Subscription rates ... $30 per individual, $52 per 
year institutions, outside U.SA add $12. For 
more information: The Charles Press, Publishers, 
P.O. Box 15715, Philadelphi~ PA 19103; (215) 

.925-3995. 

A list of publications of The Institute for 
Rehabilitation and Disability Management is 
available from the Washington Business Group 
on Health, 777 North Capitol St., N .E. Suite 800, 
Washington, D.C~ 20002. 

The Journal of Qinical Ethics. 107 East 
Church Street, Frederick, MD 21701-9786; (800) 
654-8188. Edmwid G. Howe, Editor-in-Chief. 
The journal: Identifies and examines the 
theoretical and practical issues that will shape 
and direct clinical medicine tomorrow and for 
years to come. Combines quantitative empirical 
· research with philosophical and legal analysis. 
Actual cases are discussed-and resolved·against 
the background of competing treatment options 
and differences in professional perspectives. 
Provides an analysis of the latest developments in case law-and the iinpact on decision making and 
patient care. Special sections provide in-depth 
discussions and analysis on emerging issues~ 

The Journal of Mental Health 
Counseling offers a unique combination of 

practice, theory, and research in one journal. 
Each issue includes discussions on current theory 
and research in the field of mental health 
counseling, and - in clear, concise terms -
explains its relevance to the practitioner. 
Regular features include: 

• Practice: Accounts of oounseling 
. experiences, ethical dilemmas, 

credentialing, innovative techniques, 
and trends in marketing, financing, 
managing, and evaluating mental ·health 
practices. . 

• Theory: The expansion, refinement, 
and development of counseling, 
prevention, and consultation theories ..: . 

• Research: Traditional empirical 
. articles, as well. as papers on the 
application of research methodology 
and statistics to the practice of mental 
health counseling. ·:, ., 

• Professional Exchange: In this series of 
brief reports, mental health practition-

. ers, academics, and administrators 
share innovative ideas and observations 

· that help advance the practice and 
science of.mental health counseling. 

Counseling and therapy. Among the topics 
JMHC frequently addresses are;· Adults,· 
Substance Abuse, Adolescents, Marriage and 
Family, Children, Training and Prevention, 
Mental Health, Employee Assistance Programs. 

Coming January 1992: Women's Health Issues. 
Article highlights; Stress and Single Professional 
Women; Eating Disroders; Infertility; Midlife 
Women and Menopause; Birthmothers; Chronic 
Disease m:· Wome.n;· Early Widowhood~ Health, 
Wellness and Gender. . 
Submit manuscripts to: Dr. Lawrence Gerstein, 
Editor, Journal of Mental Health Counseling,. 
Ball State University, Departmen:t of Counseling 
Psychology, Muncie, IN 47306. Subscription 

· information: SAGE Publications, Inc., P.O. Box 
5084, Newbury Park, CA 91359. 

International Sociological Association. 
The Research Committee on the Sociology of · 
Aging (RCSA) of the ISA has as its goal to 
encourage research of high quality on aging 
within and between countries. It engages in a 
number of activities to fulfill this purpose, 
including organizing the sessions of the Sociology 
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of Aging at the ISA. meetings; sponsoring 
international seminars on topics of theoretical, 
methodological, or substantive importance; 
international training seminars; publication of 
matters of importance; in the sociological 
research area of aging; developing an 
international roster of sociologists of aging; and 
fostering the exchange of information through its 
newsletter and research 00,mmittee meetings. · 
Membe~hip is open to all members of natioµal 
sociological societies, members of research 
institutes affiliated with the ISA, research-
oriented members of national and international 
organizations on aging as well as non-affiliated 
individual scholars. Annual dues are· $S.00 ($3.00 
for students). For more information about 
RCSA, including registrat.ion for the Inter-
Congress Meeting of the RCSA, June 17-191 

1992, Stockholm, Sweden, write to: Neena 
Chappell, Centre on Aging, University of 
Manitoba, Winnepeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T 
2N2. . 

The NAIL Newsletter is the official 
publication of the National Association for 
Independent Living. NAIL is a non-pro!it 
organization dedicated to improving the quality 
of life for people with disabilities. Published 
quarterly (June, September, December and : 
March). Notice .of change of address shoul.d be 
sent,. along with the old mailing label, to NAIL at 
least eight weeks prior to moving. State and 

· local chapters are encouraged to submit items for 
publication, suggestions and recommendations to: 
Carol Wilson, Editor NAIL Newsletter, P.O..Box-
1138, Oxford, MS 3865S; (601) 234-6086. 

Observational Research Software. With 
Observe Software for the Macintosh computer 
you can perform "stream of behavior" coding of 
counts; durations, event sequences, behavioral 

· states, and latencies. Enter codes using the 
Macintosh keyboard, or a Tandy 110/102 · 
portable; includes automated agreement checks 
between or within observers. Gives detailed 
printouts from the built-in analysis options or 
generate output files on disk for use by Excel 
and others. Contact: Observe Softwar~, Dept. 
TN, 32 Merritt Drive, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648-
3175. 

Proceedings of the 5th European 

Regional Conference of Rehabilitation 
International, pui,lished in 1990 and available for 
US $7S from National Rehabilitation Board, 25 
Qyde Road, Dublin 4, Ireland. This 725 page 
softcover volume presents papers from over 200 
speakers who participated in the Conference, 
held May 20-25, 1990 in Dublin, Ireland. 
Conference sessions underlined the trend toward 
disability policies responsive to labor market 
demands as well as to "equalization of 
opportunity" programs for people with 
disabilities. 

Research bibliography available: An up-
to-date bibliographic search of.research articles: 
on self-help groups and social support of 
psychology, social work and sociology abstracts · 
plus ERIC-was done by the National Project on 
Self-Help Gro1,Jps. The references were entered 
on atation software:by Oberon, which fits Word 
Perfect 5.1 word processing software. 
Researchers can obtain a copy of the disc by 
sending a stamped, self-addressed disc mailer and 
formatted diskette. A printout of the references 
is available for cost of xeroxing and postage · 
($4.00). Contact: Thomasina Borkman, 
Department of Sociology, George Mason 
University, Fairfax, VA 22030. . 

Resources for Rehabilitation announces 
publication of two new resource guides designed 
to help people with disabilities and chronic 
conditions· function independently· and keep · 
working. 

Resources for People with Disabilities 
and Chronic Conditions is a comprehensive 
directory with information on rehabilitation and 
legislation that affects people with disabilities. 
Included are chapters on spinal ·cord injuries, low 
back pain,. diabetes, multiple sclerosis, hearing 
and speech impairments, vision impairment and 
blindness, and epilepsy. Each chapter includes 
information about the disease or condition; 
psychological aspects; professional service 
providers; environmental adaptations; plus 
descriptions of organizations, publications, and 
equipment that enable people with disabilities 
and chronic conditions to retain the maximum 
level of independence possible. Special 
information for children and youth is also 
included. The price is $44.95 plus $5.00 shipping 
and handling. 
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Meeting, the Needs of Employees with 
Disabilities provides the information that 
employers and. counselors need to help people 
with disabilities retain or obtain employment. 
Information on government programs and laws, 
financing adaptive equipment, training programs, 
environmental adaptations, supported 
employment, ·and the transition from school to 
work is included. Chapters on mobility, vision, 
and hearing and speech impairments describe , 
environmental adaptations, products, and services ' 
that enable employers to accommodate the needs. 

,· of people with disabilities. The price is $42.95 
plus $5.00 shipping and handling. 

Resources for Rehabilitation alsp 
publishes Resources for Elders with Disabilities 
· (large print) and the Living with Low Vision 
Series. For a complete list of publications, 
contact Resources for Rehabilitation, 33 Bedford 
Street, Suite 19A, Lexington, MA 02173; phone 
(617) 862-6455. · 

The Northwestern University Medical 
School, Chicago, Illinois has established a 
Resource Unit for Prosthetic/Orthotic 
Information and Education. The Resource Unit 
maintains a data base of publications and service · 
organizations· and answers via a telephone help-
line and by mail. There is no charge for their 
services. The Resource Unit also publishes a 
quarterly newsletter and welcomes articles and 
advertisements. Deatils: Project Director, 
Resource Unit, Northwestern University, 345 
East Superior St., Room 1441, Chicago, IL 60611 
USA; Tel: 312-908-6~24. . 

Return to Work by Design: Managing 
the Human and Financial Costs of Disability, 
Gene Dent, Martin-Dinnison Press, 3633 Stone 
River Circle, Stockton, CA 94209-3146,.USA, 
111 pp., $28. Ai~ed primarily at a corporate 
audience, the author says corporations, which 
foot 40% of the USA's trillion dollar annual 
medical bill, can save themselves grief and money 
by helping solve the non-medical complications 
of disability. The book explores the psychology 
of disability, suiveys top corporate disability 
management programs, and tells how to set up a 
disability management program. The volume 
includes practitioner's· tips on how to approach 
delayed recovery disability cases, and includes a 
workers' compensation primer as background 

information, sample forms, a resource guide and 
specific cost containment tips. 

The Seaton Foundation's mission is to 
improve the quality of lif~ of individuals with 
neurobehavioral disabilities. Neurobehavioral 
disabilities include social, emotional or 
intellectual behavior which affect an individual's 
ability to function in society. These disabilities 
include brain injury, mental illness, 
developmental disabilities and related brain-based 
disorders. Through research, education and 
training, the Foundation provides resources to 
individuals, families and professionals interested 
in neurobehaviroal rehabilitation.~ , · 

The National Neurobehavioral Resource 
Center (NNRC) is a1specialty library established 
to disseminate information concerning all aspects 
of neurobehavioral disabilities. 

The NNRC·library collection was 
compiled by an advisory panel of nationally 
recognized specialists and includes the most 
current information on subjects ranging from · 
vocational training and independent living to 
behavior management and long-term care. In 
addition to lending books and other reference 
materials, the NNRC provides valuable hbrary 

. services such as computerized literature searches, · 
professional research services and interlibrary 
loans, NNRC services are part of Seaton 
Foundation's membership privileges. For more 
information write: National Neurobehaviotal 
Resource Center, A Program of. The Seaton,... 
Foundation, 1700 Ranch Road lZ Suite C, San 
Marcos, Texas 78666-2502; (512) 353-8830 Fax 
(512) 396-3842. 

A number of journals regularly feature 
articles on self-help group research. These 
include the American Journal of Community 
Psychology, Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector 
Quarterly, Social Science and Medicine, Social 
Work with Groups and the American Journal of 
Orthospsychiatry. The past decade.has seen a 
major. increase in the amount of research done 

, on the subject, and the beginning of an 
infrastructure for research in the area. 

Two professional societies, the Society 
for Community Research and Action (Division 
27, Community Psychology of the American 
Psychology Association) and the Association for 
Research on Nonprofit Organizations and 
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Voluntary Action (ARNOVA), regularly include 
sessions on self-help group research. Contact 
Greg Meissen, Self-Help Network of Kansas, 
Wichita State University, Box 34, Wichita, KS 
67205 for further information on Division 27 
interest groups. 

Social Justice (A Journal of Crime, 
Conflict & World Qrder) has two recently . 
published issues. To order either "Criminality, 
Imprisonment, and Women's Rights in the 
.1990's" or "Feminism and the Social Control of· 
Gender", contact Suzie Dod Thomas, Promotion 
Director, P.O. Box 40601, San Franci~, CA 
94140. Fax: (415) 528-4731. 

Social Security Programs Throughout the 
World - 1989, Research Report #62, published 
1990,by the US. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Social Se<:llrity Administration 
·office of International Policy, and available for 
$18 from Superintendent of Documents, 
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 
20402.:9325, USA, 291 pp. The principal features 
of 145 countries and territories are summarized 
in chart form and the introduction discusses 
concepts, and practice. 

Sociologists' AIDS Network [SAN] is 
compiling a directory of coll(Ses social scientists 
have taught (or are planning to teach).on AIDS. 
We would like to be able to help people who are 

· ·interested in teaching courses in this area. It 
takes time to develop a good syllabus and to 
keep up with the literature. Our directory would . 
make it possible for people to get in touch with 
each other informally for ideas and help. Please 
send information about your course ( title, class 
size, name and nature of institution, how often 
taught, comments on student interest, etc) to 
Teresa G. Labov, Dept. of Sociology, 371.8 
.Locust Walk, U. Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 
19104-6299; Bitnet IABOV @ PENNDRLS. 

Timberlake, Andrea, Lynn. Weber 
Cannon, Rebecca F. Guy and Elizabeth 
Higginbotham (eds). Women of Color and 
Southern Women: A Bibliography of Social 
Science Research 1975 to 1988. Annual 
Supplement, 1990. Memphis, TN: Center for 
Research on Women, Memphis State University. 
Contains.over 900 unique citations to social 

science r~search from a wide variety of disciplines 
. under the topics of: culture, education, 
employment, f~y; health, and political 
activism/social movements. Of ~pecial interest 
this year is the addition of non-print media 
listings and more citations to Native American 
research. Order from Memphis State University, 
Memphis, TN 38152. (901) 678-2770. $17.00 for 
volume plus $10.00 for 1990 supplement. 

. Reading Packets mi selected topics in 
biomedical ethics are available from the . 
University of.Minnesota's Center for Biomedical 
Ethics. ·These introductory packets include an 
overview of the central issues, a. forecast of 
unfolding questions, key articles, additional 
reading materials, and a bibliography. They are 
updated periodically and are intended for a wide 
audience 9f scholars, journalists, students,· 
legislators, and interested laypersons. Topics 
include: Organ Transplantation; Withholding or 
Withdrawing Artificial Nutrition and Hydration; 
Tennination of Treatment of Adults; Distributing 
Limited Health Care Resources; Resuscitation 
Decisions; The Determination of Death; 
Individual Responsibility for Health. Packets are · 
$3.00 each. To order, please make checks 
payable to the Biomedical Ethics Center Fund 
and send to: Center for Biomedical Ethics, 
-µniversity of Minnesota, Box 33 UMHC, 420 
Delaware Street, SE, Minneapolis, MN '55455. 

Workers and Workplace: A Reference,. 
Manual, published 1989 by Canadian 
Rehabilitation Council for the Disabled (CRCD), 
45 Sheppard Ave. E., Suite 801, Toronto, 
Ontario, M2N 5W9 Canada, 175 pp., US $8.50, 
plus $3.00 postage. This .manual, furnished to 
delegates at the 4th Canadian Congress of 
Rehabilitation hosted by CRCD in 1989, provides. 
background and references in tbe area of 
employment. .The manual follows the conference 
program covering the following interest areas: 
human rights and employn;ient equity; 
stereotyping and self imag~; education and skills 
development; environmental and social barriers 
to work; work and .workplace: broadening the 
definition; and quality of life. Also included are. 
sections on: resources for employers; resources 
for employees; information on CRCD; outline of 
congress film and video festival; and abstracts 
from the. congress. 
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An Annotated Bibliography of Selected 
Disability Studies Publications in 1991, Compiled 
by, David Pfeiffer, Suffolk University, Boston, 
MA 02108-2770. 

Bishop, John H.; Kang, Suk. ApPilying for 
Entitlements: Employers 'and the 
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. Journal of 
·Policy Analysis and Management, 1991, 
10 (1): 24-45. 
Finds information costs for employers 
are a barrier to .participating in the 
program and that cost-effectiveness is 
low because of stigma and high recruit-

. ment costs. Notable because it supports 
Bishop's earlier fmding that -government 
job programs for disadvantaged persons 
entails stigma. 

Braddock, David; Fujiura, Glenn. Politics, Public 
Policy, and the Development of 
Community Mental Retardation Services 
in the United States. American Journal 
on Mental Retardation, 1991, 95 (4, 
January): 369-87. 
Using the community services.compo-
nent of the 1989 third national Study of 
Public Spending for Mental Retardation 
and Developmental Disabilities to test a 
model of spending for community 
services spending, the authors found that 
strength of state consumer advocacy 
organizations along with the states' 
history of adopting policies regarding 

· racial equality were highly significant 
predictors of state differences in 
community spending patterns. 

Burgdorf, k, Robert L. The Americans with 
Disabilities Act: Analysis and 
Implications of a Second-Generation 
Civil Rights Statute. Harvard Civil 
Ri&hts, Civil Liberties Law Review, 
1991, 26: 413-522. 
An excellent and important review and 
discussiQn of the civil rights statute for 

' persons with ,disabilities by the· primary 

author of the legislation. 

Dempsey, Paul Stephen. The Civil Rights of the 
Handicapped in Transportation: the 
Americans with Disabilities Act and 
Related Legislation. Transportation Law 
Journal, 1991; 19 (2): 309-33 .. 
A review of the major statutes and 
regulations concerning accessible 
transportation and the associated costs. 

Grande, Carolyn G.; Oseroff~ Andrew. Special 
Education Planning in Jails? Journal of 
Offender Rehabilitation, 1991, 16(3-4): 
103-111. 
Discusses education services available in 
jail. and the way special education 
services can be provided. Offers a plan 
to start a comprehensive prerelease 
program· for emotionally disturbed and 
learning disabled offenders. 

Ikels, Charlotte.· Aging and Disability in· China: 
Cultural Issues in Measurement and 
Interpretation. Social Science and 
Medicine, 1991, 32 (6): 649-665. 
Using data from Canton from 1987-88 (n 
= 200), the author discusses disability-·,. 
among elderly persons including coping 
strategies. It was found that most 
families depend upon medical coverage 
obtained .through labor force 
participation and that most care was, 
provided by families .. 

Kerns, Wilmer L.; Glanz, Milton P. Private Social 
Welfare Expenditures, 1972-88. Social 
Security Bulletin,. February 1991, 54(2): 
2-11. 
From 1972 to 1988 expenditures for 
social welfare in the private sector grew 
from $93.2 billion to $601.2 billion, a 
545% increase. The growth in terms of 
the Gross National Product was from 
7.7%" to 12.3%. In the public sector 
expenditures for social welfare (income 
maintenance programs, social services, 
health, and education) grew from 16.6% 
to 18.5%. Total social welfare 
expenditures (public and private) in 1988 
was $1.S trillion. 
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Lavelle, Lisa A. The Duty to Accommodate: 
Will Title I of the Americans· wjth · 
Disabilities Act Emancipate Individuals 
with Disabilities Only to Disable· Small 
Businesses? Notre Dame i..aw Review, : 
1991 66 ( 4):113S-94. 
A pessimistic discussion of the ADA 
stressing the problems which small 
businesses might face~ 

McFarlin, Dean B. Integ,.-ating the Disabled into. 
the Work Force: a ~urvey of Fortune 
500 Company Attitudes and :Practices. 
Employee Responsibilities and Rights 
Journal, June 1991, 4:107-23. · 
An interesting discussion of the 
companies hiring ~d accommodation 
practices. 

Nosse, Larry J.; Gavin, Kenneth J.'Influence of 
· Direct Contact on College Students' 
Attitude· Toward Adults with Mental 
Handicaps. College Student Journal, 
June 1991, 25 (2): 201-206. 
Another contribution to the controversy 
whether contact with persons with 
disabilities will change attitudes toward 
them. This sample of 31 college 
students were given pre and post 
experience tests. They had volunteered 
to house, feed, and entertain 13 mentally 
"handicapped" persons along with their 
assistants. The 31 students also· 
participated in organized activities 
suggested by the literature. as creating 
positive attitudes. There .was a control 
group of 23 bqsiness students. Noting 
the adjectives used to ·describe mentally 

< disabled persons, the experimental group 
· had a statistically significant increase in 
positive adjectives and decrease of 
anxiety related adjectives after. the 
experience. 

Pfeiffer, David. The Influence of the 
Socio-Economic Characteristics of 
Disabled People on Their Employment 
Status and Income. Disability, Handicap 
& Society; 1991; 6: 103;.14. 
Using a sample of the Massachusetts 
Disability Community, this article 
.pre~nts a strong argument that class 

· status, not type of severity of a 
disability, is the prime factor 
determining the employment status and 
income of persons with disabilities. 

Pfeiffer, David. MBTA Call-a-Lift Bus Program. 
Transportation Quarterly; April 1991; 
45(2): 243-S8. 
Accessible buses are used in a number of 
mass transit systems to provide 
transportation to all citizens including 
disabled persons. They are also used in 
a number of systems which are in the 
process of becoming completely accessi-
ble. The Massachusetts -Bay Transit 
Authority (MBTA) is one of the latter. 

· Accessible buses were introduced on 
approximately 10% of the MBTA's 
routes in 1982. The MBTA Call-a-Lift 
Bus Program, introduced in 1986, made 
it possible for disabled riders to request 
that an accessible bus be placed on a 
particular route on a particular day on· · 
almost· all of the remaining routes. It is 
reviewed in terms of its characteristics . 
and is compared to other accessible bus 
systems. It is also compared with the 
MBTA's demand-response paratransit 
system, The Ride. Although problems 
still remain, the Program is reoom• 
mended as a way in which to make 
systems partly accessible while converting 
to complete system accessibility. 

Plomin, Robert; ·Rende,. Richard. Human . 
Behavioral Genetics. Annual Review of 
Psychology, 1991, 42: 161-190. 
An update (since.1988) of the implica-
tions of human behavioral geneti~ in the 
three fields of cognitive. abilities and 
disabilities, personality, and psycho· 
pathology. · 
Postol, Lawrence P.; Ka.due, David D. 
An Employer's Guide to the Americans 
with Disabilities Act. Labor Law 
Journal, June 1991, 42: 323-42. 
An extensive discussion of the 
obligations ofemployers. 

Retsinas, Joan. The Impact of Prenatal 
Technology upon Attitudes Toward 
. Disabled Infants. Research in the 
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Sociology of Health Care, 1991, 9: 75.. 
102. 
Existing technology enables parents to 
know about a defective or deformed 
fetus and to be able to abort it. A 
change in attitudes is now seen in that 
the state promotes tesdng· and parents 
feel a responsibility to avoid giving birth 
to a child which will suffer. More 
fetuses will be aborted in the future. 

Sandowski, Carol. Sexual Concerns When Illness 
or Disability Strikes. Springfield: Charles 
C. Thomas, Inc., 1991. 
Easy to read treatment of almost two 
dozen conditions that might have some 
impact on functioµing and relationships. 

Shaller, Elliot H. "Reasonable Accommodation" 
Under the Americans with Disabilities 
Act: What Does It Me~? Employee 
Relations Law Journal, Spring 1991, 16: 
431-51. 

· Discusses the obligations of employers 
. under the ADA. 

Skrtic, Thomas M. The Special Education 
Paradox: Equity as the Way to 
Excellence. Harvard Educational Review, 
May 1991, 61: 148-206. 
A discussion of public school adminis-
tration which proposes collaboration of 
teachers and administrators in order to 
promote new policies. 

Schlesinger, Lynn. "It's Hard Not to Be 
Believed": Pain and Invisibility. Paper 
delivered at the 1991 meeting of the 
Society for the Study of Social Problems. 
Using a sample of 28 women and 7 men 
ages 20-50 who have continuous or 
recurrent musculoskeletal pain, the 
author conducted open ended· interviews 
on pain which is virtually invisible and 
decisions about its management. How 
they perceived themselves and how they 
perceived others saw them were based 
upon their own beliefs of the legitimacy 
of pain and disability. Toe beliefs, 
however, changed over ·time. 

Sobsey, Dick~ et al. Disability, Sexuality, and 

Abuse: An Annotated Bibliography. 
Baltimore: Paul H. Brookes Publishing 
Company, 1991. 
A annotated bibliography of 1200 
references covering many disabilities and 
perspectives with an index. 

Sport and Recreation for the Disabled:.A 
Bibliography. 1984-1989. 
Gloucester, Ontario: Sport Information 
Resource Centre, 1991. · 
Contains over 4000 references to · 
publications on all aspects of sports and 
recreation for persons with disabilities. 

Watson, Sara D. Employment Experiences of 
Cancer Survivors: Implications for Public 
and Private Policy. Compensation and 
Benefits Management, Summer 1991, 7: 
34-41. 
Using data provided by AT&T, extensive 
discussion of the experiences of cancer 
survivors including problems finding 
jobs, the need for accommodation, and 
discrimination from fellow workers . 

Yu, Yeun-chung. Toe Demography of Disability. 
Population Bulletin of the United· 
Nations, 1991, no. 30, pages 61-78. 
An analysis of disability dell}.ographics in 
various countries. · ·' 

Zeitz, Kathleen. Employer Genetic Testing: A 
Legitimate Screening Device or Another 
Method of Discrimination? Labor Law 
Journal, April 1991, 42: 230-38. 
A discussion of the cases brought under · 

· Title VII of the Civil Rights Act along 
with the impact of the Rehabilitation 

. Act of 1973 and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. 

TIIOUGHTS AND REFLECl10NS ON 
PERSONAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES: 
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO PEOPLE 
WITII MENTAL RETARDATION 
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By Julie Ann Raclno, Center on Human Policy, 
Syracuse University, New York State, USA. 

Everybody in this world today needs 
support of one kind or another. People need 
support to go ahead and do things whether this 
support comes from a good ·friend,· parents, a 
social worker or guardian. There is no person so 
independent that they don't need anybody. We 
all need support, but with that support peopie 

. don't want someone' coming in and taking over 
.their lives. 

Michael J. Kennedy, 1990_ 

As eloquently explained by Michael 
Kennedy, who lived over fifteen years of his life 
in institutions, all of us need support, which may 
at times, come in the form of paid services. This 
essay will explore several issues related to 
personal assistance ( also known as support 
services), including the need for further 
discussions directly with people with mental 
retardation about their perspectives a:p.d 
viewpoints. 

This essay draws primarily on our 
experiences in over 25 states .in the US on how 
support services might be- organized to better 
assist people with mental retardation in their 
efforts to lead fulfilling community lives. It 
particularly builds on the relatively new 
perspective that all adults, no matter how severe 
· their disability, can liv~ in typi~ homes in the 
community, if adequate support services (such as 
personal assistance) are made available. 

Generally; I have found that people 
associated with the field of developmental 
disabilities across the US, whether individuals 
with disabilities, family members, direct service 
staff, or administrators often shared one or more 
of the following views regarding personal 
assistance: 

First, many people simply had not heard· 
the term personal assistance. Even if obtaining 
or 11:sing similar types of support services, these 
·services may be described in different langauge 
.(e.g., follow-along staff, come-in staff) and are 
often agency-controlled. Even state and local 
administrators in' the field of mental retardation 
may know relatively little about the generic 
personal assistance system in their states. 

Second, those who know about or who 
use personal assistance, typically view it as a 
service to assist people who have physie3:l 
disabilities with such daily activities as going to 
the bathroom or eating. Most people with 
mental retardation do not see this concept as 
applying to their lives, unless they a1so· happen to 
have a physical aisability. 

Third, the term personal care is used in 
some states in the field of developmental 
djsabilities to refer to a funding stream that 
supports group homes (i.e., agency facilities) and 
traditional foster care (i.e., where a person with a 
disability resides in the home of another), thus 
bearing little resemblance to personal assistance. 
as a user defined and determined service. 

In practice, personal assistance in most 
states· appears to be defined very narrowly. 

__,I 

Often people with mental retardation seem to be 
excluded from the generic options in a state, 
being referred back to the mental 
retardation/developmental disabiliti.es service 
system, which is considered more appropriate to 
fit their needs~ 

A broad definition of personal assistance · 
could include many of the types of assistance 

·typically used by people with developmental :. · 
disabilities. For example, personal assist~ce is: 

Whatever a person needs to live 
fully within the community ( as 
defined by the individual), to. · 
ensure dignity, self-
detertnination, respect and full 
participation, throughout her or 
his lifespan. 

This could •nclude personal services, such as 
assistance with dressing; assistance with self 
direction, safety and decision making (if desired); 
assistance with a variety of daily activities, 
including eating, cooking, shopping, working, 
transportation, leisure, speaking and re~ding,, 
medications and health needs. 

People with mental retardation have 
b~n traditionally confined to life in agency 
facilities, if they needed intensive support 
services. They are also often viewed as not being 
able to speak for. themselves, ~d instead 
representatives, who usually hold different 
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perspectives, h,ave spoken for them. (This is part 
of my own discomfort in writing this essay.) 

With both the growth in the self 
advocacy movement internationally, including the 

J. 1991 election of a national (US) self advocacy 
steering committee, and a movement toward 
supporting people to live in their own homes, 
this is beginning to change. However, organizing 
around personal assistance offers at least four 
impor~t opportunities: 

1) User definition and determination of services. 
· Personal assistance services are typically 
user defined and determined. In contrast, most 
services for people with mental retardation 
assume that the agency or others knows best. In 
fact, our review of the l.iterature on choice, 
indicates that people with cognitive disabilities 
are usually presumed in practice to be 
incompetent to make their bwn decisions. If · 
making values decisions in conflict with prevailing 
norms, they are in particular jeopardy of social 
control. 

Personal assistance services, including the · 
option to hire, fire, and manage attendants ( with 
support, if desired or legally required), can help 
to shift the decision-making power back to 
people themselves, placing agencies again in their 
proper supportive role. While the option must· 
be available for people to choose to obtain 
assistance with coordination of personal 
assistance services, such an option should be 
available regardless of a person's disability label. 
A good example of an organization ·that is 
assisting people with developmental disabilities to 
work with their staff is Options in Community 
Living in Madison, Wisconsin. 

. 2) The person with a disability as expert. 
Users of personal assistance have 

strongly held that training should be done by the 
person with a disability, with the underlying 
premise that each person is unique~ Since 
training in the field of developmental disabilities 
has been moving toward competency based 
training, irrespective of the individual, this aspect 
of personal assistance philosophy may help to 
stem the trend in this direction. People with 
mental retardation are not even regularly 
involved in prevalent group based training, and 
there is still resistance in some circles, to even .. . having people participate in their own service 

panning meetings. 

3) Personal determination and family 
empowerment. 

Family empowerment has rightfully 
become recognized, and family support programs 
are now available in virtually every state. These 
programs, however, .are typically constructed 
from the parental point of view (i.e.,-relief of th:e 
''burden" of caring), and seldom take into 
account the perspectives of the children. As one 
person I interviewed recently said, 

This is practically heretical to say 
at this point in this state, but I 
happen to know there are a 
substantial number of people 
who are probably living at home 
who do not want to be there...! 
worry that we are supporting 
families to the point that.. we are 
encouraging behavior that is not 
fostering growth and · 
independence in people with 
disabilities. 

Several critical issues of concern to people with 
mental retardation, and I believe to all· disabled 
people, revolve around children's rights and the 
rights of adults to determine their own destinies. 
· Discussion about making personal assistance 
available for children, instead of thinking about 
the service as respite for caregivers, is still nQt.· 
occurring, even though the co~cept itself is 
sound and has been around for many years. The 
idea of helping people maintain the natural 
"breaks" from· each other that typically occur as a 
child grows up is not part of the way people 
typically think about family support, instead 
taking a specialist approach ( e.g., converting. 
recreation to .recreational respite). 

·4) Informal or paid services. 
In the field of developmental disabilities, 

there is a growing interest and acknowledgement 
of the important role that friends, neighbors, 
coworkers, and other community members can 
play in the lives of people with disabilities. 
While an important development, the new 
assumption seems to b~ that it is better to use 
natural, informal supports and concomitantly, 
that services will not be provided until the 
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informal options are exhausted. 
While there are many positive aspects of 

this rediscovered interest in relationships (see for 
example, Judith Snow's account), the general 
trend appears to be headed in a direction 
opposed to the personal life experiences of 
people in the independent living movement. 
Most people with disabilities want the option in 
place of having paid services, and then 
themselves choosing whether to involve family, 
friends or others in personal assistance services. 
In the field of developmental disabilities, it is the 
agency that typically is doing the choosing and 
playing a major role in deciding how formal 
services· can be replaced by informal. support~. 

Issues that are not currently well 
addressed in personal assistance designs fall 
under two major categories: those that apply to 
people across all disability groups, and those that 
may be of particular importance to people who 
nee~ assistance- with choices and decision making. 

Common flaws in e~sting personal assistance 
services. 

In a number of different states, we have 
worked with people with mental retardation and 
their allies to try to access generic personal 
assistance services to support people to live in 
their own homes. We experienced the following 
common problems, all well known to ·PAS users: 

··• limited availability of assistance 
compared to the n~ds of an individual; 

• low wages and benefits ( or lack of 
benefits) for attendants: 

• inadequate or nonexistent back up 
systems, which leave people with 
disabiliti~s stranded; 

• control of some personal assistance 
systems by home health agencies; 

* rigidity in how and where assistance is 
made available; 

* inadequate funding within the states for 
this option compared to the needs; 

• the medicalization of this option and the 

continued referral of people to options 
such as nursing homes, if they have need 
for more intense support services. 

As one example of these myriad 
problems, Michael Kennedy explained one of his 
experiences in trying to keep the same work 
schedules as other people in his office; 

. Aides' hours need to change when a 
person's schedule changes, which is often , 
a problem .for the aide service offices. 
They are not used to having someone 
whose schedule changes, and it can 
create a problem for the agency. I. 
ended up needing to have set hours (at 
work) instead of changing the hours 
around because the aide. service didn't 
allow for flexibility or arrange for 
backups when aides were sick. 

Michael said while the situation in New York 
State was difficult, in states such as Georgia, it 
was practically impossible. 

Personal assistance and decision-making support. · 
Personal assistance designs have not 

always taken into account the needs· of people · 
with mental retardation for support with decision 
making. Much greater discussion is necessary 
about· the role of allies and supporters, and how 
assistive decision making can occur, still retaining 
the people first orientation of the independent 
living movement. 

Choices and decision making are very 
complicated issues, and many people have not 
had opportunities to exercise even basic choices 
about their daily lives. The rhetoric ofchoice 
has also been used to justify neglect; and in the 
opposite vein the need for support in decision 
making has been used to justify full guardianship 
and together with that, procedures such as 
sterilization. 

Setting up a flexible personal assistance 
system will also be of benefit to people with. 
mental retardation. For example, the option 
needs to be available to have choices to manage 
one's own personal assistance; to share 

. responsibilities with an agency or other person 
selected by the person with a disability; and or to 
have another, whether an individual or 
organization, perform all these functions. 
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What about the issue of entitlement or cash · most supported by people who are msome way 
subsidies .for people. who need assistance with ·connected with the developmental disabilities 
decision making? systems. 

Entitlement or cash subsidies paid · 
J , directly to the person with a disability are critical Inteuation of people with mental retardation 

in a number of ways. Compared to a voucher into an inadequate service mtem. 
that flows through an agency, such an approach 'Personal assistance. systems have been 
removes _some of the cost of asking for help, tenuously constructed in most places, with many 

- e~bles people to plan the use of fmancing on a problems besetting stability, flexibility, security 
long term basis, and removes some of the $0clal and quality. People involved in the field of 
control exercised through the requirement. of developmental disabilities generally do not wish 
worker involvement. to simply see people with mental retardation 

People who desire assistance with participate in such inadequate systems, and yet 
decision making should still have ~e option to also do not view it as their role to help with the 
obtain such support.· Most -people with mental changes that would be necessary to improve 
retardation who need support with money ·these efforts. Expanding the role of. the ILCs 
managem~nt already have mechanisms in place will not be adequate to address the challenges. 
or that can be put in place, such .as payeeships or Systems aspects,· such as having a city emergency 
caseworkers. Instead of using the need for backup aide service, are not even known as 
support as a rationale to ~orce worker or agency options among developmental· disability agencies, . 
control, entitlements and cash subsidies offer an who instead are moving toward -developing their 
important opportunity to rethink the current own specialized systems. 
systems of case management and payeeships that . 
typically allow for little input by people with Rights versus mutuality. 
disabilities. One important area of concern in the . · 

field of developmental disabilities is that rights · 
Since discussions about personal cannot·and will not ensure that people will have 

assistance often take place with representatives a good quality of life~ As one ally described; ... 
of people with mental retardation, it is important "people are dying with their rights on." This is 
to recognize some of the fears of.professionals an area of mutual concern with. people in the 
and advocates in the field of developmental. independent living movement, yet meaningful 

discussions about the kind of society we are 
The fight over who knows what is best for people hoping to achieve ( e.g., a· power reversal of a -
with mental retardation. · more mutual way of coming together) and the 

Though this will not be publicly relationship between self-determination and 
acknowledged, one of the deepes~ _fears is that . mutuality, are seldom taking place. · 

· people with mental retardation will not have an 
equal voice in any coalition with groups such as I believe grassroots discussions are 
people with physical disabilities. ·In other words, necessary if we are going to have fundamental 
people in the developmental disabilities field view change at the local lev~l as well as a political . 
themselves in a better position to listen to, victory in creating a civil right to personal 
support, and encourage people with mental assistance. To further pursue these efforts, we 
retardation to come into ·their o~. Regretfully, can work together to: 
this ends up at times, taking another form of 
protectionism. * Create more opJ>Qrtunities for exchange, 

. However, these fears are not totally such as ADA.Pr's recent workshop on 
invalid. People with mental retardation have personal assistance, at the national self-
often been on the bottom of a disability "pecking advocacy conference. 
order" and the wording of the Americans with· 
Disabilities Act (ADA) itself indicates their * Seek opportunities to include people 
marginality in the movement. Also, the growing with mental retardation as part of 
self advocacy efforts. have often been and are still natio~al discussions on personal 
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assistance, instead of relying on 
organizations with .other, sometimes 
competing interests, to speak for people. 

• Overcome the language baniers between 
different disability groups by describing 
better.what we mean when we use words 
such as independence. 

• ~eek comtt1on issues to organize aro~nd .. 
One. good example is the issue of the 
nursing practices acts which have been 
problematic in several states for people 
to live in their own homes; ~other issue 

· is the use of fire codes and requirements 
that may prohibit people from living in 
their own places.. · 

Personal ·assistance, like· housing, offers 
one visible opportunity for .people ·10 come 
together in creating some ,.of the changes that can 
lead to better community lives for all of us . 

Preparation of this article was· supported in part 
by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of 
Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. 
National Institute on Disability and 
Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR) through 
Cooperative Agreement H133B00003-90 awarded 
to the Center on Human Policy,.Divisi6n of 
Special Education and Rehabilitation, School of 

· ·Education, Syracuse University. The opinions· 
expressed herein are those of the au.thor and· no 
official endorsement from the U.S. Department 
of Education should be inferred. 
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THE SOCIETY PAGES 
Elaine Makas, Secretary 

Society for Disability Studies 

As David Pfeiffer reported in the last 
issue of DSO, the nevvsletter of the Society for 
Disability Studies is now being ·included as a 
regular feature in each issue of DSO. Through 
these "Society Pages," we will keep you informed 
of the Society's lastest accomplishments and 
plans. We also hope to introduce ourselves by. 
means of this column to those of you who may 
be unfamiliar with our organization. With this in 
mind, we will begin by giving a brief description 
of the· Society and information on how to join 
before moving on to specific news items. 

The Society for Disability Studies (SDS) 
is a nonprofit scientific and'edµca~ional 
organization established to promote 
interdisciplinary research on humanistic and 
social scientific aspects of disability and chronic 
illness. The Society works to create forums for · 
the exchange of information relevant to the 
experiences of individuals with disabilities and to 
promote the full participation of persons with 
disabilities in society. Founded in 1982 as the 
Society for the Study of Chronic Illness, 
Impairment, and Disability (SSCIID), the 
organization was renamed the Society for 
Disability Studies in 1986. 

An annual conference is held in June. 
The location of the conference alternates 
between sites in the Eastern and Western U.S. 
The Society makes a positive effort to make all 
its communications and environments accessible 
to all persons with disabilities. 

Membership in the Society entitles the 
member to a subscription to DSQ. To receive 
membership information, contact Sharon 
Barnartt, Membership Chair, Department of 
Sociology, Gallaudet University, 8th and .Florida, 
NE, Washington,·Dc 20002; or call her at 
202/651-5160 or Bitnet: 
SNBARNARTT@GALLAU. 

1992 Annual Meeting 
The Society will hold its fifth annual 

conference June l7a20, 1992, at the Crown Plaza 
Hotel in Rockville, MD ( easily accessible py 
subway from Washington, DC). This year's 
program will· include paper sessions, workshops, a 
keynote address (described below), roundtables, a 

reception, a book exµibit, and many other 
opportunities to network both formally and 
informally with others in the field of disability 
studies. 

. William Graves, Director .of the National 
Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation . 
Research, will give the keynote address at the 
annual meeting (Thursday, June 18, at 5:00 PM).· 
Dr. Graves will discuss research methods, 
research trends, and future directions for 
research ( and funding) in the area of disability 
studies. There will be a reception following Dr. 
Graves' presentation during which SDS 
conference participants may talk informally with 
him. 

Conference registration packets, 
including a preliminary program, will be available 
by late March. Packets will be sent to all Society 
members. If you are not a member of SDS, but 
would like to receive a conference registration 
packet, please contact Barbara Altman, Chair of 
the 1992 Accessibility/Arrangements Committee~ 
14608 Melinda Lane, Bethesda, MD 20853. 

Attention: Authors, Editors, and Publishers 
The Society is interested in identifying 

books to be displayed in a book exhibit at the 
1992 annual meeting. This is an excellent. -
opportunity for authors, editors, and publishers 

· to introduce titles of interest to a wide range of 
disability researchers and educators. To suggest 
relevant titles or to request further information 
about the book display or conference program 
advertising, please contact Harve Horowitz, SDS 
Book Exhibit Coordinator, 11620 Vixens Path, 
Ellicott City, MD 21042-1539 (410/997-0763, fax 
410/997-0764; in the District of Columbia, direct 
dial, 3Q1/596-0328). . 
And Speaking of Annual Meetings ... 

The Society is pleased to announce the 
availability of. the ·following publication~ which·· 
include extended abstracts of papers presented at 
the 1988, 1989, and 1990 annual meetings: 

The Social Exploration of Disability. 
Edited by Stephen C. Hey, Gary Kiger,· Barbara 
Altman, and Jessica Scheer. Published by the 
Society for Disability Studies and Willamette 
University, 1990, 330 pages, $25.00 each. (Price 
includes cost of domestic shipping and postage. 
Overseas shipping costs require an· additional 
$4.82 for seamail or $14.68 for airmail.) 

The Social Organization of Disability 
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E.g,eriences. Edited by Gary Kiger and Stephen 
~- Hey. Published by the Soci~ty for Disability 
Studies and Willamette University, 1991:, 236 
pages, $15.00 each. (Price includes the cost of 
domestic shipping and postage. Overseas 
shipping costs require an additional $3.52 for 
seamail or $16.SS for airmail.) 

Translating Disability: At the Individual, 
Institutional and Societal Levels. Edited b.y Fred 
Hafferty, Stephen C. Hey, Gary Kiger, :and David 
Pfeiffer. Published·by the Society for Disability 
Studies and Willamette University, 1991, 410 
pages, $25.00 each .. (Price includes the cost of 
domestic shipping and postage. Overseas 

. shipping· costs require an additional $~.73 for 
seamail or $19.41 for airmail.) 

Please note that all international orders 
must be prepaid. Make checks. payable to 
Society for Disability Studies. Send payment 
with order to Stephen C. Hey, Department of 
Sociology, Willamette University, Salem, OR 
97301. 

Calling Ali Emergent Scholars 
In the Spring of 1992, SDS will be 

holding its annual competition for the Emergent 
Scholar Award. Toe competition is for 
unpublished scholarly papers written by people 
new to the field of disability studies. The 
deadline for paper submission will be given in the 
Spring issue of DSO. Toe winner of this award 
will be announced at the June 1992 annual 

· meeting. For further information, contact David · 
Pfeiffer, Suffolk University,. Boston, MA 02108-
2770. 

Upcoming Journal Issues 
There are a number of special issu~s on 

disability studies that will be published in a 
variety of journals in the near future. ·sos 
members are taking key roles. Gary Kiger and 
David Pfeiffer will guest edit an issue of the 
Journal of Health and Human Services.· 
Administration. The Tentative deadline for 
manuscript submissions is September 1, 1992. 
All presenters at the SDS annual meeting in 1992 
will be invited to submit, and a general call for 
manuscripts will go out in the near future. 

In addition, Sara Watson and David 
Pfeiffer will co-edit a special issue of the Policy 
Studies' Journal. More information on this issue 
is forthcoming. Finally, David Pfeiffer, Sandy 

Matava, Mary Grant, and Irv Zola are 
negotiating to edit a symposium on disability 
policy in the New England Journal of Public 
Policy. When plans are finalized~ more 
information will be made available. 

Nominations· Requested for SDS Board 
We are pleased to announce that 

nominati~ns for persons to serve a three-year 
term on the Society's Board of Directors are now 
being accepted.· In June 1992, Barbara Altman, 

. Stephen Hey, Elaine Makas, and Jessica Scheer 
will complete their terms on the Board, and their 
four positions will be .available. . · 

You are free to nominate .yourself or · 
another SDS member by February 15. Please 
write or call Jessica.Scheer, NRH-Research · 
Center, 102 Irving Street, NW, Washington, DC· 
20010 (202/269-8372). 

Society Supports FCC Complaint 
The Board of Directors of the Society 

for Disability Studies voted to support a 
complaint to. the Federal Communications 
Commission about the tenor of a Los Angeles 
talk show about disability. The July 22 broadcast· 
about the pregnancy of local television 
anchorwoman Bree Walker-Lampley suggested 
that she was irresponsible in taking the genetic 
risk of passing along a physical: abnormality to 
her child. 

Bree Walker-Lampley has ectrodactyly, a 
malfomiation of the hands and feet .that can L 
cause fmgers and toes to be fuseq. walker0 

Lampley was not invited to participate in the 
broadcast, which she learned about the next day. 
The talk show host asked questions. such as 11Is it 
fair to bring a child into the world that your 
pretty sure has a very good chance of having a 
disfiguring disease? Is it fair to the child?" 

SDS joined a number oforganizatio~s in 
the FCC complaint about the contents of the 
talk show which were viewed as prejudicial and 
discriminatory. 

And Last But Not Least 
If you wish further information on the 

Society for Disability Studies or on any of the 
above items, but you· don't know who to call, 
please feel free to contact Elaine Makas, SDS 
Secretary, c/o 'Department of Psychology, Bates 
College, Lewiston, ME 04240 (h: 207n84-5726). 
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